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Preface 
....... .--·.················-------

Habent sua fata libelli. The present essay was never meant to 
become a book. It was a contribution to a stimulating sympo
sium on Islamic law. organised by Aziz Al-Azmeh at Exeter 
University. As my subject I had chosen one aspect of the 
important changes that occurred in the Hanafite jurists' doctrine 
on agricultural relations of production after the tenth century. I 
wanted to write an essay that demonstrated the importance of a 
new legal category and the way in which this legal category 
changed the classical doctrine of Hanafite law. Therefore, I felt 
justified in neglecting other important changes in the Hanafite 
doctrine on the agricultural relations of production, such as the 
new legal ordinances on the social and economic status of the 
peasants, the new forms of tenancy contracts and the import
ance of investment with regard to tenancy rights. I felt free to 
neglect the details of the historical transmission of the new legal 
category I was describing. And I did not analyse the social and 
economic conditions in Central Asia that, from the tenth to 
twelfth centuries, led Hanafite jurists in that part of the world to 
develop the elements of the new doctrine that I am analysing in 
this book. I hope to be able to integrate all these neglected 
elements in a book on the development of the Hanafite doctrine 
on relations of production in agriculture and to publish such a 
book within the next three years. 

What I wanted to present for publication was originally a 
long essay. But analysing the legal categories turned out to be 
impossible without at least discussing some of their implications 
for the process of economic reasoning. The text grew in 
complexity and length. At that stage of the writing process Aziz 
Al-Azmeh's constant commitment to publish even a very long 
essay was truly reassuring. When he finally took the initiative to 
suggest publication as a book, I asked the advice of some of my 
close friends and colleagues and gratefully accepted the offer. I 
can only hope that the reader will find sufficient justification for 
this decision in the text of the book. 

I should like to thank my colleague, Fritz Steppat, for his 
careful reading of the text and his encouragement to publish it 
as a book. I enjoyed and found very helpful the long discussions 
I had with Abdellah Hammoudi. Jamil M. Abun-Nasr has 
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discussed patiently, and with genuine friendly interest, many 
aspects of the first draft. I am also grateful for having had the 
chance to present an outline of the present book in a seminar on 
Agriculture in the Middle East held jointly with Fritz Steppat, 
Engin Akarli, Abdellah Hammoudi and Peter v. Sivers at the 
Institute of Islamic Studies at the Freie Universitat Berlin. I owe 
much to A.L. Udovitch's diligent reading of the text, his 
valuable suggestions and his encouragement. 

Margaret Rausch has carefully read and corrected the 
manuscript. Renate Heveker has patiently and cheerfully typed 
and retyped the various drafts. 

The remaining mistakes are all mine. 

Berlin, 9th March 1987 



--··-·-·····--······--··-·--·--··--·-··---------·---------------
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Notes on Transcription 

The following signs are used in the transliteration of Arabic letters: 

Arabic letter 

Hamza 

Bii" 
Tii" 
Thii" 
Gim 
l:fa·' 
Kha' 
Dill 
Dhai 
Ra' 
Ziiy 
Sin 
Shin 
Sad 
I;> ad 

Z:a" 
cAin 
Ghain 
Fa·' 
Qiif 
Kaf 
Lam 
Mim 
Nun 
Waw 

Transliteration 

a, i or u at the beginning of a word. In the middle and 
at the end of a word, the sign is used to indicate the 
glott stop. 
b ' 
t 
th (to be pronounced like thin thought) 
j 
h 
kh (to be pronounced like the chin Loch) 
d 
db (pronounced like thin this) 
r 
z 
s 
sh 
~ (emphatic s) 
<;I (emphatic d) 
t (emphatic t) 
~ (emphatic z) 
c (a strong guttural produced in the throat) 
gh (similar to the first r in French parler) 
f 
q (emphatic k) 
k 
I 
m 
n 
w 

Ya' y 
Long vowels are expressed by the signs a, I and u. 

Book titles, single words and half sentences are simply transliterated, 
i.e. the transliteration reproduces the Arabic letters and not their 
phonetic value. Whole sentences are transcribed. The transcription, in 
theii: case, reproduces the phonetic changes that occur when sentences 
are spoken. Arabic words that have a common English form (e.g. 
Medina, mufti, Iraq) arc neither transliterated nor transcribed. 



Preliminary Remarks 

DID ISLAMIC LAW CHANGE? 

The three scholars who - in this century - have contributed 
most to our understanding of the history and structure of 
Islamic law are unanimous in supporting the view that no 
thoroughgoing changes occurred in Islamic law after the tenth 
century. According to Joseph Schacht1 and Noel J. Coulson,2 

the corpus juris of the Muslim jurists was developed during the 
'formative period' of Islamic law extending until the middle of 
the ninth or the begining of the tenth century. Chafik Chehata 
speaks of a ·~~.!'.!ili!' 9! Isla~ic.Ja~ that comprises 
the eighth tQ..~~~~~-IE!!!i~~- and in which the corpus juris 
musulman reached its final stage of development. 3 He shares 
with Schacht and Coulson the view that the legal ordinances of 
Islamic law were fully developed in this period and underwent 
only minor changes in the following periods. 4 He calls this 
period the 'pre-classical period' of Hanafite law because the 
most systematic and coherent forms of reasoning that underlie 
the various legal ordinances and establish their unity and 
cohesion as a legal system were developed only in the 'classical 
period' of Hanafite law, i.e. from the tenth to the twelfth_ce.ntu: ___ ___....,.....____,....,_. ______ _____,,_ ... _,--·----..------···-·--... --·-···--·-···--~·····------·--·-····------""~ 
ries.5 Chehata's penetrating analysis of the aevelopment of the 

. systematic and coherent forms of reasoning of Hanafite jurists 
in the 'classical period' has, indeed, added much to our under
standing of the structure of Hanafite law. 6 

However, the reader obtains from the works of those 
eminent scholars the impression that after the earliest ('forma
tive' or 'pre-classical') period of Islamic law, its legal ordinances 
(its corpus juris or 'positive law') remained unchanged. Insofar 
as changes in legal reasoning are acknowledged, it is said that 
they 'affected neither the established decisions of positive law 
nor the classical doctrine of usul a/-j'iqh '. 7 _Schacht, C:::hehata 
and ~~~- do not deny that the decisions of the muftis 
throughout the. centuries added new material to the corpus juris 
of Islamic law. But- with the notable exception of Coulson
they seem to be convinced that any changes which occurred 
after the tenth century dealt with only minor matters of detail. 
Coulson states that '. . . in the field of civil transactions forces 

1 
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inherent in Islamic society had brought about considerable 
modifications of the strict classical doctrine'8 and he stresses the 
importance of the muftis for this development. 

In this essay, I hope to be able to demonstrate, with special 
reference to the development of Hanafite law in the Mamluk 
and Ottoman periods, that changes in the legal doctrine were 
not restricted to civil transactions, but also concerned the public 
Jaw. Interrelated key concepts of the Hanafite law such as 
property, rent and the taxation of arable lands underwent 
thoroughgoing changes in the Mamluk and Ottoman periods. 
·The results ofthese changes are well documented in the Syrian 
and Egyptian fatawii from the sixteenth to nineteenth centuries. 
In this essay I cannot go into the details of the historical 
development of these legal doctrines. I shall be very satisfied 
indeed, if, by comparing the legal doctrine of the pre-classical 
and classical periods with the legal opinions of the Ottoman 
jurists, I can demonstrate the structural changes that occurred 
between the tenth and sixteenth centuries. But I am persuaded 
that closer scrutiny of the stages of development of the new 
legal doctrines on tax and rent will prove the crucial role played 
by the muftis of Central· Asia and of Egypt and Syria in the 
formation of the new doctrines, a formation that seems to have 
.taken place gradually between the tenth and fifteenth centuries. 

HOW ARE WE TO STUDY CHANGE WITHIN ISLAMIC LAW? 

Udovitch recently suggested that 

The traditional terms of the discussion of medieval Islamic 
land tenure along the continuum of absolute state ownership 
as opposed to private ownership cannot adequately accom
modate the many varieties of land tenure we encounter in the 
medieval Middle East. Any new definition of the terms of 
this discussion will have to concede an overall state claim 
(although not necessarily ownership) in terms of revenue and 
taxation while taking into account different types of control 
and internal organisation of agricultural lands, such as 
private ownership of small or large estates, communal or 
tribal ownership, and direct state control. 9 

Islamic law certainly lends itself to such an approach. Tax and 

2 
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rent are interrelated key concepts of the Hanafite law that 
cannot be studied independently of each other. The system of 
taxation largely determines the margin that is left for the 
appropriation of the rent. The doctrine on tax and rent largely 
determines the conception of landed property. In the Hanafite 
doctrine on tax and rent, changes of individual legal ordinances 
and structural changes in the relationship between tax and rent 
occurred in the period between the tenth and sixteenth centu
ries. These changes led to a redefinition of the concept of 
landed property. In order to demonstrate the importance of 
these changes, I have to begin with a detailed description of the 
Hanafite concept of tax and rent as developed in the pre-classi
cal and classical periods of Hanafite law. I shall restrict this 
discussion to those forms of the land tax (i.e. khanij wazifa and 
khariij muqiisama) and to those contracts of tenancy (i.e. ijiira 
and muzaraca) most important in a cereal-growing agricul
ture.10 

The Middle East is an area of which Issawi says that 'practi
cally all the cultivated area in the region, since time imme
morial, has been planted to cereals'. 11 The importance of the 
cereal-growing agriculture is well reflected in the terms of the 
Hanafite contracts of tenancy ( ijiira) and share-cropping ( mu
ziira<a). These contracts were evidently developed with a view' 
to regulating the relations of production in an agriculture based 
on the tillage of open fields. Because of the emphasis placed on 
cereal production; control of the fields where it was grown has 
been and still remains a constant cause of contention between 
the central and provincial administration of the state, private 
proprietors, waqf administrators, state officials, army officers 
and peasant cultivators. The relationship between the contend
ing parties was, of course, largely determined by the political 
and economic power of the respective parties and by the state 
protection they enjoyed. But the relationship between these 
classes, groups and institutions was not solely determined by 
their respective political and economic power. It was also 
regulated through legal norms developed by the administration 
of the Muslim state and by Muslim jurists. The social and cultu
ral traditions of the Near East,12 as well as the political practice 
of the administration of the Muslim state, 13 provided the raw 
material for these legal norms. But insofar as the Muslim jurists 
moulded these legal ordinances into coherent and systematic 
legal doctrines on tax and rent, the systematic character of these 

3 
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doctrines as well as their inner cohesion should be regarded as 
the jurists' intellectual achievement.' 

In this essay I shall try to compare the Hanafite doctrine of 
the pre-classical and classical periods with its post-classical 
homologues. I shall argue that in its early and classical .Period~, 
Ha~e law ~J~.l~-~tQLJ.h.~LP.rQ~~E!e~~~~a~C~~i~i~t!P._--of 
l~nded prov.er!Y_ a.g~!~§tJh_~_,))~at~~~ c,:l.~i:m .!9 .. 9-"'.~t!~s.hip. of tfi~
P~@_I!_~~-~~LPI.9.P~r.!Y. __ - but not against expiolhiiion 
through tax and rent. Hanafite law is based on the idea that it is 
the -~YiQ.ual_QWJJg_:Qf..PLC?.~ili~w1iQ.l~~!Ii~_Q_r_9.totm~:Qi_j:h~ 
Tegal.....I!_erson and that exchange relations between individual 
l'!Qt?r!~io:~-~ar.t;::ii!~~~Q~~J~P.Q!.!~~~·-·s~bi~~~•---il!ii.¥er···c;i··aie .. iaw:·i4 

This basic idea also determines the Haiiafite legal doetiiiie·-'on 
tax and rent. In the early and classical periods of Hanafite law 
the jurists developed a system of legal ordinances that were - in 
principle - equally applicable to all forms of ownership of 
landed property. It is only after the tenth century that new 
~conceptions of tax and rent were developed that clearly differ
entiated between peasant holdings on the one hand and the 
landed property of the wealthy and powerful class of rentiers on 
the other hand. In order to protect the economic interests of this 
class of rentiers, new forms of law were developed and the law 
of the 'old jurists' (al-mutaqaddimun) '."as dismissed in favour 
of 'the choice of the modern jurists' ( ikhtiyiir al-muta~akh
khirin). 

NOTES 

1. Joseph Schacht, An Introduction to Islamic Law (Clarendon 
Press, Oxford1 1964), p. 70; Schacht, The Origins of Muhammadan 
Jurisprudence (Clarendon Press, Oxford, 1950), p. 329. 

2. N.J. Coulson, A History of Islamic Law (Edinburgh University 
Press, Edinburgh, 1964), pp. 75, 80-5. 

3. Chafik Chehata, Etudes de droit musulman (Presses Universi
taires de France, Paris, 1971), Vol. I, p. 17. See also Ya'akov Meron, 
'The Development of Legal Thought in Hanafi Texts', Studia lslamit:a, 
30, pp. 73-118. 

4 

4. Chehata, Etudes, p. 17: 

Les compilations du II• Siecle cloturent une evolution anterieure: 
el/es fixent, pour l'histoire, /e droit musu/man. Depuis, /'histoire du 
droit musulman va se confondre avec Ia doctrine musu/mane. Le 
corpus iuris musulman n'evoluera plus au cours des siec/es. 
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5. Ibid., pp. 17-27. See also Meron, 'Legal Thought', pp. 73-98; 
Schacht, Introduction, pp. 71-2, also realised that the legal doctrine in 
the classical and the post-classical periods (according to Chehata's 
periodisation scheme, which I use) was not the same as in the formative 
period of Islamic law. See Meron, 'Legal Thought', p. 91. 

6. Chehata, Etudes, passim; Chehata, Theorie generale de ['obli
gation en droit musulman hanefite (Librairi Dalloz, Paris, 1969), pas
sim; Meron, 'Legal Thought', passim. 

7. Schacht, Introduction, p. 72. See alsop. 75; Chehata, Etudes, 
vol. 1, p. 24: 'A l'interieur de chacune de ces ecoles tout au long de Ia 
periode classique, des justifications ont ete donnees aux solutions deja 
admises et des solutions ont ete fournies a quelques cas nouveaux'. As 
far as the 'post-classical period' (twelfth to nineteenth centuries) is 
concerned, Chehata, ibid., states: 

Mais /'on constate des Ia fin du VI' siecle que Ia litterature juridique 
va consister principalement a gloser soit a commenter les ouvrages 
classiques ... Ce qui ne les empechera pas parfois d'emettre des 
opinions nouvelles. Ils se retranchent alors derriere une opinion 
attribuee aux fondateurs ... 

He adds on p. 25: 

.. . illeur arrive, malgre tout, d'adopter des solutions nouvelles par Ia 
voie d'analogie. La fermeture de Ia porte de /'effort n'a jamais ete, 
dans ces limites, un handicap. Mais if faut avouer que ces limites son 
plutot etroites ... 

In a similar vein Schacht, Introduction, pp. 71-2, states that muftis and 
commentators contributed to the corpus juris of Islamic law. For a 
balanced summary of this discussion see Meron, 'Legal Thought', 
pp. 90-1. 

8. Coulson, Islamic Law, p. 148, see pp. 140-2; it is important to 
note that Coulson admits important changes in 'the domain of public, 
and particularly criminal, law' but he does .not seem to see any relation
ship between the change of interrelated key concepts of the public (e.g. 
fiscal} and the civil law (e.g. rent). 

9. A.L. Udovitch, 'Technology, Land Tenure and Plural Society: 
Aspects of Continuity in the Agricultural History of the Pre-Modern 
Middle East', in Udovitch (ed.), The Islamic Middle East 700-1900. 
Studies in Economic and Social History. (The Darwin Press Inc., 
Princeton, 1981), p. 20; sec Charles Issawi, An Economic History of 
the Middle East and North Africa (Methuen, New York, 1982), p. 135 
on the 'basic pattern' of Near Eastern agriculture. 

10. Claude Cahen, 'Le regime des impots dans le Fayyum 
ayyubide', Arabica, 3 (1956), p. 14. · 

11. Issawi, Economic History, p. 118; see Cahen, Der Islam I. Vom 
Ursprung bis zu den Anfiingen des Osmanenreiches (Fischer Taschen
buch Verlag, Frankfurt am Main, 1969), p. 146. 

12. Michael G. Morony, 'Landholding in Seventh-Century Iraq: 
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Late Sasanian and Early Islamic Patterns', in Udovitch ( ed), The 
Islamic Middle East, pp. 135-75, stresses the importance of pre-Islamic 
traditions as decisive factors for the organisation of agriculture in the 
early Islamic period. 

13. Schacht, Origins, pp. 190 ff. 
14. Baber Johansen, 'Secular and Religious Elements in Hanafite 

Law - Function and Limits of the Absolute Character of Government 
Authority', in Ernest Gellner and Jean-Claude Vatin (eds), Islam et 
politique au maghreb (Centre National de Ia Recherche Scientifique, 
Paris, 1981), pp. 281-303. 
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The Birth of the Kharaj Payer 

I. WHAT IS KHARAJ'! 

The basic legal principle that governs the Hanafite position on 
taxation is summarised in the following sentence ascribed to 
Abu I:Ianifa: 

In contrast to all other commodities, the productive lands in 
our territory are never exempted from taxation. This taxation 
consists either of kharaj or of cushr ( al-ararji n-namiyatu lii 
takh/11 can wa:s,ifat in fi darinii wa-l-wazifatu imma l-kharaju 
awi J-cushr). 1 

Whereas European feudalism recognised the maxim' Nulle terre 
sans seigneur', the Hanafite jurists adhered to the principle 
'Nulle terre sans taxe' .2 The right of the state to tax all landed 
property was never questioned by the Hanafite jurists. It is, 
therefore, not coincidental that the first known Hanafite book 
of law is Abu Yusuf's Kitab al-kharaj, the 'Book on the Land
tax'. Hanafite jurists recognised only two legitimate forms of 
taxes to be levied on landed property: cushr and khariij. It is 
well known and generally acknowledged that cushr is a tax on 
the landed property of Muslims. What is not well known and 
certainly not generally acknowledged by scholars is that accord
ing to Hanafite law not only <ushr but also kharaj are taxes 
payable by the proprietors of landed property. It is difficult to 
explain why this aspect of khariij as a tax on private landed 
property is not generally acknowledged by Western scholars. 
For nearly 200 years, specialists in the field have tried to draw 
attention to the fact that khariij is a tax payable by the private 

7 
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proprietor of landed property. Some 170 years ago, von 
Hammer was the first to draw attention to this fact. 3 He was 
followed by Belin in the second half of the nineteenth century.4 

Seventy years ago, Aghnides clearly stated that khariij proves 
ownership of property in Hanafite law,5 a fact of which Gibb 
and Bowen reminded us some 20 years ago.6 European histori
ans, especially those concerned with the economic and social 
history of the Near and the Middle East, do not seem to accept 
this point of view. Even outstanding scholars such as Becker? 
and, in his earlier works, Claude Cahen8 state that the Islamic 
law defines khariij as a· tax the payment of which implies 
acknowledging state-held title of ownership to the lands 
concerned.9 This is not the position of the Hanafites, although it 
is held by other Sunni schools of Islamic law. Western scholars 
have often been confused by the divergence of legal opinions on 
this question, as they tend to underestimate the differences 
between the Sunni schools of law. Some scholars, therefore, 
simply pass over certain information in the Hanafite texts that 
they study. Some years ago, Paul Forand, in his essay on the 
Sawad lands of Iraq, drew extensively on the work of an early 
Hanafite jurist in order to describe the juridical status of the 
inhabitants of the Sa wad lands without indicating that the jurist 
whom he quotes unequivocally states that the lands of the 
Sawad are the property of their owners if they pay khariij on 
them. 10 Other Western scholars try to reconcile the Orientalist 
understanding of Islamic law with their Hanafite texts. In a 
recently published important study on the pre-Islamic traditions 
relating to agriculture in Iraq and their influence on the Muslim 
reorganisation of the relations of production in agriculture, 
Morony points out that the Hanafite jurist Sarakhsi considers 
khariij lands as the private property of the tax payers. Morony 
then adds that with regard to khariij 'in fact al-Shatici's interpre
tation was preferred by the legal scholars thus contributing to 
the van Berchem thesis .. .' 11 This holds true for Western 
scholars. Hanafite jurists continued to prefer the tradition of 
their own school. 

For the argument I shall develop in this essay, it is important 
to provide an accurate description of the Hanafite legal position 
on khariij by presenting statements on this question by authori
tative eighth- to nineteenth-century Hanafite scholars. Abu 
Yiisuf, writing in the eighth century, declares that land assigned 
through iqtii" becomes the private property of the assignee who 

8 
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has to pay khariijl 2 and that khariij also has to be paid on 
reclaimed mawiit lands, since, in this case, the cultivator 
becomes the proprietor. The factthat in this case the cultivator 
.an~_ propriet~[ .. ~!:S. .. !? pay __ ~!!.a.!~i1_~-~!t.2.;ill~fPii~if~~o_Q~~ 
_ ![~Jili.Jecn.Q~~araj.,_ The rule that in a contract of share-crop
ping ( muziiraca) the proprietor is required to pay khariijl 4 would 
indicate the same. Abu Ytisuf's companion, Shaibani, declared 
it licit for Muslims to buy khariij lands from non-Muslim 
subjects of the Muslim government, 15 even for strictly commer
cial purposes. 16 These legal opinions of early Hanafite jurists are 
not whimsical juridical abstractions. In his penetrating analysis 
of the development of the theory of fai', Schmucker points out 
that not only were there legal opinions to this effect but these 
legal traditions reflected the historical practice of private 
appropriation of khariij lands in Iraq.17 According to· 
Schmucker, the Sawad lands of Iraq were left in the hands of 
the inhabitants of the Sawad who could freely dispose of them. 
Only crown lands (sawiifi) fell under immediate state control. 18 

The Hanafite legal position on khariij supports the ensuing 
rights of the owners of khariij lands. In the ninth century, the 
Hanafite jurist, Kha~~af, writing in Iraq, sanctioned the trans
formation of khariij lands into waqj on the grounds that 'the 
lands of khariij belong to their proprietors' (Li-anna arrja 
1-khariiji li-miilikihii). 19 In another context he states, 'It is kha
riij land and is owned by those who hold it' ( wa-hiya arrju 
khara/" wa-hiya mifku• li-arbabihii). 20 In a similar vein, the 
Egyptian-born jurist Tabawi explained at the beginning of the 
tenth century: ·~~ar~ lands are priv!!~~._2r~E_ertr: I!t.£!!: 
sale and donation t~P.~Imissible, so is their_ transformatiqn..i!l.!Q 
waqf.-The ···ruieso!_iuh.e.ritan~e~-~~pp{yjQ,_iliem~:is ... i.{).~iLi .. Ptb_~.r.: 
gooas' ( .;a-:arorJu--i-khariiji mamlukiit"" yajuzu bai"uhunna wa

-- Mb7iiiihunna wa-waqfuhunna yajrz fiha 1-mawiirithu kama yajri 
funii siwahunna). 21 At the beginning of _the eleventh cent!.U]' 
the Iraqi author, Qudtiri, stated: 'The lands of the Sawad are the 
property of their inhabitants who may sell them and dispose of 
them [as they wish]' ( wa-arrju s-sawadi mam/Ukatu" li-ahlihii: 
yajtlzi baicuhum lahii wa-tasarrufuhum fihii). 22 r~-~ 
century_ Transoxan~IL~~~~.9S,.,_Ji~!!i;kh~, reported that the 
companions of the-Prophet paid khariij. He concluded from this 
that the payment of khariij cannot be regarded as a humiliation 
for a Muslim. After explaining the procedure for the levying of 
khariij, he says the buyer of khariij lands will have to pay the 

9 
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kharaj on them. 23 Sarakhsi makes it clear that khariij has one 
basic characteristic Tn common with the rent, i.e. that it is paid 
as a requital for the fact that it lies within the cultivator's power to 
put the land to use. 'The khariij', he says, 'falls due in consider
ation of [the fact that] it is possible to put [his land] to use'.24 

But he also makes it clear that the obligation of paying the 
khariij arises only for the owner of landed property: 'The reason 
for which khariij falls due is the [existence of] private property 
of the land that is put to use'.25 The twelfth-century Transoxa
nian author Marghiniini declared that the lands of the Sawad of 
Irag. and those of.~a (Sham) are khariij lands and that they 
are . the property of their owners. 26 He is supported in this legal 
opinion by the fifteenth-century commentator of his work, the 
Egyptian jurist, Ibn al-Humam.27 Continuing the same legal 
tradition the sixteenth-century Egyptian mufti, Ibn Nujaim, 
states: 'The Hanafite Imams, may God have mercy on them, are 
unanimously of the opinion that if the Imam conquers a country 
and recognises its inhabitants' rights [as proprietors] to it and 
imposes the khariij on its lands, then the inhabitants enjoy the 
right of private property with regard to the lands. All forms by 
which they dispose [of them] such as sale, donation, testamen
tary bequest, leasing, lending and transformation into waqj are 
valid, regardless of whether the disposing person remains an 
.11nbeliever or becomes a Muslim' ( thumma ttafaqa a" immatu 
l-lfanafiyati, ral)ima lliihu_ <anhum, <alii anna l-imama idhii 
fatal)a baladatan wa-aqarra ahlahii <a[aihii wa-wa(ia<a 1-kharaja 
<alii 1-arii(ii fa-innahum yamlikuna 1-ara(iiya wa-ta#Mu 
minhum sii'iru t-ta$arrufiiti min bai< in wa-hibat1n wa-wa$iyat1n 
wa-waqfn sawa>an kiina l-muta$arrifu biiqiyan <a[a kufrihi au 
as/am). 28 Similar statements can be found in the Syrian fatiiwii 
of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries29 as well as in the 
works of other jurists of the Ottoman period. 30 The last signifi
cant instance of the Hanafite jurists adhering to this legal tradi
tion consists of Article 2 § 4 of the Ottoman Land Code of 
1858 which states: 
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Les terres mulk ou de propriete privee sont de quatre sortes: 

4. Celles dites 'kharadjie', qui a Ia meme epoque [i.e. the 
pei:iod of conquest by a Muslim ruler as explained in 
paragraph 3 of the same article] ont ete laissees et confirmees 
dans Ia possession des indigenes ... La pleine propriete de Ia 
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terre mulk appartient au proprietaire, elle se transmet par voie 
d'heritage, comme tout autre bien; et les dispositions de Ia loi 
telle que Ia mise en vakouf, le gage ou hypotheque,31 Ia 
donation, Ia preemption (choufa) lui sont applicables. Toute 
terre 'uchrie' ou 'khan .ijie', au deces sans heritier de son 
proprietaire, fait retour au domaine public (Beit ul-Miil) et 
devient ainsi 'miri'. 32 

This paragraph is based on the position of the Hanafite school 
of law according to which the payment of khariij proves 
property rights. This legal opinion was maintained for a 
thousand years. For this reason the authors of the Ottoman 
Land Code could conclude this pararaph with the following 
statement: 'Les legislations et /a procedure relatives a ces quatre 
sortes de terres mulk, se trouvant dans les livres de Ia jurisprud
ence religieuse (fiqh ), ne seront pas traitees ici'. 33 

2. HOW DOES ONE ACQUIRE OWNERSHIP OF LANDED 
PROPERTY? 

The discussion of the problems connected with the legal 
doctrine of khariij by Hanafite scholars shows that the jurists 
considered ownership of landed property to be acquired in one 
~~fu~~~~= ~ 

(a) Through the Imam's confirmation of the primordial 
rights of the agriculturists at the time of the conquest. The 
example usually given of this kind of primordial property 
right is that of the peasants of the Sawad of Iraq who proved 
their rights as owners of landed property by having paid kha
riij on it. 34 As Schmucker has shown, in large parts of the 
Sawad the property rights of the inhabitants were confirmed 
by the Muslim authorities after the conquest. There is histori
cal evidence proving that these lands were bought and sold. 35 

According to Morony, it is quite probable that peasant culti
vators became proprietors of some of these lands. 36 The 
Muslim conquest must in fact have led to a partial emancipa
tior. of the peasants. Hanafite law supports this emancipa-
tion. !l..Y transforming !~~~}~.!~--~--~?~~~~~-~~Q.!h~.l~nQJ~! 
into a proof Of _prop:e~YL.fu~ Hanafite lt?gal position on kha
~~dsliiTtie way of the attempt .. to.consfder .. tlie""peasanfas 
·-·-·"_'_"_ • .,,, .... M-•'-----W---~··-o••'-"-·•-'•-•·--·--·"-'~··•-I!'•••••>••"••W"••'•'....,_••-••>•••'"•>N"'"'"'-'"'"•.>-.o,_,_.,, .... A" ..... ,,,_, .... , ... ,,.,, .. ,., ................... ,_•>•••••••"•"""""' 
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~-ser:l.QQ.~!!.c!.!Q.tbe..soil;.. 
( (b) J:hr_Q!!g_i! __ lli~~hannels ofcommodity_~xchang~L i.e. 
' through sale, pre-emption "(shufa), donation, bequest37 and 

inheritance. 38 According to the jurists, even the landed 
private property of the Imam should be acquired in this way; 
(c) Through the Imam's assignmentof __ Wl!.SteJ~..!!Q~(m~~q!} 
to privatepersoiis-who-are--obligea· to reclaim these lands. 

( , Thro~gh-reclamadon these lands become private property on 
which either khariij or cushr must be paid;39 . 

(d) Ihroggl} ____ !h~ a.s§ignm.~nt ()f ... an1ble Ia.I1cis Jo private 
proprietors by the lfi1ath. Consequently, these lands become 
private landed property on which <ushr40 or khariij4l must be 
paid. 

Lands acquired in one of the four ways mentioned above are 
considered private property on which either khariij or cushr 
must be paid. Since only owners of landed property can trans
form their lands into waqf, khariij or cushr must also be paid on 
waqf lands as these are lands previously recognised as private 
property.42 That is to say, on all forms of landed property not 
owned by the state, khariij or cushr must be paid. To judge from 
the casual descriptions given by the jurists, they seem to think of 
iqtiic (assignment) and waqf as typical examples of big estates 
cultivated through the employment of slaves and of salaried 
labour. 43 A non-Muslim always has to pay khariij on his landed 
property. A Muslim has to pay khariij on khariij land if he 
acquires khariij land through the channels described under b, c, 
and d or if he converts to Islam. A Muslim has to pay <ushr on 
his landed property if the Muslim ruler assigns conquered lands 
to him or if he acquires <ushr land through the mechanisms 
described under b, c and d. _:Uslu·, __ th~E~!?!~-~E>-~l~-~y§ _ _!~l!':!~d.t9 
~~~!i.g_i_()US status .of t~e pr()p!ie~()_[, y,IQ~[e_a~_]d]ar_iij t!!n(:ls_tQ 
~~~~~-~-~ ~~~!a~-~~~hout feligi()ti,§ <;g_qpg!!ltioJ!S.·_ 

3. NOT EVERY GRANT OR POSSESSION IS TAXABLE 
OWNERSHIP OF LANDED PROPERTY 

Only two kinds of legal claims to arable lands did not entail the 
payment of the land tax. These two claims were also not 
accepted as a basis for transforming lands into waqj because 
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these claims did not constitute ownership rights. The first of 
these two claims consisted of the assignment by the Imam of the 
taxes on arable lands to state officials, army officers or other 
favourites of his. Schmucker has pointed out that individual 
cases of this kind of iq(ac already existed in the seventh 
century.44 In the ninth century, this form of tax assignment was 
a well-known practice, as the following description by the Iraqi 
jurist Kha~~a£ shows. Kha~~a£ tells one of his students: 

If the Sultan assigns something belonging to the public 
treasury (bait al-miil) to a person, that person is not allowed 
to transfer it into a waqf. 

The student asks: 'How can he assign a claim of the public 
treasury [to a third person]?' to which Kha~~af answers: 

This is land that belongs to a [private] person and on which 
khariij must be paid. It is the property of the people who 
hold it ( wa-hiya milk"" li-arbilbihii). The Sultan takes from 
them half of what God makes the arable land yield. He 
assigns part of that half that he takes for the public treasury 
by telling a person: I grant you four-fifths of it [i.e. of the 

. khariijJ and you are obliged to pay one-fifth of it to the 
public treasury [i.e. one-tenth of the whole produce of the 
land] ( wa-idhii aqtaca s-sultiinu insiinan shai'an min f:taqqi 
baiti 1-miili lam yajuz waqfuhu li-dhiilika. qultu: wa-kaifa 
yuqfi<u shai>an min /:taqqi baiti 1-miil? qiila: hiidhihi art/.u" li
insiin'" wa-hiya art/.u kharii/" wa-hiya milkun li-arbiibihii. fa
s-sultiinu ya' khudhu minhumu n-ni$/a mimmii yukhriju 
lliihu <azza wa-jalla min art/.i z-zar<i fa-aqta<a s-su/tiinu min 
hiidha n-ni$/i lladhi ya>khudhuhu li-baiti l-miili ba<rj.ahu fa
yaqulu li-man aq{acahu qad aqtactuka min hiidha n-ni$/i 
arbacata akhmiisihi wa-jaca[tu calaika khumsahu li-baiti 
l-miili wa-huwa t-cushru minjami<i mii tukhriju l-art/.).45 

Such an assignment cannot be the basis for the transforming of 
land into waqJ, because it does not constitute private property 
and because what the assignee pays is not regarded as the kha
riij of his property. It is the proprietor of the land who pays the 
khariij and who therefore is solely entitled to transform his 
landed property into waqf. 

13 
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The other group of persons who are not allowed to transform 
their rights on arable lands into waqf are the peasants tilling 
lands appropriated by the ruler. These peasants are not 
regarded as proprietors of the land. The dues they pay to the 
ruler are not regarded as taxes, but rather as a kind of rent. The 
peasants cultivating estates appropriated by the ruler are 
regarded as merely share-croppers, devoid of ownership rights. 
The student who transmits the legal opinions of Kha~~af reports 
the following: · 

I said: what do you say about the lands of the }Jauz? If a 
person transforms part of it into waqf, is that legally permis
sible? He said: the l;zauz is something that the Sultan takes 
possession of (l;ziizahu). He brings the share-croppers (mu
ziiri'un) to it, so that they may cultivate it. In this way they 
become farm-hands (akara) of the Sultan, whom he may 
oust at any time he pleases ( qultu: fa-mii taqulu fi arrj.i 
1-l;zauzi yuqifu insiin"n minhii shai''an hal yajitz? qiila: al
bauzu huwa shaiJun qad }Jiizahu s-sultiinu wa-adkhala fihi 
muziir6na ya'murunahii fa-innamii hum akaraf'" fi dhiilika 
li-s-su/tiini Jahu an yukhrijahum min dhiilika matii shii,a fa
in waqafa al.zad"n min hii,ulii,i 1-muziiri'ina shaiJan min arrj.i 
1-l;zauzi lam yajuz).46 

The dues of these peasants are not considered taxes. The 
peasants do not enjoy proprietary rights with regard to the land 
that they till. Their legal status is much worse than that of the 
khariij-paying proprietors. The example of the farm-hands 
( akara) on the arrj. al-l;zauz shows the importance of a clear 
differentiation between tax and rent for the preservation of the 
peasant's landed property. Whenever the government or its 
representatives regard the peasants' dues as rent, they also tend 
to regard the peasants as evictable tenants or as serfs bound to 
J:he soil. 

To the best of my knowledge, the jurists of the early and 
classical periods of Hanafite law do not inform us on the origins 
of arrj. al-}Jauz. But in the light of the development of this term 
in the juridical literature of the Mamluk period, it seems reason
able to relate it to the jurists' discussion of the problems that 
result from the khariij payer's flight ( hurub) from his village, 
from his incapacity to pay the taxes and till the soil and finally 
from his death without legal heirs. All these are topics already 
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discussed in the early and classical periods. The jurists agree 
that in all such cases the Imam is entitled to take care of the 
cultivation of the land. He may cultivate it by paying hired 
labourers from the public treasury or by farming it out in a 
contract of share-cropping (muziiraca) or tenancy (ijiira). 
According to jurists from the tenth and twelfth centuries,47 he 
may also sell it. But this sequestration of the land does not - in 
the first three cases - annihilate the property rights of the 
former owners. The Imam is merely entitled to the khariij. If he 
obtains any 'surplus' through the contracts of share-cropping or 
tenancy or through the sale of the land, he is legally bound to 
give this 'surplus' to the former proprietors. The former 
proprietors maintain very precarious property rights, the state 
takes responsibility for the cultivation of the lands and the new 
peasant cultivators enjoy a very uncertain status as evictable 
share-croppers. It is only in the case of the khariij payer who 
dies without legal heirs that the public treasury enjoys full and 
unrestricted ownership of the lands. 

4. DOES THE TENANT OR THE LESSOR PAY THE TAX? 

Even in the pre-classical and classical periods of Hanafite law, 
the legal maxim that the payment of the land tax proves owner
ship rights on arable lands is in one respect problematic, namely 
in that the jurists are tempted to shift the burden of taxation 
from the lessor to the tenant. Different forms of land tax do not, 
in the Hanafite law, represent the same kind of obligation. The 
khariij wazifa (or khariij muwazza[) is a fixed sum of money 
whose amount depends on the size and the quality of the land.48 

It is furthermore a personal obligation49 and must, therefore, be 
paid by the owners.50 cushr and khariij muqiisama consist of a 
fixed percentage of the crop and are considered obligations in 
re.51 Early Hanafite jurists like Abii. Yiisuf consider the khariiJ 
muqiisama the most equitable form of taxation. 52 Other jurists 
report that the peasants of the Sawiid asked for the introduction 
of this kind of taxation. But Makoto Shimizu has persuasively 
argued that the khariij muqiisama in the Sawad of Baghdad was 
introduced by the government in order to monopolise the grain 
trade of that province and use its profits for the construction of 
Baghdad. 53 The founder of the Hanafite school of law, Abii I:Ia
nifa, insisted that the same rules should apply both to the 
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monetary land tax and to the taxes in kind. According to Abii 
I:Ianifa, in a contract of tenancy (ijara) it is always the.(2_roprie
tor. who pays the kharaj, be it muwaz;z;af or muqasama, i.e. a 
fixed sum of money or a percentage of the crop. 54 But his disci
ples in the eighth and ninth centuries tended to shift the tax 
burden from the lessor to the tenant.55 Abii Yiisuf, writing in 
the eighth century, decided that the tenant in a contract of 
tenancy (ijiira) or of share-cropping (muziiraca) has to pay the 
cushr.56 His companion Shaibani made the tenant pay the cushr 
and the kharaj muqiisama. 51 According to this legal reasoning, 
the lessor of the land must always pay the kharaj muwa;u.af, but 
not the kharaj muqasama. 

There is no reason to doubt that in the short run the new 
doctrine introduced by Abii Yiisuf and Shaibani worked in 
favour of the landowners: shifting the tax burden to someone 
else's shoulders is always an appealing proposition. It also seems 
that in Iraq, originally, kharaj muqasama was mainly levied on 
crown lands around Kiifa that the Caliph cuthman granted to 
members of the Meccan aristocracy, whereas the kharaj 
muwaz;z;af was mainly levied on the lands of the dahaqin and 
the early Muslim invaders. The legal ordinances making the 
tenant pay the khariij muqiisama did, therefore, work in favour 
of the old Arab aristocracy.58 According to Cahen, the levying 
of khariij muqiisama remained restricted to the Sawad of 
Baghdad until well into the tenth century. Only when tax 
assignments ( iqtiic) were generally used to compensate army 
officers for their services, did the khariij muqiisama become a 
generalised form of taxation. 59 In the pre-classical period, there
fore, khariij was largely identified with khariij muwaz:z;af, khariij 
muqasama remaining a form of taxation that was applied to 
privileged owners. In the long run, such a privileged form of 
taxation might have endangered the landowner's title of owner
ship of landed property. If it were the tenant who paid the tax, it 
would have been perfectly reasonable for the state to levy it on 
him directly, in which case the owner would have lost his 
position as an intermediary between the state and the tenant 
and would have had no justification for receiving a share of the 
crop. There is r,to reason to believe that the jurists of the eighth 
and ninth centuries were not aware of this danger. If they 
wanted to support the interests of the lessor, as I believe they 
did, their legal reasoning only makes sense if it presupposes that 
the tenant was obliged to pay his tax to the lessor.60 Be that as it 
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may, to judge from the legal ordinances, the tenant who leased 
land on which the tax was levied as a percentage of the crop 
faced a much greater burden than the tenant who leased land on 
which a monetary land tax was levied.61 In the first case, the 
tenant paid his rent plus the tax, whereas in the second case the 
tenant only paid the rent. 

It seems, however, that this new doctrine on the tenant's 
obligation of paying the khariij muqiisama met with resistance 
in the Hanafite school and that neither the doctrine of Abu I;Ia
nifa nor that of his immediate disciples became the prevalent 
legal opinion of the Hanafite school. Until well into the twelfth 
century it was left to the discretion of the individual jurists as to 
which legal opinion to adopt. 62 ·-

5. mE CLASSICAL HANAFITE DOCTRINE ON LAND TAX 
SUPPORTS PEASANT OWNERSHIP OF LANDED PROPERTY 

The works of Cahen63 and Ashtor64 show that peasant proprie
tors did play a major role in the agriculture of the Near and the 
Middle East until at least the end of the tenth century. Side by 
side with the smallholdings of peasants, large estates were found 
to be held by assignees (muqtacs) or transformed into auqiif(s. 
waqf) whose labour force consisted of slaves, share-croppers 
and salaried workers.65 In addition, we find state lands along 
with a peculiar category of sequestrated and state-controlled 
lands, the ar{i al-bauz, of which the cultivators were only farm
hands whereas the former proprietors of the lands still claimed 
very precarious ownership rights. The lines of demarcation 
between these different forms of landed property must, by 
necessity, always have been rather vague. The struggle for 
control over the produce of the arable lands ensued between a 
variety of groups, classes and institutions and the relationship 
between the different forms of property of arable lands can best 
be understood as the result of ~ __ permanent struggle between 
these groups, classes and institutions. In this struggle, with 
whom did the Hanafite jurists side? There is no easy answer to 
this question. A clear partisanship for ownership rights of culti
vating peasants cannot be discerned in their legal doctrine on 
tax and rent. It seems certain, though, that the basic elements 
giving systematic unity and inner coherence to this legal 
doctrine protect the peasants against attempts to consider them 
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serfs or to define their status as that of being attached to the 
soil. These basic elements are the following: 

18 

(a) in principle land is considered a commodity like all pther 
commodities; 
(b) in contrast to other, urban, commodities, productive 
land is never exempt from taxation. Taxation is general and 
embraces all productive lands; 
(c) the payment of the land tax proves the ownership of 
property rights. This is ,a principle that must have worked in 
favour of existing property rights of the peasants. The 
Hanafite legal doctrine, by establishing the basic idea that a 
land tax is payable only for landed property, enables the 
jurists to develop a clear criterion of distinction between tax 
and rent and allows them to unite (at least as far as khim'ij 
muwaz;.af is concerned) taxation of all kinds of landed 
property into one set of basic rules. It does not, in this 
respect, diffe.;entiate between the smallholdings of the 
peasant proprietors and the big estates of the wealthy and 
powerful landlords. Cahen has pointed out that kharaj was 
mainly levied on peasants' smallholdings. 66 If this is true, 
then the legal doctrine of the Hanafite school of law must 
have worked in favour of the property rights of the peasants. 
(d) the most important element of the Hanafite doctrine 
working in favour of peasant ownership is the conception 
that the peasant population regained their primordial 
property rights through the Imam's confirmation of these 
rights and through their payment of khariij (see section 
2(a) ). Ownership of landed property does not depend on 
religion, or on whether or not the lands were conquered by 
force or obtained under the terms of a treaty. These 
questions remain important with regard to the distinction 
between khariij and 'ushr, but under the Hanafite law this 
difference in taxation does not denote a distinction between 
ownership or possession of landed property. With regard to 
the Sawad lands of Iraq, Hanafite jurists stated time and 
again that the Imam confirmed the existence of primordial 
rights of the peasants and by the same token imposed the 
kharaj upon them. Through this confirmation of their 
primordial rights, the peasants became the legal owners of 
their landed property. Three sources of landed property 
ownership are thus established in Hanafite law: (i) the 
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primordial rights of the peasants as confirmed by the state, 
(ii) the grants of land effected by the Imam (including mawiit 
lands) and (iii) the commodity exchange (including testa
mentary bequest and inheritance). The first two sources feed 
equally into the third source. 

These are factors that clearly work against an attempt to treat 
the peasant as a serf and to define his status as that of being 
attached to the soil. But the Hanafite legal doctrine clearly does 
not protect the peasant cultivator against exploitation through 
tax and rent. The jurists allow for a very high percentage, up to 
50 percent, as the percentage of the crop that should be levied 
as khariij. If such a tax burden is to be paid in addition to the 
rent - as is the case with khariij muqiisama - it clearly 
overtaxes the peasant's economic resources. His property will 
fall prey to tax and rent, and it will either end up in the arrj al
hauz or as part of the property of his landlord. 

It would appear that the Hanafite legal doctrine of the land 
tax was best suited for an agriculture that was integrated in 
a market economy with a monetary circuit and fixed monetary 
land tax ( khariij muwa;.za[). It was within this framework that 
its basic tenets could be most coherently applied. Wherever 
taxation in kind ( khariij muqiisama) allowed the shifting of the 
tax burden to the shoulders of the tenant, the system could not 
but work in favour of landlordism. When khariij muqiisama 
became a general form of taxation in the Middle East, the 
Hanafite doctrine may have worked in the interest of big 
landownership of all those strata of society whose living 
depended on their capacity to transform their titles to arable 
land into rent-yielding property. 

NOTES 

1. Sarakhsi, Kitiib al-Mabsiit, reprint edn (Beirut, n.d.), vol. 3, 
p. 6. For the Ottoman reformulation of this basic principle see Ibn 
<Abidin, Radd al-Mul)tiir <aJii ad-Durr al-Mukhtiir. Shar/:1 Tanwir al
Ab~iir fi Fiqh Madhhab al-lmiim a/-A'zam Abi lfanifa an-Nu'miin 
(Cairo, 1307 A. H.), vol. 2, p. 54. Here it is al-ar¢ al-mu< add li-1-istigh-
/ii/ which is never exempt from taxation. · 

2. Abu Yiisuf Ya<qub, Kitiib a/ Khariij, tr. E. Fagnan as Le livre 
de l'impot foncier (Librairie Orientaliste paul Geuthner, Paris 1921), 
p. 91: 
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Je ne suis pas d'avis qu'il (the Imam] laisse une terre, sans Ia donner 
en fief car ce/a sert a /'accroissement de Ia prosperite du pays et 
augmente le Kharadj. Et c'est Ia a mes yeux ... le but a poursuivre 
dans /'attribution des fiefs. 

The assignment of lands serves as a means to procure revenue in form 
of taxes. In the Hanafite context 'Nulle terre sans seigneur' is only a 
means to realise the state of 'Nulle terre sans taxe'. 

3. Joseph von Hammer, Des Osmanischen Reiches Staatsverfas
sung und Staatsverwaltung dargeste/lt aus den Quellen seiner Grundge
setze (Vienna, 1815 reprint edn Georg Olms Vcrlagsbuchhandlung, 
Hildesheim, 1963), vol. 1, p,,.344. 

4. M. Belin, 'Etudes sur Ia propriete fonciere en pays musulmans, 
et specialement en Turquie (rite hanefite)', Journal Asiatique (August 
1861-May 1862), see 1861, pp. 409, 427; February-March 1862, 
p. 193, sec. 297; April-May 1862, p. 272, sec. 383.2. Belin tries to 
establish a compromise between the Muslim schools of law and consid
ers the mirltax as khanij and connects it with the Malikite and Shafi<ite 
concept of waqf. In this way he establishes two kinds of khariij, one that 
establishes property rights and. one that does not establish proprietary 
rights. 

5. N.P. Aghnides, Mohammedan Theories of Finance (AMS 
Press, New York, 1916), pp. 364-5. 

6. H.A.R. Gibb and Harold Bowen, Islamic Society and the West. 
A Study of the Impact of Western Civilisation on Moslem Culture in the 
Near East (Oxford University Press, London, 1950), vol. 1, pt. 1, 
pp. 166, 252, n. 3. 

7. C.H. Becker, Islamstudien. Vom Werden und Wesen der 
islamischen Welt (Quelle und Meyer Leipzig, 1924, reprint edn Georg 
Olms Verlagbuchhandlung, Hildesheim, 1967), vol. 1, p. 229. 

8. This holds true only for older works of Claude Cahen, such as 
Der Islam/., Vom Ursprung his zuden Anfiingen des Osmanenreiches 
(Fischer Taschenbuch Verlag, Frankfurt am Main, 1969), pp. 46, 108, 
149. For a slightly modified version see Cahen, 'Contribution a !'etude 
des impots dans l'Egypte medievale', Journal of the Economic and 
Social History of the Orient, 5 (1962), p. 273, where it is said that ' ... 
dans Ia conception arabe primitive, le kharadj est une espece de Ioyer 
paye par le cultivateur non-musulman en reconnaissance de l'eminente 
propriete de Ia communaute musulmane'. But in his contribution to the 
article 'Kharadj' in the Encyclopaedia of Islam (New Edition, E.J. Brill, 
Leiden, 1978), vol. 4, pp. 1030-31 Cahen states: 'Some general princi
ples emerge from amongst the particular practices. The first is the 
guaranteeing of their lands to all proprietors -at this time non-Muslim 
- in such a way as to ensure their value. They paid taxes on these lands 
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2 

The Contract of Tenancy (Ijara): 
The 'Commodification of the 

Productive Use of Land 

1. THREE CONTRACTS IN ONE 

The most important legal institution that contributes towards 
transforming the possession of arable lands into rent-yielding 
property is the contract of tenancy ( ijiira ). It derives its name 
from the terms ajr or ujra (rent, salary). 1 This type of contract is 
used for a variety of economic purposes. It represents, as 
Schacht has shown, a combination of three formerly separate 
transactions, i.e. kirii', the renting of real property (correspond
ing to the locatio conductio rei), ijiira, the hiring of salaried 
labour (locatio conductio operarum) and jucl (locatio conductio 
operis/Werkvertrag). This combination of three formerly separ
ate transactions into one type of contract was most probably 
effected during the first Islamic century.2 Its origin partly 
explains the complex character of the contract of ijiira. But 
there is a more important reason for the complex character of 
this contract. Under the contract of ijiira, labour and the 
productive use of land are 'commodified' - to use a modern 
sociological neologism. This process of 'reification' of human 
activities adds to the complexity of the contract. Its complicated 
structure may explain the fact that we do not have, in Western 
literature, any detailed and comprehensive analysis of the 
contract of ijara according to Hanafite law.3 The following 
pages are not intended to give such a comprehensive and 
detailed analysis. They are restricted to the legal ordinances 
concerning the renting of arable lands. Even with regard to the 
'contract of tenancy' it is not my intention to give a detailed and 
comprehensive analysis of all legal ordinances. My contribution 
is meant to explain the relationship between the contractual and 
the non-contractual elements in a legal relationship of tenancy. 
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2. A CONTRACT FOR THE LEASING OF FIELDS 

Through the 'contract of tenancy' ( ijiira ), fields are let to tenant 
farmers. The contract implies transferring the use of arable 
lands ( ar(i bair/ii\4 terre nue, as the jurists say) from the lessor 
to the tenant in return for the payment of rent. The jurists 
define the growing of cereals - together with the planting of 
trees and the construction of buildings -as the raison d'etre of 
the contract of tenancy.5 But from their discussion it is clear that 
summer crops6 such as cucurbitaceous fruits, sugar cane and 
others may also be legitimately grown- under a contract of 
tenancy_? Under Hanafite law it is not permissible to rent a 
garden in order to cons:ume the fruits growing in it. Such a 
tenancy is called a 'tenancy of consumption' ( ijiirat a/-istihliik ), 
because through it the tenant consumes part of the rented 
object, whereas under a contract of tenancy (ijiira), he is only 
entitled to make use of the rented object.8 For the same reason, 
Hanafite jurists consider the farming out of pastures or canals to 
be prohibitedY It is, however, considered to be permissible to 
use the rented land (saba) in order to plant trees or an orchard 
on it. 10 The tenant enjoys the usufruct of the land in so far as the 
fruits are the result of his own labour and investment. In princi
ple, gardens, plantations and_ pastures are, therefore, excluded 
from the realm of tenancy. The contract is valid with regard to 
arable lands on which plants and trees are not already grown. It 
is a legal institution that concerns agriculture practised on fields. 
It serves the purpose of putting arable lands to productive use in 
such a way as to preserve their substance and increase the 
revenue derived from them. 11 The contract is apparently best 
suited to growing crops that can be sown and harvested within a 
term of a year, butis also admissible for other types of crops 12 

and for longer periods. 13 

3. A BILATERAL CONTRA{.'T 

A contract of tenancy is valid if the partners specify (a) the 
arable lands that are the object of the contract of tenancy, 14 (b) 
the crops that the tenant intends to grow on these lands, 15 (c) 
the duration of the contract, 16 and (d) the rent to be paid by the 
tenant. 17 

The contract of tenancy is construed by the jurists as a 
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bilateral contract1x serving as a means for the exchange of 
commodities and meant to fit into a monetary economy that 
follows the rules of a market system. The basic characteristics 
of all bilateral, synallagmatic contracts are established by 
analogy to the contract of sale, that is, considered to be the 
model of all bilateral and commutative contracts. In a bilateral 
contract one commodity ( miil mutaqawwim) is exchanged 
for another commodity. The receiving of the commodity sold 
engenders the obligation to pay an equivalent. 19 In the 
contract of tenancy, the rent is considered to be an equivalent 
for another commodity. This commodity consists of the tamlik 
a/-maniific, i.e. of the transfer of property rights with regard 
to the usufruct of specified lands through the growing of 
specified crops during a specified period of time. In the eighth 
and ninth centuries some jurists would admit only a monetary 
indication of rent in a contract of ijara. Hanafite jurists of the 
ninth century, such as Kha~~af, assert that Abu Yusuf and 
Shaibani held this legal opinion. 20 But Kha~~f's younger 
contemporary, Tabari, relates that most of the jurists of the 
eighth and ninth centuries, including Abu Yusuf and Shaibani, 
admitted the fixing of the rent in the form of money or commo
dities. 21 From other sources it is quite clear that Hanafite jurists 
of the pre-classical and classical periods of Hanafite law 
accepted not only money and commodities but even services as 
a legalJy admissible form of rent. Whatever the form of the rent, 
it always functions as an equivalent for the tamflk al-maniifi'", 
for the transfer of property rights with regard to the use of 
specified lands. 

4. RESISTANCE AGAINST THE CONTRACT 

The jurists' definition of rent as an equivalent in an exchange of 
commodities transforms the productive use of land into a 
commodity. This idea met with strong resistance in religious 
circles. The eleventh-century Hanafite jurist Sarakhsi rep&rts 
that Abu I:Ianifa based his refusal to accept the principle of 
share-cropping (muziiraca) on the strength of a IJ,adith stating 
that the owner of arable land who is not willing or able to till his 
land should draw no revenue from it. The Prophet is reported as 
saying: 'Till it or grant it free of charge to your brother ( izrachii 
au imnal)hii akhiika)'Y Sarakhsi informs us that pious religious 
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circles used the same badith to refute the religious legitimacy of 
the contract of tenancy ( ijiira ), As in many other cases, the 
jurists dismissed the religious opposition to their economic 
conceptions as stemming from 'stubbornly ignorant' people. 
As Sakakhsi puts it, only 'some of the stubbornly ignorant 
(mutcfassifa) hold that it is not permissible to give arable land 
in tenancy for gold or silver for the purpose of having it culti
vated ... '23 

The religious opposition to considering the productive use of 
land as a commodity resulted from a social and economic order, 
in which - to use the srlccinct categories applied by Abdellah 
Hammoudi to the irrigation system of the :Ora valley in southern 
Morocco - the ownership or the use of land and water was a 
'relationship' and not a 'substance'. To quote Hammoudi: 

Nothing, then, is more abstract or more mysterious than a 
share of water and, consequently, ownership of a share. If by 
substance is meant any quantity delimited in terms of known 
area or volume, such as a defined or measured plot of land, it 
should be clear that what an individual owns is not a 
substance. All he has in his hands - as distinct from a 
substance - is a relationship that is evaluated in relation to 
other users over time . . . this relationship permits him to 
obtain water to irrigate his lands. 24 

It should be understood that Hammoudi analyses the irrigation 
system of the :Ora valley in Morocco in the nineteenth and 
twentieth centuries. It is my contention that the results which 
Hammoudi obtains from his analysis shed light on the way in 
which the Eastern Muslim world of the pre-classical and classi
cal periods of Hanafite law perceived the productive use of 
land. 

5. THE 'COMMODIFICATION' OF THE PRODUCTIVE USE 
OF LAND 

In the society of the jurists of the pre-classical and classical 
periods of Hanafite law, the productive use of land is not 
conceived of as a substance that could be bought and sold, but 
rather as a relationship. When the jurists set out to transform 
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this relationship into a substance, into a measurable commodity, 
they met not only with religious opposition but also with great 
difficulties of a technical juridical nature. They faced three main 
difficulties: (a) how to transform the productive use of arable 
land into a commodity, (b) how to legitimise this transformation 
in terms of the Hanafite legal system and (c) how to measure 
the commodity value of the productive use of the arable land. I 
should like to describe in some detail how the jurists handled 
these difficulties. 

(a) How can the productive use of arable lands be defined as 
a commodity? Commodities are things that can be accumulated 
and stored until times of need, according to the Hanafite defini
tion. 25 Obviously neither human labour nor the productive use 
of arable lands through human labour can be easily subsumed 
under such a definition. It is difficult to accumulate and store 
work and the productive use of land. The Hanafite definition of 
commodity reflects the situation of an economy in which no 
general demand for salaried work exists. It also reflects the 
values of a peasant economy based on subsistence production in 
which work and the productive use of land are not considered 
commodities. Finally, it should fit smoothly into the labour 
relations on large estates that are not integrated into a market 
economy. 

Under all these conditions, the productive use of arable lands 
is - to use Hammoudi's categories - a 'relationship', not a 
'substance' nor a quantifiable commodity. In the terms of the 
Hanafite jurists, the 'use [of land and of human labour] is a 
contingency that does not have a sequence in time' ( li-anna 
1-manafica a"raq,un Ia tabqa waqtain).26 For this reason, the use 
cannot be regarded as a commodity: 

. . . the use is not a commodity representing a comptodity 
value (mal mutaqawwim) and is not, therefore, warranted 
against damage, like wine and animals not ritually slaugh
tered. The explanation for this is that the quality of commod
ity is only established of a thing that can be accumulated. 
And the accumulation is the conservation of a thing and its 
storage for times of need. The use does not last in time [liter
ally: does not last for two different times, i.e. is not storable 
and cannot be accumulated].27 Rather, it is a conting
ency which fades away in the same way as it left the realm of 
nothingness into the realm of existence. No one can imagine 
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its accumulation and, therefore, it does not represent a 
commodity value for the creditor and the heirs ( . . . anna 
1-manfa''ata laisat bi-miili" mutaqauwimi• fa/a tu{imanu bi+ 
itlafi ka-1-khamri .wa-1-mayta. Wa-bayanuhu anna ,#fata 
1-miiliyati li-sh-shai"i innamii tathbutu bi-t-tamauwul. Wa-t
tamauwulu siyiinatu sh-shai''i wa-ddikhiiruhu li-waqti 1-I:J,iija. 
Wa-1-maniificu Iii tabqa qauwiyin [sic!! That is to say: waq
tain] wa-liikinnahii acrii{i"" kama takhruju min /:taiyizi 
t-cadmi ilii baiyizi 1-wujudi tataliishii fa-Iii yatasauwaru fiha 
t-tamauwul. wa-li-htidhii Ia yataqauwamu fi baqqi 1-ghu
ramii" i wa-1- wamtha ). ts 

Through the contract of ijiira this basic refusal to view work and 
the productive use of land as commodities had to be integrated 
into a legal system that is closely related to the rules of market 
exchange of commodities. The 'contingency' that had 'no 
sequence in time' and subsequently could neither be stored nor 
accumulated, had to be turned into a 'substance', a 'commodity' 
representing a calculable commodity value. This transubstantia
tion is performed through the contract of tenancy ( ijiira). As 
Sarakhsi puts it: 'It is through the contract [i.e. of ijiira] that the 
quality of enjoying safeguards and representing commodity 
value are legally established with regard to the use' (fa-ammii 
bi-1-caqdi yathbutu li-1-manfa"ati /;!ukmu 1-i/:triizi wa-t
taqawwumi share""). 29 He adds that with regard to this 
problem, the contract of ijiira contradicts the analogy of the 
contract of sale and he underlines the fact that liability to pay 
the rent can, therefore, only arise from a contract, not from a 
delict ( 'udwiin). 311 

(b) How can this transformation of a relationship, of a 
passing contingency, into a substance, a commodity, be legiti
mised in terms of the Hanafite legal system? The contract of 
tenancy transforms the productive use of land into a commod
ity. But this commodity only comes into existence after the 
contract of tenancy has been concluded. The contract of 
tenancy, therefore, contradicts the basic rule of the contract of 
sale according to which nothing may be legally sold that is not in 
existence and at the disposal of the seller at the time of the sale. 
Many Hanafite jurists of the classical period admitted that on 
the basis of strict analogy to this fundamental rule, the contract 
of ijiira should not be considered permissible. 31 They overcame 
this legal difficulty by appealing to the principle of isti/:!siin, i.e. 
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of admitting for practical purposes legal solutions that openly 
contradicted conclusions drawn on the basis of analogical 
reasoning from the basic rules of the Hanafite legal system. 32 

They justified the solution of isti/:zsan by pointing out that the 
contract of ijara responded to a general economic needY 

(c) The fact that the partners to the contract demonstrate 
their willingness to consider the productive use of land as a 
commodity and to assign a commodity value to it in the 
contract, transforms the use of land into a commodity. The rent 
is considered its equivalent, performing the same function as the 
price in the contract of sale.34 In a valid contract of tenancy, the 
rent is always fixed through contractual agreement. It is then 
called 'the contractually fixed rent' ( a/-ajr al-musamma or a/
badal al-musammil) or simply 'that which is fixed' ( al
musammii). 35 But the rent is fixed at the time when the 
contract is concluded. At this time the equivalent of the rent, 
i.e. the productive use of the land, does not yet exist. And the 
jurists are very precise in stressing the fact that the obligation to 
pay the rent does not result from the contract itself, but from 
the fact that it is possible for the tenant to use the land under a 
contract of tenancy. 36 This 'possibility of making use of the 
rented property' ( at-tamakkun min al-intifa")37 is the commod
ity that is sold under a valid ·contract of tenancy. Whether the 
tenant actually uses the land is not important. The tenant's 
obligation to pay the rent results from the fact that it is possible 
for him to use the land. Therefore, the obligation to pay the rent 
begins upon the lessor's conveyance ( tas/im) of the land to the 
tenant and not upon concluding the contract.38 Unless the 
partners agree in the contract that the rent should be paid in 
advance or at the end of the period of tenancy, the rent, in 
principle, falls due at regular intervals during the period of the 
contract of tenancy.39 The tenant is obliged to pay the rent as 
long as it lies within his power to use the land. The tenant's 
obligation to pay the rent ends as soon as it is no longer possible 
for him to use the land, regardless of whether this situation is 
the result of a defect in the rented property, force majeure or 
unauthorised use by a third person (ghasb).40. In other words, 
by concluding the contract the use of the land is transformed 
into a commodity. But it is the time during which it is possible 
for the tenant to use the land that determines the size of the 
commodity for which the tenant has to pay rent. 

The jurists express this relati.onship between rent and use 
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with a stock phrase, saying '. . . the rent is appropriated in 
accordance with the appropriation of the use: hour by hour' ( li
anna 1-ujrata tumlaku calii f:zasabi milki 1-maniifici siicat•n fa
siicat•n).41 Sarakhsi states that the time is the measure and the 
yardstick for the use much as the dry measure ( kail) and the 
weight ( wazn) are measures for other commodities. 42 The jurists 
speak of the contract of tenancy ( ijiira) as consisting of 'several 
contracts which are concluded anew each time that the usufruct 
is realised' ( anna-1-ijiirata cuqud"n mutafarriqat"n yatajaddadu 
inciqiiduhii bi-l;zasabi mii yal;zduthu mina l-manfaca).43 The 
calculation of time as an economic factor which determines the 
amount of the salary and rent enters into the political economy 
of Islamic law through the contract of ijiira. 

6. THE CONTRACT AS A NECESSARY CONDITION FOR 
THE OBLIGATION TO PAY RENT 

It should be clear from the discussion above that Schacht's 
explanation according to which 'the usufruct is, in a certain 
way, regarded as a thing .. .'44 is at best a useful over-simplifica
tion of a very complex relationship between contract and actual 
situation. It is the contr11ct that 'commodifies' the use, turns it 
from a 'relationship' into a 'substance', from a 'passing conting
ency' into a substance with an existence in time. It is the time 
during which it is possible for the tenant to use the rented object 
that is considered the measure and yardstick of the size of the 
commodity. The contract is no empty formality. Quite the 
contrary. The obligation to pay rent only results if the produc
tive use of arable lands is preceded by a contract. Unlawful 
appropriation of the land without a contract of ijiira or muzii
raca can never give rise to the obligation to pay rent (see below 
on the voidable ijiira and on ghayb). Unless the contract of ijiira 
has been concluded on behalf of an institution or a third person, 
the death of one of the partners to the contract ends the 
relationship between tenant and lessor and may jeopardise the 
lessor's and the tenant's claims.45 Finally, in a valid contract of 
tenancy, the rent can never exceed the 'contractually fixed rent' 
( musammii). 46 

It would appear that the element of contractual consent is 
much more important with regard to a tenancy relationship than 
with regard to sale. In the latter, the object sold is always a 
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commodity that represents a commodity value regardless of the 
contract of sale. In the contract of ijiira the productive use of 
land is considered to be a commodity only if preceded by a 
contract. But the contract itself does not produce any obligation 
to pay rent if the actual 'possibility to make use' ( at-tamakkun 
min al-intifii") of the land does not exist. On the other hand, the 
possibility to make use of the land does not create any obliga
tion to pay rent, if it is not preceded by a contract of tenancy or 
share-cropping. A balanced relationship between the contract 
and the actual possibility to make use of the land characterises 
the Hanafite legal doctrine on rent during the pre-classical and 
classical periods of Hanafite .law. It is precisely the importance 
of the contractual element that dwindles into insignificance in 
the Ottoman Hanafite doctrine on rent. 

7. THE 'CONTRACTUALLY FIXED RENT' AND THE 'FAIR 
RENT': THE SPECIAL STATUS OF WAQF AND BIG ESTATES 

The element of contractual consent is clearly represented 
through the 'contractually fixed rent' ( musammii), the rent on 
which the partners to the contract agreed. But the jurists also 
developed a concept of rent that was independent of the intention 
of the contracting partners. This is the concept of the 'fair 
rent' ( ujrat al-mithl/ajr a/-mithl) whose amount is determined 
by the average market level of rents attainable for lands of com
parable quality and size. 47 It is evident that, from a very early 
date, the jurists tried to protect certain types of properties 
against disadvantages which arose from the divergence of the 
contractually fixed rent ( musammii) from the 'fair rent' ( ajr al
mithl). Already in the ninth century Kha~af discussed the 
problems that resulted from the fact that the contractually fixed 
rent ( musammii) of waqfland fell below the rent level of com
parable lands in a way that Constituted a laesio enormis (ghabn 
fiif:t,ish) to the interests of the waqf He decided that the le.ssor 
or the qii.{ii should dissolve the contract of ijiira if the contractu
ally fixed rent fell so far below the 'fair rent' ( ajr al-mithl) as to 
constitute a laesio enormis with regard to the interests of the 
waqf. After the dissolution of the contract, the land should be 
farmed out for a rental that should not fall below the 'fair 
rent'.48 If the contractually fixed rent fell so far below the 'fair 
rent' as to constitute a laesio enormis to the interests of the 
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lessor, the contract could - under certain specified conditions 
- be dissolved. But as long as it was not dissolved, the tenant 
was under the obligation to pay only the 'contractually fixed 
rent' (musammii). 49 

Restricting the period of tenancy was another way of protect
ing the interests of the lessor against the dangers that result from 
the divergences between the contractually fixed rent and the 
'fair rent'. This possibility is already discussed during the eighth 
century.5° From the ninth century onwards, Hanafite jurists 
tried to restrict the period,, of tenancy with regard to waqf lands 
and big estates. 51 Some of them formally interdicted periods of 
more than a year, others of more than three years. Still others 
wanted the qiirji to examine regularly the difference between the 
contractually fixed rentals and the 'fair rent'. This tendency 
seems to have developed earlier in Central Asia than in Iraq or 
Syria. The discussion of the permissible periods of the tenancy 
contracts is important because it shows the jurists' awareness of 
the economic problems resulting from the weight given to the 
contractually fixed rent, and a tendency to distinguish between 
different types of property. 

8. THE 'VOIDABLE CONTRACT OF TENANCY' (liARA 
l'fiSIDA) 

The importance given to the musammii, the 'contractually fixed 
rent', is also clearly discernible in t~e legal norms concerning 
the ijiira fiisida, the voidable contract of tenancy. 52 A contract 
of tenancy is voidable if one of the following items is not exactly 
specified in it: (a) the size, quality and location of the rented 
fields, (b) the use to which the arable lands should be put, (c) 
the duration of the tenancy and (d) the amount of the rent. 53 

The contract of tenancy also becomes voidable if it contains 
stipulations that constitute one-sided charges to the advantage" 
of either the tenant or the lessor. 54 A voidable contract is not 
without legal effects.55 The jurists of the early and classical 
periods of the Hanafite law hold the legal opinion that a 
voidable contract is validated through the tenant's use of the 
arable lands. In this case, the voidable contract is a necessary 
condition for the obligation to pay rent. 56 Under a valid contract 
of tenancy, the obligation to pay rent results from the fact that it 
is possible for the tenant to make use of the arable lands. Under 
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a voidable contract of tenancy, it is the actual use, i.e. the 
process of tilling the land and harvesting the crop, that obliges 
the tenant to pay the rent. The voidable contract is thus 
validated through the realisation of the use. 

An important problem remains: what kind of rent does the 
tenant have to pay? Is it the 'contractually fixed rent' or the 'fair 
rent'? If the question was answered in strict analogy to the 
contract of sale, it would have to be the 'fair rent'.57 This 
solution is accepted by the Hanafite jurists with regard to 
contracts that are considered 'voidable' because they do not 
contain a 'contractually fixed rent' ( musammii). 511 Sarakhsi, the 
eleventh-century Transoxanian author of the Mabsft/, applies 
this solution to all voidable contracts of tenancy. 5 ~ Schacht 
thinks that this is the general opinion of Muslim jurists.60 But 
the majority of the jurists of the pre-classical and classical 
periods, whose works I have examined, choose a solution 
through isti/:lsiin and say that in no case should the rent be 
higher than the contractually fixed rent ( musammii). I quote the 
twelfth-century jurist, Kasani, who summarises the solution 
according to isti/:lsiin in the following words: 

... in a contract that contains the fixing (tasmiya) [of a rent] 
the rent shall not be higher than the fixed rent ( musammii) 
according to our three companions [i.e. Abu :E;ianifa, Abu 
Yiisuf and Shaibani]. This is based on the fact that, according 
to our three companions, use ( maniifi<) does not have 
legally acknowledged commodity value (ghairu mutaqauwi
matin sharcan). It acquires a commodity value only through 
the contract ( wa-innamii tataqauwamu bi-1-caqd) and 
through contractual assignment of value by the two partners 
to the contract ( bi-taqwimi 1-'iiqidain ). And the two partners 
to the contract assigned it a value only through the contractu
ally fixed amount ( wa-1-'iiqidani mii qauwamiihii illii bi-1-
qadari 1-musammii.). If an additional [sum] above the 
contractually fixed rent was made obligatory, then it would 
fall due without a contract (fa-/au wajabati z-ziyiidatu 'alii 
1-musammii la-wajabat bilii ··aqd). And without contract, the 
use does not have any commodity value ( wa-innahii Iii 
tataqauwamu bi/a<aqd).61 

To summarise: in the pre-classical and classical periods of 
Hanafite law, the rent to be paid under a voidable contract of 
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tenancy is the 'contractually fixed rent', the rent that is 
established through contractual agreement. Only if no rent has 
been stipulated is the tenant under the obligation to pay the 'fair 
rent' which is determined on the basis of the general market 
level of rents. In general, under a voidable contract of tenancy 
the 'contractually fixed rent' serves to protect the tenant against 
unforeseeable claims of the lessor. Most of the jurists hold the 
legal opinion that under a voidable contract of tenancy, if there 
is a divergence between the amount of the 'contractually fixed 
rent' and the 'fair rent', the tenant is under the obligation to pay 
only the lower of the two rentals.62 Sarakhsi is the only jurist I 
find who unequivocally defends the position that, under a 
voidable contract of tenancy ( ijara fasida ), the tenant is always 
obliged to pay the 'fair rent'. Whether this dissenting opinion 
represents a particular regional development, I am not able to 
say. Twelfth-century Hanafite authors of Central Asia such as 
Qa4ikhan hold the legal opinion that the voidable contract of 
tenancy engenders the obligation to pay the 'fair rent' but that 
the 'fair rent' should not exceed the level of the 'contractually 
fixed rent'. 63 According to their teachings, this legal ordinance 
does not apply to waqf lands nor to orphans' landed property, 
i.e. landed property that is administered in the interest of the 
minor proprietor. If the 'contractually fixed rent' with regard to 
waqfland and orphans' landed property falls far below the level 
of the 'fair rent', the contract should be considered a voidable 
contract of tenancy ( ijiira fasida ). In this case the tenant owes 
the 'fair rent' however high it may be. It is not always clear, 
however, whether Qa4ikhan - contrary to the teachings of 
Kasani - considers this obligation to pay the fair rent to ]?e 
retroactive. 64 Be that as it may, the majority of Hanafite jurists 
of the pre-classical and classical periods whose works I have 
studied, clearly support the validity of the 'contractually fixed 
rent' ( musamma) also under a voidable contract and they use 
this legal ordinance in order to protect the economic interests of 
the tenant. 

9. NO RENT WITHOUT CONTRACf: 'UNAUfHORISED USE' 
DOES NOT ENGENDER 1HE OBLIGATION TO PAY RENT 

In the Hanafite legal doctrine of the pre-classical and classical 
periods, the tenancy relationship is clearly differentiated from 
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the 'unauthorised use' (gha$b) of arable lands. Originally, 
Hanafite law defended the position that 'unauthorised use' in 
the legal sense of the word does not apply to landed property 
and that, therefore, the person who makes unauthorised use of 
landed property is not liable to make compensation for any 
damage inflicted on the landed property unless he intentionally 
causes these damages.65 Shaibfmi, writing in the second half of 
the eighth century,66 and the ninth-century Iraqi jurist, 
Kha~~af,67 admitted that 'unauthorised use' Of landed property 
is possible and engenders the user's liability to make compensa
tion for all kinds of damage that diminish the value of the 
land. 

This is to say that already in the pre-classical doctrine 
Hanafite jurists developed two conflicting opinions as to the 
sources of the obligation to make compensation. According to 
one opinion, this obligation results only when the land is inten
tionally used because it· is presupposed that the productive use 
of the land will in most cases entail a loss of value of the land. 
According to the second opinion, the very fact that a person 
makes unauthorised use of the land engenders his obligation to 
make compensation for all damages caused to the land. 68 

According to both legal opinions, the person who makes 
unauthorised use (gha$b) of the land, and diminishes the value 
of the land through the cultivation of the field, is held liable to 
make compensation. But if the unauthorised user leases the land 
to a third person and this tenant's cultivation of the soil dimin
ishes the value of the land, the conflicting legal opinions lead to 
different legal decisions. According to the first opinion, it is the 
tenant who is held liable to make compensation because it is 
through his cultivation of the soil that the land's value dimin
ishes. According to the second opinion, the landlord has the 
choice of making one of the two persons liable for the payment 
of compensation, because, from his point of view, both are 
making unauthorised use of his landed property.69 

But according to both legal opinions, the unauthorised use of 
arable lands does not engender the obligation to pay rent. All 
Hanafite lawyers of the pre-classical and classical periods whose 
works I have studied are - with one significant exception -
unanimous on this question. Those who make unauthorised use 
of landed property have to return the wrongfully appropriated 
object and to pull up the cereals or trees that they may have 
grown or planted. They are liable to make compensation for 
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that which they have destroyed and for the diminution ( nuq$tln) 
of the value of the land arising from their cultivation of it, on 
the grounds that land, being a commodity, represents a 
commodity value and is warranted against damage. Persons 
who unlawfully harvest fruits from a garden or cut down trees 
on plantations are liable to restore the value of the destroyed 
goods. 70 But the persons making unauthorised use of landed 
property cannot be obliged to pay rent. Without a contract of 
tenancy or share-cropping (muziira'·a) the use does not repre
sent a commodity value and is not warranted. Therefore, the 
unauthorised use (gha,~b)' of land does not entail the obligation 
to pay rent. As Kasani puts it: 'According to our legal method, 
the person who makes unauthorised use of a thing must not pay 
rent' (wa-lii ujrata alii l-ghii$ibi cafii a$linii).71 The productive 
use made of arable lands does not engender the obligation to 
pay rent unless it is preceded by a valid or voidable contract of 
tenancy.72 It does not matter, from a jurist's point of view, that 
the owner, through a third person's unlawful use (gha$b) of his 
landed property, loses the chance to lease his landed property 
and earn rent. 

10. THE CONTRACT OF TENANCY AS AN INSTRUMENT OF 
SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC INTEGRATION 

Throughout the early and classical periods of Hanafite law, the 
obligation to pay rent is viewed as ·arising within the framework 
of a contractual agreement. The use of arable land engenders 
the obligation to pay rent only if it is preceded by a valid or 
voidable contract of tenancy or of share-cropping. The fact that 
the obligation to pay rent presupposes a contractual agreement 
clearly distinguishes the rent from all kinds of taxes. The 
concept of rent as developed in the pre-classical and classical 
periods of Hanafite law clearly works in favour of the emanci
pation of the peasants and against all attempts to view them as 
serfs and to regard their rent as a kind of menial due. In 
addition, the Hanafite jurists clearly view the contract of 
tenancy as an instrument for the furthering of social and 
economic integration of various strata of the rural society. The 
tenant obtains the right to use the rented property, a right which 
is construed as being a form of property, for which the jurists 
use the term milk al-manfa<a, the 'property of use'.73 Through 
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the contract and his work and through the payment of rent the 
tenant acquires the right to sell or consume the products of his 
labour without any interference from the lessor. Furthermore, 
the tenant's right of access to the market is unrestricted not only 
with regard to the products of his labour, but also with regard to 
the land that he rented. The tenant has the right to lease it to a 
second tenant and to charge a higher rental than the one he 
himself pays.74 

In the case of a sublease, the first tenant must take the 
precaution of specifying the second rent in a coinage or 
commodity different from those with which he himself pays his 
rent. Otherwise, the profits he realises would be morally repre
hensible though valid from a legal point of view.75 It is also 
legally valid to sublet a rented object at a higher rental, if some 
investment into the object is effected. 76 The subtenant in turn 
enjoys the same rights as the first tenant. In principle, there is no 
legal restriction on the number of subtenants who in turn may 
sublease and obtain a share of the rent of the same plot of land. 
This legal arrangement makes speculation possible, but is also a 
means of social and economic integration. In principle, it 
creates conditions for the development of a common interest 
amongst the tenants and lessors sharing the rent of the same 
land in different proportions. Tenants and lessors are thought of 
as proprietors and for that reason both of them may become 
lessors and rentiers. 

11. THE NEW CONCEPT OF RENT IN BALKH AND 
BUKHARA 

The classical Hanafite doctrine on rent is based on the idea that 
use of land does not engender the obligation to pay rent, unless 
it is preceded by a valid or voidable contract of tenancy or 
share-cropping ( muziira'·a). In everyday life, the difference 
between the amount of money or goods payable as rent and the 
amount of money or goods payable as compensation for the 
diminution ( nuq$iin) of the value of the arable land may not 
always have been very important. In fact, we learn from the 
jurists that the amount of money to be paid as compensation for 
damage inflicted on the land during the unauthorised use could 
be higher than the land tax ( khariij). 77 

Rent and compensation were both paid for arable lands and 
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represented comparable values. This practical economic aspect 
of the problem apparently led the jurists of Balkh to reconsider 
the classical Hanafite differentiation between 'unauthorised use' 
(gha~b) of landed property and tenancy relationships ( ijara ), 
between compensation and rent. Apparently there were a 
variety of social, economic and political reasons for this recon
sideration, but I cannot deal with them in this article. The 
eleventh-century Transoxanian author, Sarakhsi, discusses the 
problem of whether it is the owner of arable lands or the person 
who makes unauthorised use (gha$b) of them who has to pay 
the land tax. He defends the position that ownership engenders 
the obligation to pay the land tax. His legal reasoning shows tha~ 
prominent Hanafite jurists of Central Asia in the eleventh 
century tended to obscure the difference between 'unauthorised 
use' (gha~b) of landed property and the tenancy relationship 
( ijiira). Sarakhsi ascribes to Abu I;lanifa the legal opinion that 
only ownership engenders the obligation to pay the tithe (cushr) 
and the land tax ( kharaj). If someone makes unauthorised use 
of the landed property of a third person, he is obliged to pay a 
compensation to the landowner. Sarakhsi goes on to say: 'This 
is as if he leases the land for that amount' (fa-kana bi-manzi/ati 
ma /au ajara l-arrja bi-dhiilika 1-qadr). According to Abu 
Banifa, it is not the tenant, but the lessor who has to pay the 
tax. From this Sarakhsi draws the following conclusion: 

40 

This supports the legal opinion of those of our scholars ... 
who hold that [the payment of the compensation for] the 
damage ( nuq$iin) to the land is a recompense for its use and 
that the method of defining the damage ( nuq$iin) is to 
compare the amount for which it could be leased before and 
after the cultivation (muzara'a).18 The difference [between 
the two rentals] is the damage inflicted on the land. With 
regard to this problem, there is a conflict [of legal opinion] 
among the leading scholars of Balkh. Some of them say: 
according to our legal reasoning the use is not warranted 
against damage. And the [compensation for] the diminution 
( nuq$iin) of the land value should rather be regarded as a 
substitute for that part of the thing which is lost. The way to 
know it [the diminution of the value] is to compare the prices 
for which it could be sold before and after its agricultural use. 
The difference between the two [prices] is the diminution of 
the value of the land ( nuq$iin ). On the basis of the answer 
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that he mentions here, the first legal opinion is more correct. 
Verily, he treated the diminution ( nuq$iin) of the value as if 
it were the rent according to the legal opinion of Abu I:Ianifa 
( wa-hiidhii yuqauwi qaula man yaqtllu min a$/:ziibinii ... 
anna nuq$iina 1-anji ciwa{iun can manfa'atihii. Wa-inna {
{ariqa fi macrifati n-nuq$iini an yunzara bikam tli' jaru 1-ar{iu 
qabla l-muzara'ati wa-ba'dahii. fa-miqdiiru t-tafiiwuti huwa 
nuq.~iinu 1-ar{ii. wa-fi htidhii ikhtilarn baina aJimmati Balkh. 
fa-inna ba'{iahum yaqtllilna anna 1-manfa'ata'indanii Ia 
tu{imanu bi-l-itliif wa-liikinna n-nuq$iina fi l;zukmi badali 
juzJin fii 0 itin mina [-cain. wa-tariqu ma'rifatihi an yunzara bi
kam kiinat tushtarii tilka 1-arrj.u qabla z-zirii'ati wa-bi-kam 
tushtarii bacdahii. fa-tafiiwutu mii bainahumti huwa 
n-nuq$iin. wa-1-qau/u 1-auwalu aqrabu ila $-$awtib, binii""n 
'ala l-jawiibi l/adhi dhakarahu hiihunii Ja-innahu ja'a/a 
n-nuq$iina bi-manzilati l-ujrati 'inda Abi /fanifa). 79 

From this quotation four conclusions may safely be drawn: (a) 
Some prominent eleventh-century Hanafite jurists of Central 
Asia assimilated the tenancy relationship to that of gha$b, of 
unauthorised use of landed property. In their legal reasoning, 
the payment of compensation for the diminution of the value of 
landed property through unauthorised use is treated as if it were 
a kind of rent for the productive use of landed property. The 
importance of the contractual framework in which the payment 
of rent is embedded is clearly diminished through this form of 
legal reasoning: (b) Such a form of legal reasoning considers the 
use to be a commodity that has a definable value of its own and 
is warranted against damage. (c) This legal opinion is ascribed 
to Abu I:Ianifa because it clearly contradicts the ;.iihir ar
riwiiya, the Hanafite legal tradition as embodied in the works of 
Shaibani.80 (d) It is also clear that this new form of legal reason
ing is still considered to be a debatable issue, even among the 
leading scholars of Balkh. 

To the best of my knowledge, Sarakhsi follows this legal 
reasoning only in this particular case and not in any other 
instance regarding the ijiira, the tenancy relationship. No trace 
of this teaching is to be found in the works of Samarqandi, 
Kasani or Babarti, i.e. the leading Syrian and Iraqi jurists of the 
twelfth and fourteenth centuries. Even Hanafite authors of 
Central Asia, who clearly defend their own legal tradition 
within the Hanafite school, do not draw all the legal and logical 
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conclusions from this new legal doctrine. The twelfth-century 
author, Qii<;likhiin, for example, holds the legal opinion that if a 
contract of tenancy concerns waqf lands or orphans' property 
and if the 'contractually fixed rent' falls far below the level of 
the 'fair rent', this contract should either be considered a 'void
able contract of tenancy' ( ijara fiisida) or an 'unauthorised use' 
(gha$b) of the arable lands. According to Qa<;likhan such an 
'unauthorised use' of the waqf land or the orphans' property 
engenders the obligation to pay the 'fair rent'. The voidable 
contract of tenancy is identified here with 'unauthorised use' 
and - contrary to the cl~ssical doctrine - unauthorised use 
(gha$b) is thought of as engendering the obligation to pay the 
'fair rent' .81 

Traces of the classical doctrine are still to be found in Qa<;li
khiin's fatawa. 82 It seems that Qa<;likhan wavers between the 
classical Hanafite doctrin~ on rent and 'unauthorised use' and 
new legal opinions better suited to protect the interests of the 
waqf and, in general, the rentier class. He refers to leading 
tenth-century Hanafite jurists of Bukhara and a group of anony
mous jurists who hold the legal opinion that 'unauthorised use' 
of waqf lands and the orphans' property always engenders the 
obligation to pay the 'fair rent'. But he also stresses the fact that 
this legal opinion contradicts the zahir ar-riwiiya, the embodi
ment of the Hanafite legal tradition. sJ In other instances of 
conflicting legal opinion, Qa<;likhiin informs his readers which of 
the legal opinions the mufti should follow.M In the case of 
'unauthorised use' (gha$b) of waqflands and orphans' property 
he is apparently undecided and gives no solution to the conflict 
between the classical doctrine and the new legal opinion. 

Be that as it may, Sarakhs'i's remarks on the eleventh-century 
Hanafite jurists of Balkh, who treat the payment of compensa
tion as if it were a kind of rent, and Qa<;likhan's reference to 
Hanafite authorities from the tenth century and to twelfth
century Hanafite jurists in Central Asia who teach that 
unauthorised use of waqf lands engenders the obligation to pay 
the 'fair rent', mark the beginning of a new legal doctrine 
concerning the tenancy relationship and the sources of the 
obligation to pay rent. In this new legal doctrine on rent and 
tenancy relationship the contractual element loses its import
ance. One of the main sources for the obligation to pay rent 
becomes the 'unauthorised use' of landed property, and the 
tenancy relationship of the peasants is described more and more 
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in terms of the unequal and hierarchical relationship between 
tenant and lessor that, in Hanafite law, characterises the muzii
ra"a, the contract of share~cropping, 

NOTES 

1. Nasafi, Talibat at- Talaba jl-1-/~ti/iil:uit al-Fiqhiya (n.p., 1311 
A.H.), p. 124; ai-Ghanimi (reprint edn Beirut, 1400 A.H./1980 A.D.), 
a/-Lubab fi Shari;! al-Kitiib, vol. 2, p. 87. 

2. Joseph Schacht, An Introduction To Islamic Law (Clarendon 
Press, Oxford, 1964), pp. 20-2. 

3. Ibid., p. 276 in his excellent bibliography notes only the article of 
Erich Prit~ch and Otto Spies, 'Dcr islamischc Werklieferungsvertrag'. 
Zeitschriftfilr vergleichende Rechtswissenschaft, 56 (1953), pp. 47-75. 

4. Abu Yiisuf, Kitiib a/-Kharaj, Dr. E. Fagnan as Le livre de 
l'impot fancier (Librairic Orientaliste Paul Geuthner, Paris, 1921), 
pp. 133, 138. See Arabic edition (Bulaq 1382 A.H.), pp. 88, 90; Ta
bari, Kitab Ikhtiliif al-Fuqahii", 2nd edn (Beirut, n.d., reprint edn of F. 
Kern's cdn, 1902), pp. 117, 118, 120, 122-4; Samarqandi, Tu/Jfat al
Fuqahii' (Damascus, n.d.), vol. 2, p. 488; Kha~~af. Kitiib A/;lkiim a/
Awqiif(Cairo, 1322 A.H./1904 A.D.), p. 207. 

5. Tabflwi, Mukhta$ar (Cairo, 1370 A.H.), p. 132; Kha~~af, Kitiib 
A/;lkiim al-Awqiif, p. 207; Kasani Kitiib Badii'i'' a.y-Sanii'i'' fi Tartib 
ash-Sharii·'i', (Cairo, 1328 A.H./1910 A.D.), vol. 4, pp. 175, 183, 
188; Quduri, al-Kitiib, printed on the margin of al-Ghanimi, al-Lubiib 
fi Shari) al Kitiib, vol. 4, pp. 88-9; Samarqandi, Tul)fat al-Fuqahii", 
vol. 2, p. 479; Marghinani, al-Hidiiya Shar/;! Bidiiyat' al-Mubtadi", 
printed on the margin of Ibn al~Humam Shari; Fat/; al-Qadir (Cairo, 
1356 A. H.), vol. 7, pp. 150, 166; Qfu;lizadeh, Natii·'ij a/-Afkiir fi Kashf 
ar-Rumiiz wa-1-Asrar (printed as vols 7 and 8 of Ibn al-Humam, 
Shari; Fat/;! al-Qadir), vol. 7, pp. 166, 197; Sarakhsi, Kitiib al-Mabsii{, 
reprint edn (Beirut, n.d. ), vol. 16, p. 33. 

6. Summer crops deplete the soil of its fertility, see Andrew M. 
Watson, 'A Medieval Green Revolution: New Crops and Farming 
Techniques in the Early Islamic World', in A.L. Udovitch (ed.), The 
Islamic Middle East 700-1900. Studies in Economic and Social History 
(The Darwin Press, Princeton, 1981 ), pp. 40-1. They need irrigation 
and larger investment in terms of capital and labour, see Roger Owen, 
The Middle East in the World Economy 1800-1914 (Methuen, London 
and New York, 1981), pp. 30-31, 32, 40-41, 43. For the most import
ant summer crops in medieval Egypt see Claude Cahen, 'al-Makhziimi 
et Ibn Mammati sur ]'agriculture egyptienne mcdievale', Annales lslam
ologiques, 11 (1972), pp. 146-8. For the most important summer crops 
in medieval Syria see Cahen, 'Apen;u sur les impots du sol en Syrie au 
moyen age', Journal of the Economic and Social History of the Orient, 
18 (1975), part 3, pp. 236, 238, 240. The term 'summer crop' is used 
by Hanafite jurists, e.g. Sarakhsi, Mabsut, vol. 23, p. 41: 'ghal/at 5ai{. 

7. The jurists often used ru{ba as the example for summer crops, see 
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Sarakhsi, ibid., vol. 17, p. 33; Kiisiini, Badii>i< as-Sana' i<, vol. 4, 
pp. 216, 223; Samarqandi, Tui).fat al-Fuqahii', vol. 2, p. 488; Marghi
nilni, a/-Hidiiya, vol. 7, pp. 167, 173; Babarti, Shari) al-'/niiya <alii a/
Hidiiya (printed on the margin of Ibn al-Humiim, Shari) Fatb ai-Qadlr 
and Qiil;lizadeh, Natii'ija/-Afktir), vol. 7, pp. 167, 173; Qadikhan, Ki
tiib ai-Fatiiwii al-Khiiniya (Cairo, 1282 A.H.), vol. 3, p.269; Ibn 
cAbidin, Radd a/-Mul;tttir 'alii ad-Durr al-Mukhtar. Shari) Tanwir al
Absiir fi Fiqh Madhhab al-/mtim al-A '::.am Abi lfanifa an-Nu'man 
(Cairo, 1307 A.H.), vol. 3, p. 283. Rutba is defined by Ibn cAbidin, 
ibid., and by Sarakhsi, Mabsu{, vol. 23, pp. 66-7 as comprising melons, 
cucumbers and aubergines. This coincides with Lane's definition of the 
term. Kasilni, Badil'i< a~·-Sanii'i', vol. 4, pp. 216, 223 says that rutba is 
different from cereals in that its growth does not end after one year and 
that it weakens the soil much more than cereals. This idea seems to be 
generally employed in the jurist's discussion of rutba and other summer 
crops, see Marghinani, al-Hidiiya, vol. 7, pp. 167, 173 and Babarti, 
Shari) al-'lniiya <a[a al-Hidiiya, printed on the margin of Ibn al
Humilm, Shari) Fath al-Qadir(Cairo, 1356 A.H.), vol. 7, pp. 167, 173. 
I find it difficult to reconcile this reasoning with my insufficient know
ledge of cucurbitaceous fruits. 

8. Sarakhsi, Mabsi:t{, vol. 16, pp. 31-3; Samarqandi, Tu/:lfat a/
Fuqahii', vol. 2, p. 488; Kasilni, Badii'i' as-Sana'i', vol. 4, p. 175; Ibn 
Nujaim, ai-Ashbiih wan-Nazii'ir 'alii Madhhab Abi /fanifa an-Nu'miin 
(Beirut, 1400 A.H./1980 A.D.), p. 269. 

9. Samarqandi, Tul).fat al-Fuqahii', vol. 2, p. 488; Kii.sani, Badii'i' 
as-Sanii'i', vol. 4, p. 175; Sarakhsi, Mabsut, vol. 16, p. 43 also provid
ing the i).ila against this prohibition; Ibn Nujaim, al-Ashbiih, p. 196. 

10. Quduri, ai-Kitiib, vol. 2, pp. 89-90; Qal;lizadeh, Natii'ij al
Afkar, vol. 7, pp. 166-7; Babarti, Shari) ai-'lnaya, vol. 7, pp. 166-7. 

11. Sarakhsi, Mabsut, vol. 16, pp. 31 explains the relationship 
between the rented object and the productive use made of it as one in 
which the realisation ( istifa ') of the productive use allows the separ
ation of the usufruct from the rented object: 'fa-mal;!allu 1-ijiirati 
manfa<at"" tanfasilu <ani [-<aini bi-1-istifii''. 

12. Schacht, Introduction, p. 155 states: ' ... if the crop has not yet 
been harvested when the lease expires, it continues for the fair rent until 
the crop has ripened'. This holds true for cereals (zar<). But summer 
crops rarely and trees never have a 'specified end' (nihaya ma<fUma) at 
a given period of the year. At the end of the specified period of 
tenancy, therefore, the tenant has to remove them from the ground. If 
this should tum out to be harmful to the land, the lessor may buy the 
crop or plantation - at the value they represent after being pulled out 
from the ground. He may also prolong the contract of tenancy. See 
Quduri, al-Kitiib, vol. 2, pp. 89-90; Qal;likhiin, Kitiib al-Fatiiwa, vol. 3, 
p. 269; Kasani, Bada 'i' as-Sanii'i', vol. 4, pp. 222-3; Marghinani, al
Hidiiya, vol. 7, p. 167; Babarti, Shari) al-''/naya, vol. 7, p. 167. It is 
evident that the tenant who grows summer crops or plants trees will face 
many legal and economic conflicts at the end of the specified period of 
tenancy. 

13. In principle, any specified period for a contract of tenancy is 
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considered to be valid, see Tabawi, Mukhtasar, p. 132; Qudiiti, al
Kitab, vol. 2, p. 88; Sarakhsl, Mabsiit, vol. 15, pp. 132-3, 151; Kasani, 
Badii'i< as-SandY, vol. 4, p. 181. From the twelfth century onwards 
the jurists tended to limit the contract of tenancy with regard to waqf 
lands to a period of three years; see Marghinani, al-Hidiiya, vol. 7, 
p. 150; Biibarti, Sharf.z a/-'lniiya, vol. 7, p. 150. 

14. Sarakhsi, Mabsut, vol. 16, p. 33: Samarqandi, Tu1)fat al
Fuqahii', vol. 2, p. 487; Kasani, Bada"i' as-Sanii'i', vol. 4, p. 180. 

15. Quduri, al-Kitab, vol. 2, p. 89; Samarqandi, Tubfat al
Fuqahii", vol. 2, p. 479; Kasani, Bada"i" a$·Sana'ic, vol. 4, pp. 183, 
196, 213, 216; Marghiniini, al-Hidaya, vol. 7, p. 166; Babarti. Sharf.z 
al-<Jnaya, vol. 7, p. 166. With the exception of Qudiiri, all the jurists 
quoted in this note stress that different crops may have different effects 
on the soil. Kasiini, Bada'i' as-Sana'i', vol. 4, p. 216 declares it to be 
an act of unlawful appropriation (gha$b) if a tenant whose contract 
entitles him to grow cereals, grows summer crops instead. 

16. Qudiiri, al-Kitdb, vol. 2, p. 88; Sarakhsi, Mabsii{, vol. 15, 
pp. 75, 132-3; Samarqandi, Tu/;lfat al-Fuqahd', vol. 2, pp. 476, 487; 
Kasani, Badd'i' as-Sand'i', vol. 4, p. 181; Marghiniini, al-Hidaya, 
vol. 7, p. 150; Biibarti, Shar/:1 af-< lndya, vol. 7, p. 150. 

17. Quduri, al-Kitiib, vol. 2, p. 88; Sarakhsi, Mabsiit, vol. 15, 
pp. 75, 76; Samarqandi, Tuf.zfat al-Fuqahd', vol. 2, pp. 476, 487; 
Kiisiini, Badii·Y O$·$anii'i', vol. 4, pp. 179, 193; Marghinani, ai
Hidiiya, vol. 7, pp. 147, 148; Biibarti, Shar/:1 at-<lndya, vol. 7, p. 148. 

18. The idea is expressed through the terms 'iwa(i or mu<awa(ia, see 
Qudiin, a/-Kitiib, vol. 2, p. 88; Sarakhsi, Mabsii(, vol. 15, p. 74; 
Samarqandi, Tu/;lfat al-Fuqahii', vol. 2, p. 476; Kiisiini, Bada'ic a$
Sanii'i', vol. 4, p. 179; 'al-ijdra tijiira'; p. 201; ''aqd mu'iiwa(ia'; 
Babarti, Shar1) al-'lniiya, vol. 7, pp. 147, 154; Marghiniini, a/-Hidiiya, 
vol. 7, p. 148: 'Li-anna 1-ujrata thamanu 1-manfa'ati fa-ta'tabiru bi
thamani 1-mabi' .. .'. 

19. Chafik Chehata, Droit musu/man. Applications au Proche
Orient(Librairie Dalloz, Paris, 1971), p. 138; Chehata, Theorie gener
a/e de /'obligation en droit musu/man hanefite (Editions Sirey, Paris, 
1969), pp. 67-9, 180. 

20. Kha~ll!iif; Kitdb A/:ikiim al-A wqiif, p. 206. 
21. Tabati, lkhtiliif, pp. 123-4. 
22. Sarakhsi, Mabsut, vol. 23, p. 12. 
23. Ibid. 
24. Abdellah Hammoudi, 'Substance and Relation: Water Rights 

and Water Distribution in the :Ora Valley', in Ann Elizabeth Mayer 
(ed.), Property, Social Structure and Law in the Modern Middle East 
(State University of New York Press, Albany, 1985), pp. 52-3. 

25. Sarakhsi, Mabsut, vol. 11, p. 79: 'wa-bayiinuhu anna sifata 
1-md/iyati li·sh-shai "i innamii yathbutu bi-t-tamauwul. Wa~t
tamauwulu siyiinatu sh-shai·'i wa-ddikhdruhu li-waqti 1-/;zdja'. See also 
Schacht, Introduction, pp. 134-5. 

26. Sarakhsi, Mabsii(, vol. 15, p. 74; see also vol. 11, pp. 78-9. 
This is a stock phrase of the Hanafite jurists in the classical and post
classical periods, see Qa9izadeh, Natd'ij a/-Afkar, vol. 7, p. 395: 'wa-1-
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mamificu a'ra{i""la tabqii waqtain wa-{-'ainu tabqii auq{ll"" wa-baina 
rna yabqa wa-mli Iii yabqii tafiiwuf. In a very similar vein Marghinani, 
al-Hidaya, vol. 7, pp. 394-5, states: 'li-annahii a•·ra(i11" Iii tabqa fa
yamlikuhii daf<"" li-l;zajatihi Ia baqii'a lahii wa-li-annahli Iii tumiithilu 
1-a<yana li-sur<atifarui'iha'. See also Babarti, Shar/:1 al-'/niiya, vol. 7, 
pp. 394, 396. 

27. The printed text reads: 'wa-1-maniifi' Iii tabqii qauwiyin ... '; 
this is wrong from a grammatical point of view and it does not make 
much sense with regard to the content. I prefer to read: 'wa-l-maniifi'u 
Iii tabqii waqtain'. This is a stock phrase of the Hanafitc jurists (see 
above, note 26). It is often used by Sarakhsi to describe the fact that the 
use does not have a reliable sequence in time, sec Mabsu{, vol. 11, 
pp. 78, 80; vol. 15, p. 74, aria also on the page from which the present 
quotation is taken (ibid., vol. 11, p. 79) line 10 from the bottom. 

28. Sarakhsi, Mabsu{, vol. 11, p. 79; compare also vol. 16, p. 33. 
The fact that the use cannot be inherited is stressed by Marghinani, al
Hidiiya, vol. 7, p. 220; Babarti, Shari;! al-'lnaya, vol. 7, p. 220. 

29. Sarakhsi, Mabsut, vol. 11, p. 79; compare also vol. 15, pp. 85, 
94, 96; see also Kasani, Badii'i' a¥-Sanii'i', vol. 4, p. 184; 'wa-l
maniifi,.u 'alii aslinii Iii tataqauwamu illii bi -f-<aqdi $-sa/;li/:!i awi-1-fiisid, 
see also p. 178; Marghinani, ai-Hidiiya, vol. 7, p. 175: 'wa-lanii anna 
1-maniifi'a Iii tataqauwamu bi-nafsihii bal bi-f-<aqdi /i-1-}J.tija'; Babarti, 
Shari;! a/- 'lniiya, vol. 7, p. 175. 

30. Sarakhsi, MabsilJ, vol. 11, p. 79; Kasani, Badii'i' as-Sanii·'i", 
vol. 4, p. 184; Samarqandi, Tul;zfat ai-Fuqahii", vol. 3, p. 112. 

31. Sarakhsi, Mabsilt, vol. 15, p. 74 quotes this legal opinion but 
differs from it. The following jurists admit that the ijiira does not fulfil 
the conditions of true analogy: Kasani, Badii"i< as-Sanii'i<, vol. 4, 
p. 173; Marghinani, al-Hidiiya, vol. 7, p. 147; Qa(liziideh, Natii·'ij al
Afkiir, vol. 7, pp. 147-8. 

32. Kasani, Badii'i< U$·Sana·'i'·, vol. 4, p. 173 gives the following 
reasoning: 'but according to our i.~ti/:!siin, which we base on the Holy 
Book, the Sunna and the Ijma<, we allow it' (i.e. the contract of 
tenancy). Basing the solution of istibsiin on scriptural sources seems to 
imply that qiyiis is mainly based on analogy to the basic rules of the 
Hanafite legal system and that isti/;lsiin can repeal this analogy by 
appealing to the u.yul. In a similar vein Babarti, Shar/:1 al-<Jniiya, vol. 7, 
p. 147. 

33. Kasiini, Bada'ic a$·Sanii'i", vol. 4, p. 174; Marghinani, al
Hidiiya, vol. 7, p. 147; Babarti, Shari) a/-"lniiya, vol. 7, p. 147. 

34. It does not, in this respect, matter whether the rent consists of 
money, commodities or services. Qudiiri, al-Kitiib, vol. 2, p. 88 and 
Sarakhsi, Mabsil{, vol. 15, p. 137 do not mention services. Marghinani, 
al-Hidiiya, vol. 7, pp. 148-9 states that what may not serve as a price in 
a contract of sale may still be a valid rent in a contract of tenancy. 
Biibarti, Sharb al-''/niiya, val. 7, p. 149 and Qac;lizadeh, Natii"ij a/
Afkiir, vol. 7, p. 149 make it clear that services are valid forms of rent. 

35. Tal,Jawi, Mukhta.yar, p. 133 still calls it mii tijarahii; Qudiiri, al
Kittib, vol. 2, p. 98 and all jurists after him call the contractually fixed 
rent musammti; Sarakhsi, Mabsut, vol. 15, p. 140; Kasimi, Badii'i< a.y-
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Sanii·Y, vol. 4, p. 187. 
36. Quduri, al-Kitiib, vol. 2, p. 96; Tiil)awi, Mukhtasa_r, p. 128; 

Sarakhsi, Mabsil(, vol. 15, p. 100; Kiisiini, Badii·'ic as-Saru.Pi', voL 4, 
pp. 201-3; Samarqandi, Tu/:lfata/-Fuqahii-', vol. 2, p. 471. 

37. Sarakhsi, Mabsil{, vol. 15, p. 160 and vol. 16, pp. 15, 16; 
Kasani, BadilY as-Sanil"i", vol. 4, p. 179; Marghiniini, al-Hidiiya, 
vo!. 7, p. 157; Babarti, Shari;. a/-'Jniiya, vo!. 7, pp. 157-8, 159; Qiic;li
zadeh, Natii"ij al-Afkiir, vol. 7, p. 157. 

38. Qudiiri, al-Kittib, vo!. 2, p. 104; TiiQ.iiwi, Mukhtasar, p. 128; 
Samarqandi, Tu/:lfat al-Fuqahii>, vol. 2, p. 471; Kasani, Badii'i' as
Sanii'i', vol. 4, p. 204; Marghiniini, a/-Hidilya, vol. 7, p. 157; Babarti, 
Sharl}al-'lnizya, voL 7, p. 157. 

39. Qudiiri, al·Kitizb, vol. 2, p. 96; Tab.iiwi, Mukhtasar, p. 128; 
Sarakhsi, Mabsii.t, vol. 15, p. 108; Samarqandi, Tul;.fat al-Fuqahii', 
vol. 2, p. 477; Kasiini, Badii"i'' as-Saniz'i', vol. 4, pp. 201-3; Marghi
niini, al-Hidizya, vol. 7, p. 152; Qa«;liziideh, Natii'ij al-Afkiir, voL 7, 
pp. 152-5; Biibarti, Shari;. a/-'lniiya, vol. 7, pp. 152, 154, 155. On the 
other hand, if the contract of ijiira is used to employ salaried labour, the 
employer pays at the end of the contractual period unless otherwise 
specified in the contract, see Qudii.ri, a/-Kitiib, vol. 2, pp. 96-7; Kasani, 
Badiz'i'" as-Sanii'i'·, vol. 4, p. 204. 

40. On political force majeure see Babarti, Sharf:z al-'Jniiya, vol. 7, 
p. 157; on natural force majeure Qudii.ri, a/-Kitizb, vol. 2, p. 104; 
Sarakhsi, Mabsil(, vol. 16, p. 6; Samarqandi, Tul;.fat ai-FuqahtP, 
vol. 2, p. 480; Kiisiini, Badii'i< as-Sanii·'i', vol. 4, p. 196; on ghasb see 
Qudii.ri, al-Kitiib vol. 2, p. 104; Samarqandi, Tuf:zfat al-Fuqahii', 
vol. 2, p. 480; Marghiniini, al-Hidizya, vol. 7, pp. 158, 220; Biibarti, 
Shari} al-'lniiya, vol. 7, pp. 157, 158, 220. Qii«;likhan, Kitiib al-Fatiiwii, 
vol. 2, p. 339 states that if force majeure ( iifa) makes it impossible for 
the tenant to use the land before he sows the corn, no rent is due. He 
quotes two legal traditions concerning the tenant's obligation to pay 
rent if force majeure makes it impossible for him to use the land after 
the cereals are growing. These traditions are ascribed to Shaibani. 
According to the first one, the tenant has to pay the full rent. According 
to the second, the tenant should apply to the qiit;li in order to seek 
redress. According to QaQ.ikhan, the fatwii should follow the following 
solution: the tenant pays no rent after force majeure made it impossible 
for him to use the land unless it is possible for him to grow a second 
crop of comparable effect on the arable land. From the cases that QaQ.i
khan discusses in this respect it is obvious that the tenant has to apply to 
the qat;ll for the dissolution of the contract. This opinion is in accord
ance with the legal opinion held by the other authors quoted above. See 
also ibid., vol. 2, pp. 287, 290. 

41. Marghinani; al-Hidaya, vol. 7, p. 147; Tal;J.iiwi, Mukhtasar, 
p. 128: 'for every part of the time of the ijiira that has gone, he takes his 
ujra from him'; Samarqandi, Tul;.fat ai-Fuqahiz', vol. 2, p. 477: '/i• 
anna 1-ujrata tumlaku 'ala /:lasabi milki 1-maniifi<i siicaf'", fa-sii'"af'"'; 
Kiisani, Badii"i' as-Sana'i', vol. 4, pp. 201-2: 'fa-kana yanbaghi an 
yajiba 'alaihi taslimu t-ujrati sii'af"' fa-sa<at"''; QiiQ.ikhiin, Kitizb al
Fatiiwa, vol. 2, p. 280: ' ... Li-anna 1-ijizrata tan'aqidu sii<af'" fa-sa'af'" 
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'alii l,iasabi l)udii.thi 1-manfa'ati fa-sa/:1/;tati 1-ijiiratu fimii baqiya mina 
1-mudda .. . '; Marghinani, al-Hidiiya, vol. 7, p. 159; Babarti, Shari) al
'/niiya, val. 7, p. 159. Another stock phrase is: 'Truly, the use comes 
into being piece by piece' ('fa-inna 1-maniifi'a kiinat tabduthu shai""" 
fa-shai'""'), see Sarakhsi, Mabsii.t, val. 15, pp. 75, 132; Kasani, Badii'i' 
as-Sanii'i', val. 4, pp. 179, 181, 194, 195, 201, 202; Marghinani, al
Hidiiya, val. 7, p. 154; Babarti, Shari) af-<lniiya, val. 7, p. 154. 

42. Sarakhsi, Mabsii.t, vol. 15, pp. 96, 132; Babarti, Shari) 
a/-' lndya, val. 8, p. 34 uses the same expression. See also Marghiniini, 
al-Hidaya, val. 8, p. 34 and Qiu;likhiin, Kitiib al-Fatdwii, val. 3, p. 150. 

43. Sarakhsi, Mabsii.t, val. 15, p. 96; Kiisani, Badii'i' as-Sanii"i', 
vol. 4, pp. 195·6. 

44. Schacht, Introduction, 'P· 134. 
45. Ta\J.iiwi, Mukhtasar, p. 128; Qudiiri, al-Kitiib, vol. 2, p. 105; 

Marghinani, al-Hidiiya, vol. 7, p. 220; Babarti, Sharb aFlntiya, vol. 7, 
p. 220. Protective measures against this danger are taken by the jurists, 
Kasani, Badii'i' as-Sanii'i', vol. 4, pp. 222-3; Qal;likhan, Kitiib al
Fatiiwii, val. 2, p. 268, see note 12 above. 
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3 

The Share-cropping Contract 
( al-Muza.raca ): Combining Dependent 
Labour with the Means of Production 

1. A CONTRACT FOR SOWING, NOT FOR PLANTING 

The muziira'a is a share-cropping contract that legally entitles 
proprietors to collect rent from the cultivators of their fields. It 
serves as a legal basis for the productive use of lands whose 
proprietors are not willing or able to till their land through their 
own work or through salaried labour or slaves. As the name 
suggests and as Kiisani: puts it: ' ... under this contract one may 
sow but not plant' ( li anna d-diikhila tabta /-Caqdi z-zar''u Iii al
ghars).1 The planting of trees is regulated under a different 
contract, called al-muciimala or al-musiiqiit, which differs in 
many respects from the share-cropping contract ( a/-muziira'a) 
and which will not detain us here because we are concerned 
with the legal ordinances concerning the rent that proprietors 
collect from the cultivators of their fields. The muziiraca 
contract serves mainly as a legal basis for the cultivation of 
cereal-produCing lands, although some jurists recognise its use 
as the contractual basis for the collection of rent on lands 
producing various kinds of summer crops. 2 The share-cropping 
contract (muziira'·a) is valid only if the lands leased are suitable 
to be used for the growing of crops and if no trees and plant
ations are already being grown on them. 3 The sprouting seed of 
crops ( baql), however, is no obstacle to a valid muziira'a 
contract because the work of growing the crop has still to be 
performed. 4 
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2. THE ORIGINS OF THE SHARE-CROPPING CONTRACT 

As Morony and Ziaul Haque have shown, share-cropping was a 
well-established practice in Iraq before Islam, 5 and as a fiscal 
practice, it was also widely spread in the Byzantine Empire. 6 In 
Iraq it was mainly practised on state lands (where the difference 
between tax and rent was largely obscured),7 on estates that 
were assigned by the rulers to private individuals8 and on the 
land of religious communities.9 Ziaul Haque has collected 
copious evidence for the fact that, during the .first century of 
Islam, the muzara<a was mainly practised on lands that formed 
part of the public domain. 10 The writings of the jurists reflect 
this situation. The ninth-century Iraqi scholar, Kha~.:;af, 
discusses the muzara<a as a means of cultivating the arrj al-/;tauz 
(see 1.4 above), the estates that were assigned to private 
individuals by the ruler 11 and the awqiif, the pious found
ations. 12 From the historical sources and the writings of the 
jurists it would appear that the contract was first used on state, 
iqtiic and waqf lands and later found its way to other forms of 
landed property. This origin of the muziira<a may explain the 
fact that it establishes unequal and hierarchical relationships 
between the partners to the share-cropping contract. 

3. THE OPPOSIDON TO THE CONTRACT 

Muziira<a is a share-cropping contract under whose provisions 
the rent is not a separate investment, but a part of the yield of 
agricultural production. The 'rent', therefore, never falls due 
before the seeds bear fruit and the corn is ripe. Apart from a 
share of the yield of agricultural production, the tenant is not 
required to pay an equivalent in money or in kind for the 
productive use of the land. Indeed, this form of contract does 
not even presuppose the existence of money. It can therefore be 
easily imposed on peasants conducting their economic relations 
within the framework of a subsistence economy. 

In the eighth and early ninth centuries, the share-cropping 
contract (muziira"a) was strongly criticised on religious 
grounds. The most important argument used against this form 
of contract was based on an understanding of Islamic ethics and 
the Prophet's example which implied that a Muslim could enjoy 
economic benefits only from a piece of land he tilled, and not 
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from one he could not till. This was expressed in the Prophet's 
saying: 'Till it or grant it free of charge to your brother' ( izra<hii 
au imna/;lhii akhiika ). 13 The most prominent Muslim jurists of 
the eighth and early ninth centuries, such as Abii I:Ianifa, Malik 
b. Anas and Shafici, rejected the contract of the muziira<a. Abii 
I:Ianifa insisted that, in accordance with the strict principle of 
Islamic law and ethics, no one may be made to work on the 
basis that his remuneration will consist of only part of the fruits 
of his labour. 14 He and other prominent jurists of the eighth and 
ninth centuries point out that the share-cropping contract ( mu
ziiraca) implies risk and gambling and is, for this reason, 
invalid. 15 The generation of Muslim jurists who created Islamic 
law as a specialised discipline and a literary genre condemned 
the muziira<a on the grounds that it violated religious, moral 
and legal principles. Malik, Abii I;Ianifa and Shatici made it 
clear that, with regard to arable lands, they considered only the 
contract of tenancy (ijiira) to be admissible. 16 

4. THE TECHNICAL LEGAL DIFFlCULTIES OF THE 
CONTRACT 

During the eighth century, the contract of muziira<a found 
prominent supporters among the jurists only in Iraq. Abii Yiisuf 
and Shaibani as well as Thauri (d. A.D. 778) declared it to be 
valid 17 and treated the Prophet's saying quoted against it as a 
purely moral exhortation having no legally binding character. 18 

In legalising the contract of muziira<a, the Iraqi jurists faced the 
same difficulties as with the contract of ijiira: the share-crop
ping contract contiadicted the basic principles drawn by analogi
cal reasoning from the contract of sale, which were considered 
to be the basic principles of all bilateral, synallagmatic contracts. 
In the share-cropping contract the object sold, i.e. the produc
tive use of arable lands and of human labour, does not exist at 
the time of the conclusion of the contract and is not considered 
to be a commodity representing a commodity value. In addition, 
the share-cropping contract ( muziira< a) offers difficulties that 
do not exist with regard to the contract of tenancy ( ijiira ). At 
the time when the partners to a contract of tenancy conclude 
their agreement, the rent is existent, known and specified. It is a 
personal obligation that the tenant has to pay whether he tills 
the soil or not because it results from the fact that it is possible 
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for him to use the land (see 2.5c and 2.6 above). Under the share
cropping contract ( muziira'a ), the rent is a share of the crop. It 
is, therefore, non-existent at the time of the conclusion of the 
contract. As the future yield of the agricultural labour is 
unknown, so is the rent. The agricultural labour n.ay not yield 
any produce. The rent under the share-cropping contract ( mu
ziira'a) is an obligation in re, which means that, if the agricul
tural production does not produce a crop, there can be no claim 
to a rent. Therefore, at the time when the partners to a muzii
raca conclude the share-cropping contract, the rent is non-exist
ent (rna' dum), unknown ( majhul) and may never exist. 

The Hanafite jurists treat the problems that arise from 
considering the use of land and human labour to be commodit
ies along the same lines as analysed above (see 2.4-10) with 
regard to the contract of tenancy. That is to say, that the share
cropping contract (muziira'a) transforms the use of land and 
labour into commodities, assigns value to them and warrants 
them against damage. 19 The jurists acknowledge that, with 
regard to the rent, the share-cropping contract contradicts all 
forms of analogical reasoning ( qiyiis) drawn from the basic 
principles of bilateral, synallagmatic contracts. 20 As in the case 
of the contract of tenancy ( ijiira ), they declare the share-crop
ping contract (muziira'a) to be valid on the basis of isti/:lsiin, i.e. 
of admitting for practical purposes legal solutions that openly 
contradict conclusions drawn on the basis of analogical reason
ing from the basic rules of the Hanafite legal system. They base 
this isti/:lsiin on a report about the Prophet according to which 
he concluded a share-cropping contract with the Jewish people 
of the oasis of Khaibar. 21 Sarakhsi adds a practical argument: 
labour and the means of production may be divided among 
several persons and would remain idle if not combined through 
the share-cropping contract. 22 But the main argument which the 
Hanafite jurists adduce against their opponents and on which 
they base their isti/:lsiin is that the share-cropping contract is 
sanctioned by the.'recognised custom of people in all countries' 
(<urfm J,iihir"n fi jami'i l-buldiin)23 and that business practice 
(ta<amul) is a valid reason for abandoning analogical reason
ing.24 
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5. THE ADMISSIBLE COMBINATIONS OF LABOUR AND 
THE MEANS OF PRODUCfiON 

The Hanafite jurists' istil)siin is based on the Prophet's example 
and general custom. The share-cropping contract can, there
fore, only be legalised to the extent that it coincides with the 
Prophet's example and general business practice. 25 According 
to the jurists, this means that land, seed, work and cattle should 
be considered to be the four most important elements of the 
process of agricultural production ·and that, of these four 
elements, only two may legally be regarded as forming the 
object of the contract ( al-macqud 'alaihi). They_ teach that the 
share-cropping contract begins as a contract of tenancy ( ijiira) 
and ends as a partnership. 26 Because it begins as a special 
contract of tenancy based on istil)siin and limited in its applica
tion to the rules set by the Prophet's example and by general 
business practice, the objects leased under the share-cropping 
contract ( muziira' a) may be either land or labour. Either the, 
labourer leases the land or the proprietor of the land leases the 
labourer. 27 The other two means of production, i.e. seed and 
cattle, may be combined with land and labour. But separately 
they may never become the object of a legally valid share
cropping contract. 28 Only three combinations of the four 
elements, that together constitute the process of agricultural 
production, are regarded as legally valid: (A) partner A contri
butes land and seed, partner B contributes work and cattle to 
the muziira'a, (B) partner A contributes land to the muzaraca, 
partner B work, cattle and seed, (C) partner A contributes work 
to the muziiraca, partner Bland, seed and cattle. 29 

According to the jurists, in combination (A) the owner of the 
land and the seed hires the worker and his cattle, in combina
tion (B) the labourer who owns seed and cattle is the lease
holder of the land, and in combination (C) the land owner who 
also contributes seed and cattle to the muziira'a, hires the 
labourer. 30 In all three cases, the share-cropping contract ( mu
ziiraca) begins as a contract of ijiira, in which one partner to the 
contract hires the use of the other partner's land or labour, and 
ends as a sharika with both of the partners sharing in the crop. 
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6. THE COMMERCIAL UNDERSTANDING OF THE PROCESS 
OF AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION: THE 
TRANSFORMATION OF THE ELEMENTS OF PEASANTS' 
MUTUAL HELP INTO COMMODITIES 

The jurists base their isti/:zsiin on the Prophet's example, general 
custom and the practical need for combining the means of 
production with labour. Their interpretation of the Prophet's 
example is rejected by Abu I:Ianifa who insists that the agree
ment between the Prophet and the people of Khaibar was an 
instance of the Prophet's fiscal policy imposing the khariij 
muqiisama on a subject population and not a model for a share
cropping contract. 31 And the very compendia of the Hanafite 
jurists make it clear that the reduction of the combination of 
labour and the means of production to only three legally valid 
forms is not justifiable on the grounds that the means of produc
tion would otherwise remain idle or that the general custom in 
all countries allows only these three legally valid forms. 

In fact, Transoxanian authors like Sarakhsi and Qfu;likhan 
constantly refer to other ways of combining labour with the 
means of production. These ways of combining labour with the 
means of production clearly represent the usages of a peasant 
society in which labour and the productive use of land were 
considered to be forms of mutual help and not commodities to 
be exchanged. The jurists explain these usages in terms of 
'offering help'( i'iina) or 'asking for help' ( isti<iina) if labour is 
used gratuitously, 32 of 'gratuitous lending' ( i<ara) if land is used 
free of charge, 33 and of 'gratuitous credit' ( qar¢) if seed is given 
free of charge and restored after harvesting. 34 These usages 
allow for the gratuitous use of land, labour and cattle but not, 
according to. the jurists, of seed, because seed is a commodity 
that is consumed in the act of sowing and has to be replaced. 
The use of land, labour and cattle is no commodity, has no 
value of its own and must only be remunerated if it has become 
the object of a valid or voidable contract of share-cropping or 
tenancy. Otherwise it is regarded as 'gratuitous lending' of land 
or as 'offering help' through gratuitous labour. With regard to 
these usages, practically all combinations but not all ratios of 
sharing are permissible. 35 It is easy to see that these usages also 
lend themselves to exploitation, e.g. if the owners and adminis
trators of large estates regard the work of peasants as gratuitous 
help or if a powerful man justifies his gratuitous use of peasants' 
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land and labour as 'gratuitous lending' or help through labour. 
In fact, in many of the instances discussed by the jurists, the 
whole crop falls to one person, 36 and this may well reflect the 
situation of large estates and state lands. 

But on the whole, there seems to be no reason to doubt that 
the gratuitous offering of labour, land and cattle as well as the 
'credit' of seed reflect usages of a peasant society and have a 
social as well as an economic meaning. The share-cropping 
contract (muziiraca) transforms these elements of mutual help 
of a peasant society into commodities. It dissociates labour and 
the means of production from their social and political environ
ment and meaning and treats them . as purely economic 
elements, i.e. commodities. But the jurists also use the notions 
of 'offering help', 'gratuitous lending' and 'gratuitous credit' in 
order to declare permissible share-cropping contracts whose 
ratios of sharing do not follow the logic of commodity exchange 
and whose combination of labour and the means of production 
does not fit into one of the three legally valid combinations of 
labour and the means of production (see 3.5 above). In such 
instances, the usages of a peasant society are used as non
commercial elements that help to achieve a greater flexibility of 
the muziiraca contract. 37 By combining forms of mutual help of 
a peasant society with the three legally valid forms of muziiraca, 
the jurists declare legally permissible a great number of combin
ations of labour and the means of production. But they do not 
permit all ratios of sharing. Especially with regard to share
cropping arrangements between partners who jointly contribute 
some of the means of production, the jurists declare voidable all 
contracts whose ratio of sharing does not correspond to the 
distribution of the seed between the partners (see 3.8b below). 
By controlling the sharing of the crop, the jurists try to establish 
a hierarchical order among the means of production over 
labour. In a subtle way, they uphold their understanding of 
labour, seed, land and cattle as commodities in a commercia
lised system of exchange by controlling the sharing of the crop. 

This commercial understanding of the process of agricultural 
production transforms the peasant into a 'proprietor' of labour 
and into a free partner to a contract. In those regions where, 
before Islam, the peasants under the share-cropping system 
were reduced to serfdom, the legal construction of the contract 
of share-cropping may have helped, as Ziaul Haque suggests, 38 

to emancipate the peasant from the status of a tenant-serf. 39 To 
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the degree that the jurists helped to spread this contract into 
regions that were not formerly part of a fiscal or commercial 
share-cropping system, this form of contract must have helped 
to legitimise the exploitation of the peasant's labour by those 
who owned or controlled the means of production. There can 
be little doubt, however, that Ziaul Haque is right in stressing 
the protective effects of a contractual system of share-cropping 
if compared to a fiscal or a tributary share-cropping system or a 
combination of both, such as was developed under Hanafite law 
after the tenth century. 

7. UNEQUAL RELATIONS OF PRODUCTION 

Under the muziiraca contract, the unequal distribution of the 
means of production must necessarily lead to an unequal and 
hierarchical relationship between the partners to the contract. 
The unequal relationship between the two partners resulting 
from combination (C) is obvious. The landless agricultural 
labourer or the small peasant who cannot live from his own land 
faces a partner who owns land, seed and cattle. Combination 
(B) must have worked in favour of the well-to-do peasant and 
wealthy landowner, who had enough cattle, seed and, according 
to the jurists, also salaried labourers and slaves, 40 to be able to 
use them as an investment in the muziiraca on peasants' land. 
The weaker partner in this case must have been the poor 
peasant having no cattle of his own. Only combination (A) 
allows for a balanced relationship between the two partners. In 
two out of the three valid combinations, the share-cropping 
contract creates an unequal and hierarchical relationship 
between the partners based on unequal access to the means of 
production. 

8. ASSURING THE DOMINANCE OF THE MEANS OF 
PRODUCTION OVER LABOUR 

A share-cropping contract ( muzaraca) is valid if it fulfils six 
conditions. The partners to the contract must ( 1) specify the 
period of duration of the contract ( mudda ), (2) arrange for the 
separation ( takhliya) between the land and its owner in a way 
that allows the working partner to till the soil without any direct, 
non-contractual interference by the landowner, (3) name the 
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partner who contributes the seed (.~ii/:lib al-badhr), ( 4) specify 
the kind of seed to be used, ( 5) specify the share of the crop or 
crops that falls due to the partner who does not contribute the 
seed, and ( 6) make sure that a partnership ( sharika) with 
regard to the crop is established between the partners to the 
muziira'a contract. Any stipulation that leads to the dissolution 
of this partnership makes the share-cropping contract voidable. 41 

(a) Much as in the contract of tenancy (ijiira), the speci
fication of the duration of the contract is justified on the 
grounds that it serves to define the value of the use of land or 
labour. 42 The second condition ( takhliya) stipulates that the 
owner of the land delivers his land to the working partner and 
does not himself participate in the cultivation of the field. If the 
takhliya, the separation between the land and its owner, is not 
fulfilled, the contract of muziira'·a is considered a voidable 
contract. 43 According to Qa<;likhan, the contract is dissolved if 
the owner of the land works in his fields. 44 But the same author 
declares such a muziira'a to be valid, if it can be assumed that 
the owner who works in his own fields offers his help (i'iina) or 
is asked by the working partner to give his help ( isti'iina ). 45 

Contrary to the conveyance of the land under the contract of 
tenancy (ijiira), the takhliya under the share-cropping contract 
does not imply that the cultivator has a free hand to treat the 
land as he sees fit. He may be bound to follow the contractual 
stipulations regarding the cultivation of the land imposed upon 
him by his partner if the work stipulated is of a quality that leads 
to an increase in the yield of agricultural production. 46 The 
tenant under a contract of tenancy (ijiira) may or may not use 
the land after it has been conveyed to him. The working partner 
under a share-cropping contract can be forced by the qiitf.i to 
work and till the soil ip1mediately after the land has been deliv
ered to him.47 In. fact, it seems that under the contract of muzii
ra'a the takhliya serves mainly as a necessary condition for the 
enforcement of the labour of the working partner in combin
ations (A) and (C) or as a means to secure the stronger 
partner's control over the land in combination (B). 

The weaker partner in combinations (A) and (C) can be 
forced to work immediately after the conclusion of the contract 
and the conveyance of the land, whereas the owner of the seed 
can only be forced to work after the sowing of the seed. The 
ziihir ar-riwiiya, the Hanafite legal tradition as embodied in the 
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writings ascribed to Shaibani, consistently defines work under 
the share-cropping contract as a production factor, i.e. as work 
that is necessary in order to produce the average amount 
( muc tiid) of crops. 48 The working partner is under no obligation to 
perform labour that is not necessary in order to obtain the 
average yield49 unless his partner stipulates this work in the 
contract. 50 Any stipulation of labour that constitutes a one
sided burden on the working partner to the exclusive advantage 
of the stronger partner is invalid. This holds true for all kinds of 
work whose effect would last longer than the contract of muzaraca 
and would thereby constitute one-sided advantages for the non
working partner. 51 It also holds true for all kinds of work that 
have to be performed after the ripening of the crop. These tasks 
are not, according to the zahir ar-riwiiya, included among the 
duties of the working partner and cannot be the object of a 
share-cropping contract. 52 But many Hanafite jurists in Central 
Asia consider the work of harvesting, threshing, etc. to be 
included among the duties of the working partner. 53 It seems 
that the interest of early Hanafite law in defining labour as a 
production factor was gradually replaced by later jurists' interest 
in securing maximum advantages for the stronger partner. 

On the other hand, the protection that the ziihir ar-riwiiya 
grants to the working partner through defining labour as a 
production factor is effective only in short-term contracts of 
share-cropping. But jurists of Central Asia, such as Sarakhsi 
and Q3.!;1ikhan, discuss share-cropping contracts with terms 
ranging from five to 30 years. 54 Such a long-term muzaraca is 
perfectly valid according to all Hanafite jurists who unani
mously hold the opinion that the duration of the share-cropping 
( muziiraca) should not, on the one hand, surpass the life expec
tancy of the partners to the contract and should not, on the 
other hand, be so short as not to allow the growing of a crop. 
But any duration of the contract that lies between this minimum 
and maximum period is legally valid. 55 This means that in 
combination (C), the dependency of the working partner could 
in fact last for a lifetime. In that case, his work could never 
produce effects that would last longer than the contract. He 
could legally be forced to do all agricultural work that would 
normally lead to an increase in the yield of the crop and, 
according to later jurists, all agricultural work that customarily 
has to be performed by the working partner. It is significant, I 
think, for the dependent status of the weaker partner to a mu-
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zaraca, that the jurists speak of the 'flight' ( hurub) of the 
working partner during the duration of the contract, an action 
which they carefully differentiate from his 'absence' (ghaib) 
after the end of the contract.56 Under a long-term share-crop
ping contract, the peasant in combination (B) has to deliver his 
land to the stronger partner for a period of up to 30 years. 57 It is 
obvious that he thereby risks losing the ownership of his land. 
At the same time the jurists make it clear that, under a long
term share-cropping contract, the landowner's share of the crop 
may continually diminish. 58 

Contrary to the contract of tenancy, the valid share-cropping 
contract does not entitle the working partner to sublease the 
land in a muziiraca unless the owner of the land in combinations 
(A) and (C) explicitly grants him this right. 59 In combination 
(B), the working partner, who also contributes seed and cattle, 
is entitled to sublease the land to a second working partner. 60 

Again it is obvious that these legal ordinances are meant to 
strengthen the position of the partner who contributes most of 
the means of production to the muziiraca. 
(b) The hierarchical forms of the relations of production under 
the share-cropping contract (muziiraca) are accentuated by the 
privileges granted to the owner of the seed. Quite naturally, the 
jurists stress the importance of the seed in agricultural produc
tion. Some jurists regard the seed as the capital in a partnership 
of work and capital. 61 Others try to justify the limitation of the 
legally valid combinations of labour and the means of produc
tion through a special theory according to which land and seed, 
on the one hand, and labour and cattle, on the other hand, are 
related species (mutajiinis) because their nature causes a mutual 
reinforcement of their productive qualities. Therefore, the 
combination of elements that represent related species is legally 
valid and seed is considered to 'follow' the land, cattle is consid
ered to 'follow' labour. To such a combination of related species 
a third means of production or labour may be added. 62 

In fact, the importance given to the seed may reflect older 
stages of agricultural production. But under the share-cropping 
contract it mainly serves as a symbol for the dominant position 
of the partner who contributes most of the means of production. 
The importance attributed to the contribution of seed is decisive 
for establishing an imbalance between the partners to the 
contract. Seed (just as cattle) can never be the object 
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( al-macqud cafaihi) of a share-cropping contract ( muziiraca). 
Only in combination with land or labour is it recognised as a 
means of production that can legally form part of a share
cropping contract. In all three legally valid combinations of 
labour and the means of production it is used as an investment 
that indicates the dominant partner. As the jurists put it, it is 
always the owner of the seed who leases either land or labour. 63 

Obviously, in two of the three legally valid combinations of 
labour and the means of production, i.e. combinations (B) and 
(C), the owner of the seed is the economically stronger partner 
who contributes most or all means of production. Through the 
special privileges conferred upon the owner of the seed, he also 
becomes the stronger partner in combination (A). 

It is a natural fact that the owner of the seed decides which 
crop or crops64 are to be cultivated under the share-cropping 
contract. But it is a social and legal fact that, in combination 
(B), the landowner is not entitled to ask for a guarantor to 
guarantee that the working partner will fulfill his duties, whereas 
in combinations (A) and (C) the landowner, who also contri
butes the seed, is entitled to ask for such a guarantor. 65 It is a 
social and legal, not a natural, fact that the contract is immedi
ately binding for the partner who does not contribute the. seed, 
whereas it is not binding for the owner of the seed. 66 In combin
ations (A) and (C) the working partner must prepare the soil 
for the sowing. The jurists expect him to plough the field, to dig 
irrigation ditches or to level the ground, if these tasks are neces
sary for the sowing of the seed and the growing of the crop. 67 If, 
after concluding the contract, the working partner refuses to 
execute such necessary work, the qiit/i may force him to work. 68 

For the owner of the seed, on the other hand, the contract of 
share-cropping ( muziiraca) becomes binding only after the 
sowing of the seed. If he refuses to deliver the seed to the 
working partner after the ploughing of the field, the digging of 
the ditches and the levelling of the ground, the owner of the 
seed owes nothing to the working partner. This solution is justi
fied by the following legal reasoning: the use of human labour 
has no value and is not warranted against damage except under 
a contract of tenancy ( ijiira) or share-cropping ( muzarac a). 
Before the sowing of the seed this contract is binding only for 
the working partner and not for the owner of the seed. There
fore the owner of the seed is under no legal obligation to pay a 
recompense to the working partner. 69 The owner of the seed 
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may be religiously and morally obliged to pay the 'fair rent' to 
the labourer, but that is a matter between God and the owner of 
the seed and does not affect the legal solution. 70 In combin
ations (A) and (C), therefore, the contract of muziira<a before 
the sowing of the seed is a perfect legal basis for gratuitously 
exploiting peasant labour. At this stage the peasant who contri
butes labour (in combinations (A) and (C)) runs the risks of 
working without remuneration and the peasant who contributes 
only land to the muzara<a (combination (B)) runs the risk that 
his field will remain uncultivated because the stronger partner 
finds it more promising to invest his seed and cattle in other 
lands. Only after the sowing of the seed is the muzara<a 
contract equally binding for both partners. 

The sixth condition for a valid share-cropping contract 
establishes the joint ownership of the partners with regard to the 
crop. The jurists leave the distribution of the shares of the crop 
to the stipulation of the partners to the contract.71 In the case of 
partners who jointly contribute some of the means of produc
tion, Transoxanian authors, such as Sarakhsi and Qac;Ukhan, 
restrict this liberty of stipulation. 72 They base this restriction on 
a legal doctrine that is shared by all Hanafite jurists. According 
to this legal doctrine, a valid claim to a share in the crop may be 
based on one of two sources. One of these two sources is 'the 
growth of one's property' (namtP milkihi), the other one is the 
contract. The claim of the seed owner to a share in the crop is 
based on the fact that the crop is the result of the 'growth of his 
property'. In combinations (A) and (C) the claim of the 
working partner to a share in the crop is based only on the 
contract, as is the land owner's claim in combination (B). 73 

Under a share-cropping contract between partners who jointly 
contribute some of the means of production, the difference 
between the two sources of a legally valid claim to a share in the 
crop has important legal consequences: it prohibits all stipulated 
ratios of sharing in the crop that do not correspond to the 
distribution of the seed among the partners. If the shares of the 
crop do not correspond to the contribution of land and cattle 
among the partners, the jurists try to legalise the stipulated 
ratios of sharing by explaining them in terms of 'offering gratui
tous help' or 'gratuitous lending' of land. 74 But if the shares of 
the crop do not correspond to the distribution of the seed 
among the partners, the jurists declare the share-cropping 
contract to be voidable. 75 
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Seed is considered to be the most important means of 
production. 76 It differs from land and cattle in that it cannot be 
used in the production process without being consumed. Seed 
being a commodity with a commodity value cannot, therefore, 
be offered gratuitously. If two partners jointly contribute the 
land to a share-cropping contract and the non-working partner 
contributes the seed, the partners are not allowed to stipulate an 
equal share in the crop. Such a stipulation makes the contract 
voidable and the whole crop falls to the partner who contributes 
land and seed. The work~ng partner has a claim to the 'fair rent' 
( ujrat al-mithl) for his work and for his part of the land. 77 It is 
obvious that such a legal mechanism serves to dissolve forms of 
collective production, to create unequal relationships between 
the partners and to 'commercialise' the production process by 
considering the constituent elements of this process to be 
independent production factors that have to be remunerated 
according to their market value. The role of seed as the most 
important production factor serves as a means to restrict the 
autonomous application of the usages of mutual help among 
partners who jointly hold land and other means of production. 

Under a valid muziira<a contract, in which none of the means 
of production is contributed jointly, the contributor of the seed 
of cereals enjoys a privileged position only with regard to the 
appropriation of straw. If the partners do not contractually 
stipulate the ratio of the shares of the straw, it falls to the owner 
of the seed because the straw is said to be the result of the 
'growth of his property' and no contractual stipulation gives his 
partner a claim to it. On the other hand, it is impossible, accord
ing to the jurists, to insert a stipulation into the contract that 
gives the working partner, who did not contribute the seed, a 
claim to the whole yield of the straw. It is argued that the straw 
is the result of the growth of the seed owner's property and that 
no contractual stipulation can nullify his claim. The contractual 
claim can always be nullified if the contract is declared voidable, 
whereas the claim that results from the 'growth of one's 
property' can never be nullified. 78 The contract may support the 
claim that results from the 'growth of one's property'. It may, in 
the case of the straw, modify it. It can under no circumstances 
nullify it. At most, the working partner may have half of the 
straw if there is a contractual stipulation to this end. 79 
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9. THE 'VOIDABLE' CONTRACT OF SHARE-CROPPING 
AND THE SEED OWNER'S DOMINANT POSITION 

With regard to the voidable share-cropping contract ( muziirac a 
ftisida), the teaching concerning the two sources of a legally 
valid claim to a share in the crop has the most important legal 
consequences. A contract becomes voidable (a) if it does not 
fulfil the six conditions mentioned above (3.8 above), and (b) if 
the combination of labour and the means of production does 
not follow the prescribed patterns of Hanafite law (3.5 above), 
and is not explainable in terms of 'gratuitous help' or 'gratuitous 
lending', (c) if partners who jointly contribute some of the 
means of production stipulate a ratio of sharing in the crop 
which does not correspond to their contribution of the seed (3.8 
(b) above), and (d) if conditions are imposed on the labourer 
that serve solely the interest of the non-working partner (3.8 (a) 
above). 80 Under a voidable contract, the partner whose claim to 
a share in the yield of the crop is based only on the contractual 
stipulation loses the right to his share. The whole crop falls to 
the owner of the seed, because it is the result of the 'growth of 
his property'. 81 The partner with a contractual claim receives 
only the 'fair rent' ( ujrat al-mithl) for his labour (combination 
(C)), for his labour and cattle (combination (A)) or for his land 
(combination (B)). 82 His claim to the 'fair rent' is based on the 
fact that land and labour were the objects of a voidable contract 
and, therefore, warranted against damage. 113 

The legal consequences of the voidable contract demonstrate 
that the teaching on the two sources of the legally valid claim to 
a share in the crop legitimises the dominance of the means of 
production over human labour. This is obvious with regard to 
the results of a voidable contract in combinations (A) and (C). 
It is impressively underlined by the jurists' special solution for a 
voidable contract in combination (B). The jurists stress the fact 
that in combination (A) and (C) it is the legal and the moral 
right (yatfbu lahu) of the partner who contributes land and seed 
to consume the whole yield of the crop after paying the 'fair 
rent' to the weaker partner. 84 In combination (B) the appropria
tion of the whole crop is the legal right of the partner who 
contributes seed, cattle and labour because the crop is the 
'growth of his property'. Morally, however, he is not entitled to 
consume the whole crop ( wa-1-khiiriju kulluhu Iii yatfbu lahu). 
It is his moral right to appropriate that amount of the crop 
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which corresponds to the value of his seed and of the 'fair rent' 
that he paid to the owner of the land. The rest of the crop, 
according to the jurists, should be distributed as alms, 'because', 
as Kiisani has it, 'even if it were the produce of his own seed it 
[was grown] on someone else's land under a voidable contract, 
so that it is possible to suspect it of being a dirty gain and there
fore, the [correct] way is to distribute it as alms.'85 

Obviously, the appropriation of gains that are legally 
acquired under a voidable contract may cause moral reprehen
sions. But in this respect, the use of land differs from that of 
human labour. Under a voidable contract of share-cropping, the 
use of land is morally reprehensible, the use of human labour is 
not. Under a voidable contract, the partner who contributes 
only his labour has neither a legal nor a moral claim to a share 
in the crop. The partner who contributes labour, seed and cattle 
acquires a legal claim to the appropriation of the crop under a 
voidable contract, but is not morally entitled to consume the 
crop. Only the partner who contributes seed and land or seed, 
land and cattle enjoys the legal and the moral right to appropri
ate the whole crop. Law and morality support the dominance of 
the means of production over labour. 

10. QAQiKHAN'S NEW CONCEPT OF RENT 

In discussing share-cropping relationships that are not based on 
a muziira'a contract, QM.ikhan introduces elements of a new 
doctrine on rent that, in later centuries, came to have a long
lasting and far-reaching influence on Hanafite law. He states 
that his teacher differentiates between lands that are held by 
their owners'for the sole purpose of cultivating them through a 
share-cropping relationship and other lands that are not held for 
this purpose. He calls the first type of land 'lands that are held 
in order to be given over to share-croppers' ( a/-artj a/-mu<adda 
/i-daj<ihii muziira<atan). It is obvious that this land is held by its 
owners in order to appropriate a rent in kind. According to 
Qa«;likhiin's teacher, every use of the 'lands that are held in 
order to be given over to share-croppers' should be regarded as. 
establishing a share-cropping relationship between the user and 
the owner, even if no share-cropping contract has been 
concluded. This legal ordinance is subject to the condition that 
the share of the working peasant is fixed by custom and does 
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not change. s6 QaQ.ikhan stresses that this legal ordinance does 
not apply to other forms of landed property. 87 

To the best of my knowledge, this is the first instance of legal 
reasoning suggesting that the contract is not a necessary condi
tion of the obligation to pay rent. This type of legal reasoning 
clearly differentiates between the landed property of the rentier 
class and other forms of landed property. It amounts to saying 
that anyone who uses the landed property of a rentier enters 
into a share-cropping relationship with him, whereas anyone 
who uses the landed property of a peasant is gha#b, a person 
who makes unauthorised use of the land and does not have to 
pay rent. The rentier has a 'natural' claim to the rent that results 
from the fact that he holds his property for the sole purpose of 
appropriating rent. Therefore, his claim to rent is valid without 
a contractual basis. Qa<;likhan applies the concept that gives a 
privileged legal position to the rentier's land also to urban real 
estate ( al-mucadd li-1-istighlii/). 88 But he is far from drawing all 
the logical and legal conclusions from this concept that, in later 
centuries, were to be incorporated into the Hanafite doctrine on 
rent. He knew that the privileged legal position granted to the 
rentier's property contradicted all analogical reasoning drawn 
from the pre-classical and classical traditions of the Hanafite 
school. He, therefore, based it on istil;siin. He stated that the 
solution presupposes that the share of the labourer is fixed by 
custom and does not change. And he also made it dependent on 
the social standing and the intention of the person who makes 
unauthorised use of the land: 'If it is known', said Qa<;likhan, 
'that he cultivated it in an unauthorised way, for example if the 
cultivator admitted during the cultivation [of the field) that he 
cultivated it on his own account and not as part of a share
cropping [relationship), or if the man does not belong to those 
[social groups] who hold land under a share-cropping [relation
ship] and if he proudly refuses to do so, then he is considered to 
be a person who makes unauthorised use, the yield is [all] his 
and he is under the obligation [to pay the recompense for] the 
diminution of the value of the land. The same holds true if he 
admits after cultivating [the field] and says: I made unautho
rised use [of the land] when I cultivated [the field]' (fa-in 'ulima 
annahu zara'ahii gha$ban bi-an aqarra z-ziirlu 'inda z-zarci 
annahu yazra'uhii li-nafsihi Iii ca[a l-muziira<a au kana r-rajulu 
mimman Iii ya"khudhu 1-ar(ia muziira'atan wa-ya"nafu 'an dha
lika yakima ghii$iban wa-yakunu 1-khiiriju lahu wa-'alaihi 
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nuq$iinu 1-arf/,. wa-kadha /au aqarra ba<dama zara<a wa-qala 
zara<tu gha$ban). 89 

In the work of Qa<;likhan the concept of a privileged position 
of the rentier's landed property is still of minor importance. It is 
applicable only to a muzaraca and subordinate to the condition 
that a general and unchanging custom fixes the labourer's share. 
It also presupposes the willingness of the labourer to enter into 
a share-cropping relationship and his being of an appropriate 
social status. It is true that Qac;likhan refers to jurists who appar
ently applied this principle in a more general way with regard to 
the waqf land and orphans' landed property, but Qa<;likhan 
himself apparently does not yet consider this legal opinion to be 
binding for the mufti because, as he says, it contradicts the :;.ahir 
ar-riwaya, the literary Hanafite legal tradition. 90 Qac;likhan also 
applies the concept of giving privileged legal status to the 
rentier's property ( mucadd li-1-istighlal) to tenancy relation
ships concerning urban real assets. But again the application of 
the concept is not general and systematic. It remains restricted 
to individual instances. The general picture that emerges from 
Qac;likhan's fatawa is that the concept of privileged legal status 
of the rentier's property was largely acknowledged among 
Hanafite jurists in Central Asia during the twelfth century and 
that its application started to gain ground, but that it was not yet 
systematically applied to all instances concerning the rentier's 
property and that the muftis were not yet obliged to follow this 
concept. When, in later centuries, Hanafite jurists in the 
Ottoman Empire systematically applied this principle, they 
contributed to diminishing the importance of the contractual 
element in tenancy and share-cropping relationships and helped 
to give a tributary character to the rent that made it largely 
impossible to differentiate between peasants' taxes and their 
rent. 

11. A COMPARISON BETWEEN IJARA AND MUzARA<A 

It should be clear from the discussion of the muzaraca above 
(3.1-9) that the status of the peasant who contributes only 
labour or land in the muzara<a is much worse than the status of 
the tenant under a contract of tenancy (ijara). With regard to 
the cultivation of the fields, the working partner is bound to 
follow, up to a certain degree, the stipulations inserted into the 
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contract by the stronger partner. Before the sowing of the seed, 
the contract is unilaterally binding for the peasant who invests 
only labour and land. The labour that he performs at this time is 
lost to him, if the stronger partner decides not to deliver the 
seed to him. The land that he may deliver to the stronger 
partner in combination (B) may not be cultivated at all in that 
year and he may remain without any rent. The peasant who 
contributes only labour can be forced to work during the whole 
duration of the contract. Under a long-term muziira<a he may 
be forced to perform dependent labour throughout his life. He 
is not entitled to sublease the land unless the stronger partner 
explicitly grants him this right. The peasant who contributes 
only his land may, under a long-term muziiraca, lose \he control 
of his land for decades. The sharing of the crop is largely deter
mined by the distribution of the means of production between 
the partners to the contract. In addition, the Hanafite jurists 
teach that two sources for a valid claim to a share in the crop 
exist. The source of the peasant's claim, who contributes only 
land or labour, is the contract. The source of the economically 
stronger partner's claim is his ownership of the seed. Under all 
voidable share-cropping contracts, the owner of the seed, who is 
always the economically stronger partner, has a claim to the 
whole crop. 

The concept of the privileged position of the rentier's 
property - apart from being the result of social and economic 
developments - seems to be a radical application of the princi
ple of the two sources for a valid claim to a share in the crop. It 
makes the rentier's ownership of the means of production the 
source of a non-contractual claim to the rent. Under all condi
tions, the peasant who contributes only land or labour to the 
muziira<a is clearly in a dependent position vis-a-vis the 
stronger partner. In the Mamluk and Ottoman periods the 
peasant ceases to be regarded as a khariij payer and an owner of 
landed property. He is more and more considered to be a share
cropper ( muziiri<) on state, iqtii< ( timiir) and waqflands and on 
the private landed property of rentiers. 

NOTES 

1. Kasani, Kitiib Bada'ic a~-Sana'ic fi Tartib ash-Shara'ic (Cairo, 
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Mabsiit, vol. 23, pp. 17, 18, 36, 37, 38, 40. 

24. Marghinani, al-Hidiiya, vol. 8, p. 34: 'wa-1-qiyiisu yutraku bi-t
ta<amul'; Qi'IQizadeh, NatiPij al-Afkiir, vol. 8, p. 34. 

25. Kiisani, Badti'ic ~-Sanii"i<, vol. 6, p. 179; Samarqandi, Tub.fat 
al-Fuqahii", vol. 3, pp. 362, 364; Biibarti, Shar/;l a[-<Jniiya, vol. 8, 
pp. 35-6, 37; Qiil;liziideh, Natii 0 ij a/-Afkiir, vol. 8, p. 36. 

26. This is implied in the six conditions mentioned above in chapter 
3, section 8 of the text. See Sarakhsi, Mabsiit, vol. 23, pp. 19, 66. It is 
explicitly stated by Biibarti, Sharf:z af-<Iniiya, vol. 8, p. 36; Qiic,liziideh, 
Natii'ij al-Afkiir, vol. 8, p. 35 and Kasiini, Badii0 i< a$·SanliY, vol. 6, 
pp. 177-8, 179. 

27. Samarqandi, Tul:tfat al-Fuqahii', vol. 3, p. 361; Marghiniini, al
Hidiiya, vol. 8, pp. 34, 35-6; Biibarti, Shari; af-<Jniiya, vol. 8, pp. 34, 
36; Qaqiziideh, Natii'ij al-Afkiir, vol. 8, pp. 35, 36; Qal;likhiin, Kitab 
al-Fatliwii, vol. 3, pp. 150, 151; Kasiini, BadiiY a$-Sanii'i<, vol. 6, 
pp. 177, 179. 

28. This is implicit in the three legally valid combinations, see 
chapter 3, section 5 above. It is explicitly stated by Sarakhsi, Mabsii(, 
vol. 23, p. 20; Biibarti, Shar}J. ai-<lniiya, vol. 8, p. 38; Qiic;liziideh, 
Natli·'ij al-Afklir, vol. 8, p. 36. There are two forms of legal reasoning 
that justify the fact that seed can never be the object of a muziira<a 
contract: (a) The partner who contributes the seed is always considered 
to be the leaseholder of land or labour, Sarakhsi, Mabsii(, vol. 23, 
p. 86; Qat;Uzadeh, Natii'ij al-Afklir, vol. 8, p. 37. See also all references 
under note 27 above. If he contributes seed only, the separation 
between the land and its owner that is considered to be a necessary 
condition of the muziira'a contract is not realised. Therefore the mu
zlira<a contract is voidable. Qii(likhan, Kitiib a/-Fatiiwii, vol. 3, p. 158; 
Kasiini, Badii,i' a$-Saniioic, vol. 6, p. 180; Samarqandi, TuiJ,fat a/
Fuqahii', vol. 3, p. 365. (b) The Prophet's example did not concern 
seed and cattle, but only labour. The business practice (ta<amul) 
concerns only land and labour as objects of a share-cropping contract. 
Bii.barti, Shar}J. ai-"lniiya, vol. 8, p. 35; See Qiil;lizadeh, Natli'ij a/
Afklir, vol. 8, p. 24. 
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29. Qudiiri, a/-Kittib, vol. 2, p. 229; Sarakhsi, Mabsu{, vol. 23, 
pp. 19-20; Samarqandi, Tu/:tfat a/-Fuqahti', vol. 3, pp. 363-4; Kasani, 
BadtiY O$·$anti"i<, vol. 6, p. 179; Qa«;likhan, Kittib al-Fattiwti, vol. 3, 
pp. 157-8; Marghinani, al-Hidtiya, vol. 8, pp. 35-6; Babarti, Shar/:1. 
a/-'1naya, vol. 8, pp. 35-6; Qa«;lizii.deh, Natti'ij a/-Afktir, vol. 8, 
pp. 35-6. 

30. Sarakshi, Mabsuf, vol. 23, pp. 26, 85-6; Samarqandi, Tu/:tfatal
Fuqahti·', vol. 3, pp. 361, 364; Kasani, Bada·'ic O$·$anii"i<, vol. 6, 
pp. 179-80; Marghinani, al-Hidtiya, vol. 8, pp. 35-6; Babarti, Shar/:1. 
a/-'lntiya, vol. 8, p. 36; Qa«;lizadeh, Natti'ij a/-Afkiir, vol. 8, pp. 35-6. 
All jurists discuss - and reject - a fourth combination considered by 
Abii Yiisuf to be legally admissible and in which one partner contri
butes work and seed, the other one land and cattle. 

31. Ziaul Haque, Landlord and Peasant, pp. 69, 70-3 who, on the 
authority of Zuhri (Medina), stresses. the fact that, according to Abii 
I;Ianifa, the Jews of Khaibar were serfs and slaves of the Muslim state 
who, therefore, did not have the legal capacity to conclude contracts. 
This legal opinion is also transmitted within the Hanafite school, see 
Sarakhsi, Mabsut, vol. 23, p. 2. But it is regarded as the 'weaker' of two 
legal opinions ascribed to Abii I;Ianifa. It is said that, according to the 
'stronger' of the two legal opinions ascribed to Abu I;Ianifa, the Prophet 
imposed a khartij muqtisama on a subject population granting them in 
turn the property of their lands and their life, see ibid., pp. 3, 6, 8. See 
also Marghinani, al-Hidtiya, vol. 8, p. 33; Babarti, Shari;! ai-<Intiya, 
vol. 8, p. 33; Kasani, Badti'i< a$·$anii'i<, vol. 6, p. 175, see p. 185, 
who says that, according to Abu I;Ianifa, the Prophet took a share of the 
crop of the people of Khaibar as a jizya, a poll tax. 

32. For rana and isti<ana see Sarakhsi, Mabsut, vol. 23, pp. 23, 24, 
28, 29, 30, 43, 44, 67; Qa«;likhan, Kitiib al-Fatiiwti, vol. 3, pp. 154, 
159; Kasani, Bada·'ic U$·$anti'i<, vol. 6, p. 179 uses isti'.tira for 'help'. 
This may well be a printing mistake for z:~ti<ana. 

33. For i''tira see Sarakhsi, Mabsut, vol. 23, pp. 23, 31, 44; Qa«;li
khan, Kittib a/-Fattiwti, vol. 3, pp. 154, 159. 

34. For qar~ a/-badhr see Sarakhsi, Mabsut, vol. 23, pp. 23, 24, 28, 
44; Qii<;likhan, Kittib a/-Fattiwii, vol. 3, pp. 154, 159. 

35. Sarakhsi, Mabsut, vol. 23, pp. 27-32, 107 ff; Qa«;likhan, Kittib 
a/-Fattiwa, vol. 3, pp. 154, 159. 

36. Sarakhsi, Mabsut, vol. 23, pp. 23, 24; Qa(iikhan, Kittib a/
Fatiiwti, vol. 3, p. 154. 

37. Kiisani, Badti"ic U$·$aniiY, vol. 6, p. 179 uses isti<iira in order 
to legalise two otherwise invalid forms of muziira"a. Qa(iikhan, Kitiib 
al-Fatiiwa, vol. 3, pp. 154, 179 uses the idea of mutual help to legalise 
the landowner's tilling of the soil which is not permissible under any of 
the three legally valid combinations of Hanafite law and which clearly 
contradicts the condition of takhliya, see below note 44. Sarakhsi, 
Mabsut, vol. 23, pp. 23-4 uses the notion of istiqrarj. a/-badhr and 
isti''tina in order to justify the landowner's obtaining the whole crop 
even if the seed and the labour is contributed by his partner. Ibid., 
p. 43, he uses the concept of isti<ana in order to legalise a ratio of 
sharing under which the owner of land and seed gets the whole crop 
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and the working partner nothing. On p. 44 he uses the concept of i'iira 
and isti<iina and istiqriirl in order to legalise ratios of sharing which give 
the whole crop either to the working partner or to the owner of land 
and seed. See also pp. 27-32 and pp. 107-8 for other examples. 

38. Ziaul Haque,· Landlord and Peasant, pp. 323, 329, 360. 
39. But according to Morony, 'Landholding', p. 163, the conditions 

of share-cropping among the Jews of Iraq did in many regards protect 
the working partner's interest. 

40. Sarakhsi, Mabsut, vol. 23, pp. 26-7, seep. 16 which underlines 
that in such a case, the working partner has the right to leave, because 
his slaves, hirelings and 'boys' (ghilmiin) will work in his place. See also 
ibid., p. 69; Qiu;likhim, Kitiib a/-Fatiiwii, vol. 3, p. 155. There are 
instances of the combinations (A) and (C) under which, according to 
the jurists, tl)e working partner may employ salaried labour. See 
Sarakhsi, Mabsut, vol. 23, p. 70. On the other hand ibid., pp. 127-8 
and QaQikhan, Kitiib al-Fatiiwii, vol. 3, p. 182 declare it to be legally 
admissible that the working partner under combinations (A) and (C) is 
asked to nominate a guarl!-ntor (kafil) for the labour, because the 
working partner incurs the obligation to perform enforceable work. 

41. Special stress is placed on the specification of the term by 
Qudiiri, al-Kitiib, vol. 2, p. 230 and Samarqandi, Tul;lfat al-Fuqahii", 
vol. 3, pp. 366-7. The list of six conditions is given by Sarakhsi, Mab
su(, vol. 23, p. 19. Marghinani, al-Hidaya, vol. 8, p. 34 adds that the 
land must be suitable for cultivation and that the partners to the 
contract should enjoy the capacity of concluding contracts. Biibarti, 
Sharl:r aJ-<Jniiya, vol. 8, p. 34 discusses only some of the conditions. 
QaQizadeh, Natii'ij al-Afkiir, vol. 8, pp. 150-6 offers the most exten
sive discussion of the six conditions. Kasani, Badii'ic as-Sanii'i", vol. 6, 
pp. 176-9 follows a different arrangement in discussing the conditions. 

42. Sarakhsi, Mabsut, vol. 23, p. 19; Marghiniini, ai-Hidiiya, 
vol. 8, p. 34; Babarti, Sharl:r ai-<lniiya, vol. 8, p. 34; QiiQikhiin, Kitiib 
al-Fatiiwii, vol. 3, pp. 150-1. It is important to note that all jurists 
mention the dissenting opinion of Transoxanian authorities who do not 
consider the specification of the term of the muziiraca to be a necessary 
condition under all circumstances. 

43. Sarakhsi, Mabsut, vol. 23, pp. 19, 21, 22, 109, 152, 153; 
Samarqandi, Tul:rfat a/-Fuqahii', vol. 3, pp. 365, 368; Marghiniini, al
Hidiiya, vol. 8, p. 34; QiiQikhan, Kitiib al-Fatiiwa, vol. 3, p. 155; 
Kasani, Badii"i' a~-Sami'ic, vol. 6, p. 178. 

44. QiiQikhiin, Kitiib al-Fatiiwii, vol. 3, p. ·151. 
45. Ibid., pp. 154, 179. 
46. Sarakhsi, Mabsut, vol. 23, pp. 38-9, 65; Kiisani, Badii"i' as

Santi'ic, vol. 6, p. 181; Babarti, SharJ:r a/-'lniiya, vol. 8, p. 44; QiiQi
khiin, Kitiibal-Fatiiwii, vol. 3, pp. 161, 164. 

47. Sarakhsi, Mabsut, vol. 23, p~ 26 states that: 'the labourer is 
forced to cultivate it (i.e. the land] imd it does not matter whether he 
wants to abandon agriculture in that year or not, because he is the hire
ling ( ajir) of the owner of the land and the hireling under a valid 
contract is under the obligation to fulfil (the duties] to which he 
committed himself, see also pp. 50-1. In these words Sarakhsi 
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abandons the old Hanafite tradition. Under the contract of tenancy, the 
tenant's intention to change his occupation constitutes a valid reason for 
the dissolution. of the contract. The Hanafite tradition has it that all 
'excuses' that constitute valid reasons for the tenant's dissolution of the 
contract of tenancy should also be considered valid reasons for the 
working partner's dissolution of the share-cropping contract ( muza
ra''a). See Kasani, Badii''ic as-Sanii"i'', vol. 6, p. 184, see also p. 182; 
Samarqandi, TuiJ.fat al-Fuqahii", vol. 3, p. 369; Marghiniini, al
Hidiiya, vol. 8, p. 41; Babarti, Shari,! af-<lniiya, vol. 8, p. 41. Samar
qandi, Tul)fat a/-Fuqahd", vol. 3, p. 369 and Kasimi, Bada"ic as-Sanii"
;c, vol. 6, p. 184 state that the working partner's intention to travel and 
leave the countryside constitutc:;s a valid reason for the dissolution of the 
contract. Sarakhsi, Mabsu(, vof. 23, p. 27 differs from their approach in 
that he does not regard the working partner's intention to give up 
agriculture as a valid reason for the dissolution of the contract. But, 
p. 27, he also insists that the intention of the working partner to travel 
(safar) may, in the case of muzara<a, but not in the case of mu<iimala, 
constitute a valid reason for the dissolution of the contract. Sarakhsi's 
discussion is not altogether clear except for the fact that the working 
partner who employs slaves and salaried labour may at any time leave 
the countryside. 

48. Work is considered to be the decisive production factor. 
Sarakahsi, Mabsu{, vol. 23, p. 17: 

'The proof for the fact that work influences the yield of the crop is 
that the person who makes unauthorised use of seed and land has a 
right to the crop if he cultivates (the field], because the crop is the 
result of his work'. 

Sarakhsi considers it to be the 'capital' of the labourer that influences 
the yield of the crop, ibid., p. 36. On p. 61 he states: 'all this is obtained 
through his labour and the force of the land of his partner' (Li-anna 
hadhii kullahu /:lasilu• bi-camalihi wa-bi-quwati ar(ii sii/.libihi). See also 
p. 37. Only the kind of work that produces the crop and increases its 
yield is enforceable against the labouring partner, see ibid., pp. 37, 38, 
39, 59; Samarqandi, Tu/:lfa! a/-Fuqahii", vol. 3, p. 368 (mu'tiid); 
Babarti, Shari) a/-''lniiya, vol. 8, p. 44, Qiu;likhan, Kitiib a/-Fatiiwii, 
vol. 3, p. 163 (mu<tiid), p. 164; Kasani, Badii"i' as-Sanii'ic, vol. 6, 
pp. 180, 182. 

49. Sarakhsi, Mabsut, vol. 23, p. 38: 'Only the work that is neces
sary to obtain the [average] yield is obligatory upon him if the contract 
does not contain any further stipulations' (fa-inna 1-'amala 1/adhi Ia 
budda minhu li-tal)sili 1-khariiji yasfru musta/:laqq•• 'a/aihi bi-mut/aqi 
1-<aqd). It is only through special stipulations that the working partner 
can be contractually obliged to perform work that improves the quality 
of the crop. Without such stipulations he is obliged to perform the work 
that is necessary to obtain the average crop. Samarqandi, TuiJ,fat al
Fuqahii·', vol. 3, p. 368: 

if the muziira<a contract has been concluded without further 
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stipulations, must the worker plough? If the situation is such that the 
land will produce an average yield ( zar'- mu<tad) without the plough
ing: it is not obligatory on him [to plough], and if it does not 
produce an average yield [without ploughing], then he will be forced 
to do the ploughing, even if the land [without the ploughing] yields 
something ( shai-' qalil), because he is obliged to perform the work of 
cultivation without any further stipulations (li-annahu wajaba <a/aihi 
muf{aqu <ama/i z-zira<a) and that applies to the lowest degree of 
average work (ja-yaqa<u <alii adnii <amaJi" mu<tad), but the trifling 
amount of a crop that is not the average is not considered (fa-ammii 
ghairu l-mu<tadi mina z-zar<i 1-qalili fa-Iii '"ibrata bih). 

For the 'average yield' as the measure of the enforceable labour, see 
also Qiic)ikhan, Kitiib al-Fatiiwii, vol. 3, p. 163; Kasani, Badii·'i< O$
Sanii·'i<, vol. 6, p. 182, seep. 180. 

50. Sarakhsi, Mobsut, vol. 23, pp. 38-9, see pp. 64, 65, 152, 153; 
Samarqandi, Tu/:lfat al-FuqahiP, vol. 3, pp. 367-8; Biibarti, Shari; al
<Jniiya, vol. 8, p. 44 states that the working partner can be contractually 
obliged to perform all work that increases the yield of the crop. This is 
also the teaching of Qfu;iikban, Kitiib a/-Fatiiwii, vol. 3, pp. 163-4, who 
insists that no contractual stipulation may be enforced against the 
working partner that does not increase the yield or damages the land, 
see also Kasani, Badii-'i" O$-Sanii'i<, vol. 6, p. 182 and Sarakhsi, Mab
su(, vol. 23, pp. 152-3. 

51. Ibid., p. 39; Qa9ikhan, Kitiib al-Fotiiwii, vol. 3, pp. 161, 162, 
164; Kasani, Badii'ic U$-Sanii·'ic, vol. 6, p. 181; Samarqandi, Tubfat al
Fuqahii>, vol. 3, p. 367. 

52. Sarakhsi, Mobsut, vol. 23, pp. 37, 46; Samarqandi, Tul;fat a/
Fuqoha>, vol. 3, p. 368; Kasiini, Badii"i'. O$-Sana·'i<, vol. 6, pp. 180, 
181; Qa\likhan, Kitiib a/-Fatiiwti, vol. 3, p. 161; Marghinani, ol
Hidiiya, vol. 8, p. 44; Biibarti, Shari) a/-''lniiya, vol. 8, p. 44. 

53. Samarqandi, Tub-fat al-Fuqohii', vol. 3, p. 368 refers to the 
teaching of Abii Yiisuf and of the 'scholars ( mashiiyikh) of Khurasan'. 
Kiisiini, Badfi' i'- O$-Sanii' ic, vol. 6, p. 181 refers to the muftis of Trans
oxania and to Na~ir b. YaQ.yii and MuQ.ammad b. Salma whom he 
reckons among the 'mashiiyikh of Khurasan'. Sarakhsi, Mabsut, 
vol. 23, pp. 36-7 refers to Na~ir b. YaQ.ya and Mul}ammad b. Salma 
and Abu Bakr Mubammad b. al-FaQl. Sarakhsi's statement that: 'it is a 
valid practice in our region too' to shift this burden on the working 
partner's shoulders is often quoted by later jurists; see Marghinani, al
Hidiiyo, vol. 8, pp. 44-5 and Biibarti, Shari}. af-<lniiya, vol. 8, pp. 44-5 
as well as Qii<;likhan, Kitiib al-Fatiiwii, vol. 3, pp. 161-2, who extens
ively quotes Sarakhsi and adds other authorities that make the working 
partner liable for losses that occur because he did not perform these 
tasks in due time. 

54. Sarakhsi, Mabsiit, vol. 23, pp. 41, 52-3, 61; Qa9ikhan, Kitiib 
a/-Fatiiwii, vol. 3, pp. 152, 164. 

55. Samarqandi, Tul;fat al-Fuqahii', vol. 3, pp. 366-7; Marghinani, 
al-Hidtiya, vol. 8, p. 34; Biibarti, Shar/:1 al-"lniiya, vol. 8, p. 34; Qa9i-
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4 

The 'Death of the Proprietors' 

1. HISTORICAL BACKGROUND 

From the second half of the tenth century onwards the rural 
society of the Near and Middle East underwent fundamental 
changes. For a variety of reasons, army officers in many cases 
no longer received their pay from the public treasury. Instead, 
they were assigned districts where they collected taxes as 
remuneration for their services. This practice - already 
described by Kha~~at in the ninth century (see chapter 1, section 
3 above) - tended· to obscure the difference between tax and 
rent. 1 Through it the peasant proprietors came to have a 
landlord who derived his revenue from the taxes they had to pay 
to him, of which only a part reached the public treasury. 2 The 
landlord was thus put in a position that allowed him to treat the 
taxes paid by the peasants as. his private revenue. Furthermore, 
the landlord was often powerful enough to exercise coercion. 3 

With reference to the situation in Iraq under the Buyids in the 
tenth and eleventh centuries, Ashtor says: 

Theoretically the fief holder had no judicial authority over 
the peasants, but in fact his position made him the patron in 
all respects . . . The land tax being amalgamated with their 
rent. was collected by the feudal lords. Many peasants surren
dered their estates to them in order to redeem themselves 
from ever growing extortions and new taxes, and became 
simple tenants. 4 · 

The question as to whether or not this is feudal practice need 
not detain us here. What is important in this context is the fact 
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that, with regard to the small peasant holdings, the difference 
between tax and rent ceased to exist. Indeed, the number of 
small peasant holdings consequently diminished,5 a develop
ment which started in Iraq in the tenth century, but also became 
the outstanding feature of Egyptian agriculture from the twelfth 
century onwards.6 The Hanafite legal doctrine on the khariij 
payer as an owner of private landed property is hardly applic
able to the Egyptian peasants of the Mamluk period (1250-
1517 A.D.) The Hanafite legal doctrine of rent, according to 
which the obligation to pay rent can only result from use of land 
under a contract, is also not applicable to the relationship 
between landlord and peasant during the Mamluk and Ottoman 
periods. In the place of small peasant holdings large estates 
came into being through three factors: the transformation of tax 
assignments into private property,7 the investment of capital in 
the buying of land from the public treasury either as tax assign
ments8 or as proprietary rights with regard to state lands9 and 
the granting of private ownership of state lands to members of 
the ruling dynasties. 10 The private landed property which thus 
came into being became one of the major sources for the forma
tion of waqfland. 11 The transformation of state lands into waqf 
by members of the ruling dynasties gave rise to a special legal 
category, the waqf ir.yiidi. 12 

Beginning in the Fatimid period (tenth to twelfth centuries) 
at the latest, Muslim rulers tried time and again to confiscate the 
auqiif and to treat them as lands belonging to the state. 13 This 
tendency reached its climax under the Ottoman ruler Mehmed 
II who tried in the 1470s to 'sultanise' all arable lands including 
those of the auqiif. He recognised only orchards, vineyards and 
plantations as private property or pious foundations ( auqiif). 
All arable lands were considered to be state property ( miri). 
Mehmed II and his vizir were later murdered which may have in 
part resulted from their attempt to 'sultanise' waqf lands. 14 His 
successor restored part of the lands to their former status as 
pious foundationsY Nevertheless, until well into the second half 
of the sixteenth century the Ottoman system of land tenure was 
clearly based on the assumption that arable lands belonged in 
principle to the state. Ownership rights of private persons or 
pious foundations were recognised only if sufficient proof for 
them existed. Consequently, verifying the validity of property 
deeds became one of the strongest weapons which the public 
treasury had for controlling arable lands. In the course of verify-
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ing the deeds, the authorities could refuse to acknowledge the 
claims to private property or waqf rights on arable lands and 
instead incorporate the lands into the public domain. 16 This 
method was applied to the Arab countries that were taken over 
at the beginning of the sixteenth century, especially in Syria, 17 

conquered in 1516, and in Egypt, conquered in 1517. 
The attempt by the state to control arable lands and to incor

porate private landed property and waqf lands into the public 
domain has always met with strong religious, social and 
economic resistance. Many religious scholars gave clear, persist
ent and unequivocal support to this resistance18 and helped to 
make it successful in the long run. It is well known that a 
process of decentralisation accompanied by a process of politi
cal and economic fragmentation characterised the history of the 
Ottoman Empire during the seventeenth and eighteenth centu
ries.19 In the course of these two centuries much of the domain 
lands seem to have reverted to waqf and private landed 
property (milk). Mouragea d'Ohsson, writing at the end of the 
eighteenth century, reports that the auqiif ' ... embrassent une 
grande partie des terres, des immeubles, des richesses de I' Empire; 
qu 'une infinite de citoyens en jouissent egalement . .. '211 Accord
ing to Afaf Lutfi al-Sayyid Marsot, one-fifth of all arable lands 
in Egypt were waqflands at the end of the eighteenth century. 21 
It is now generally accepted that many waqflands existed in the 
Syrian countryside. 22 This is also the impression obtained from 
reading the Syrian fatiiwii of the seventeenth and eighteenth 
centuries, that constantly speak of villages and fields as waqf 
lands.23 The jurists' resistance to the 'sultanisation' of the auqiif 
and private landed property must have served as a strong 
ideological support to social groups engaged in reclaiming state 
land as auqiif.or private property. It was the property of these 
groups that was above all defended and protected by the jurists. 

2. THE DEATH OF THE KHARAJ PAYER: A NEW 
DIMENSION TO AN OLD TEACHING 

In defending the fiscal and legal privileges of waqf land and 
private landed property against the authorities' attempt to trans
form these lands into state property, the jurists of Egypt and 
Syria in the Mamluk and Ottoman periods made use of legal 
opinions that were first developed in Central Asia and that gave 
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rentiers' and waqj property a privileged legal status. In order to 
apply these legal opinions in a systematic and coherent way, the 
jurists had to reinterpret the classical Hanafite doctrine on land 
tax ( khariij). This reinterpretation was discussed in terms of 'the 
death of the proprietors', a terminology which is by no means 
an invention of the Mamluk and Ottoman jurists. Hanafite 
jurists of all periods discuss the ruler's claims to lands that were 
formerly the property of khariij payers who died without leaving 
heirs. This discussion forms part of the legal ordinances 
concerning the fiscal policy with regard to insolvent khariij 
payers (see chapter 1, section 3 above). In tenth-century Syria 
the Hanafite scholar, Tabawi, states that if a Muslim kharaj 
payer is not capable of cultivating his lands, the Imam is entitled 
to lease his land to other persons and to deduct the khariij from 
the rent. The surplus that remains after the deduction of the 
khariij from the rent should be returned to the insolvent kharaj 
payer. 24 It is obvious that, according to this legal opinion, the 
insolvent khariij payer remains the proprietor of the land but 
loses his disposition of the immovable property. According to 
the twelfth century Transoxanian jurist, Qac;likhan, non unani
mous legal opinion exists with regard to the khariij payer who 
does not pay his land tax. Qa<;likban discusses three different 
cases: 

(a) The case of the khariij payers who fled ( harabii) from the 
countryside. In their case QiiQikban applied the teaching that 
Tabawi developed with regard to the insolvent Muslim khariij 
payer, i.e. the ruler is entitled to lease the land to third persons, 
to deduct the khariij from the rent and to deliver the surplus to 
the khariij payers if they return to the land. It is evident that, 
according to this legal opinion, the khariij payers who fled from 
the countryside and then returned remained the proprietors of 
their land. But Qac;likban informs his readers that, according to a 
legal opinion ascribed to Abii I:Ianifa, the ruler has two other 
alternatives with regard to the land of khariij payers who fled 
from the countryside: 1) he may have the land cultivated at the 
expense of the public treasury and appropriate the whole 
produce for the Muslim community; 2) he may hand over the 
land to other groups ( qaum) for a fixed amount of levies ( mu
qii(acatan <'alii shai'). In this case nothing is said about the 
proprietary rights of the former kharaj payers. 

(b) The second instance discussed by Qac;likhan is the case of 
the insolvent khariij payer. Qac;likhan quotes Shaibani's state-
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ment that, with regard to insolvent kharaj payers, the ruler is 
not entitled to take their land away from them and to deliver it 
to third persons. He is entitled only to lease the land and to 
deduct the kharaj from the rent. This amounts to confirming the 
proprietary rights of the insolvent khariij payers. But if the ruler 
cannot find a tenant for the khariij land he may sell it to persons 
'who are strong enough to bear its khariij' (mimman yaqwi<alii 
khariijihii). According to Qtu;likhan, this solution is accepted 
by Abii Yiisuf and Shaibani, but not by Abii I:Ianifa who refuses 
the idea of selling the property of a tax payer in order to pay his 
tax arrears, because that would amount to legally incapacitating 
the proprietor. 

(c) In one sentence only Qac;likhan mentions the death of the 
khariij payers. It is said that, according to Abu Yftsuf, the ruler 
is entitled to appropriate the land of khqriij payers who die 
without heirs, to cultivate it or to lease it and assign the rent to 
the public treasury. 25 It would appear that, for Qac;likhan, the 
death of the khariij payer is still a marginal notion with regard 
to the fiscal policy concerning the kharaj payers who do not pay 
the land tax. It is obvious that the Hanafite legal tradition grants 
the ruler the right to sequestrate insolvent kharaj payers' lands, 
to lease them, to cultivate them at the expense of the public 
treasury and - in the case of necessity - even to sell these. 
lands. But under all these conditions, the insolvent kharaj 
payers retain a vague and ill-defined property right (see chapter 
1, section 4 above and chapter 5, section 3 below). The public 
treasury enjoys a full and unrestricted ownership only with 
regard to the lands of the kharaj payers who die without heirs. 

The notion of the khariij payers' death acquires a new 
meaning and importance among Egyptian Hanafite jurists of the 
late Mamluk and early Ottoman periods. According to the 
Hanafite legal tradition, Egypt is a kharaj-paying country. The 
fifteenth-century Hanafite mufti, Ibn al-Humam, expresses his 
bewilderment over the legal conditions of his country, which he 
considers not to agree at all with the basic tenets of the Hanafite 
school regarding a khariij-paying country. He says: 
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, .. truly, what is taken nowadays [from the peasants] 
amounts to payment for tenure (badal al-ijara) and not to 
khariij. Can't you see that the land is not the property of the 
cultivators (zurrii<)? This is so in spite of what we said about 
the lands of Egypt being khariij lands. And God knows best. 
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It is as if the proprietors died one after the other without 
leaving heirs so. that the lands fell to the public treasury (fa
inna 1-ma·' khudha a l-ana badalu ijaratin Ia kharaj. A -Ia tara 
anna 1-arrja laisat mamlilkarn li-z-zurrac? Wa-htidhii ba<da 
mii quina anna arrja mi~ra khariijiya. Wa-lliihu a"lam. Ka
annahu li-mauti 1-malikina shaioan Ja-shai"3" min ghairi ikhlafi 
warathatin fa-~iirat li-baiti 1-miil). 26 

Ibn al-Humam introduced the notion of the 'death of the kharaj 
payer' not in order to define the ruler's fiscal policy with regard 
to khariij payers who do not pay their land tax, but with the 
purpose of explaining and legalising a historical situation which 
is irreconcilable with the basic tenets of the Hanafite legal tradi
tion. It is true that, during the Mamluk period, the authorities' 
confiscation of private landed and urban property often took 
·place at the death of the proprietors. 27 If we consider that 
during one epidemic more than 17,000 persons in Cairo lost life 
and property, it cannot be denied outright that such mortality 
might eventually have led to important changes in the socio
economic structure of the Cairene society. 28 But such changes 
seem to be more probable in big towns than in the countryside 
and obviously the loss of peasant proprietary rights is not 
reflected in a similar loss of property rights of other social 
classes which suffered equally from epidemics and confiscation. 
For Ibn al-Humam the notion of the 'death of the kharaj payer' 
served to explain and legalise the tenant status of peasants and 
the fact that they no longer enjoyed property rights with regard 
to their lands in spite of their paying their levies to the muqtac 
and the ruler. 29 In Egypt and Syria this notion became one of 
the cornerstones on which the reinterpretation of the Hanafite 
legal doctrine concerning tax and rent is based and Ibn al
Humam's statement is often quoted approvingly by the Hanafite 
jurists of the Ottoman period. 30 

3. ffiN NUJAIM'S PAMPHLET AGAINST OTTOMAN FISCAL 
POLICY: THE 'DEATH OF THE KHARAJ PAYER' AS THE 
LEGAL BASIS FOR THE FISCAL PRIVILEGES OF THE 
RENTIER CLASS 

(a) Ibn al-Humam's notion of the 'death of the khariijpayer' is 
most skilfully and systematically used by the sixteenth-century 
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Egyptian mufti Ibn Nujaim in his important treatise on land 
tenure in Egypt, entitled al-Tubfa al-Marr,liya fi al-Ariir,li al
Mi$riya, written in 959 A.H./1552 A.D. and of which a 
manuscript copy is available in the Staatsbibliothek Berlin. 31 Ibn 
Nujaim indicates the incident which led him to write the Tu/:lfa 
in the introductory remarks of his treatise32 and in his commen
tary on the Kanz ad-Daqii'iqY In 958 A.H./1551 A.D. the 
governor (nil' ib) of Cairo had ordered an examination of the 
legal status of all rizqail4 that yielded rent for the upkeep of 
religious institutions and the salary of religious scholars or 
military officers. According to Ibn Nujaim, this led some people 
to question the legal validity of the treasury's sale of state lands 
to private persons. These people, as Ibn Nujaim says, aimed at 
'annulling the awqaf and the charitable institutions' ( /i
yatawassalu bi-dhalika ila ibtiili 1-auqii.fi wa-1-khairiit ). Shortly 
afterwards the Sultan sent an emissary who, in the words of Ibn 
Nujaim, 'required that khariij be imposed on awqaflands under 
the pretext ( mutamassikan) that waqf lands are subject to kha
raj' (fa-talaba an yu/:ldatha ··alii ariir,li 1-awqiifi kharar muta
massik"" hi-anna 1-kharaja wajib"" fi arr,li 1-waq/).35 A group of 
persons concerned with this development asked Ibn Nujaim to 
defend the status of the Egyptian auqaf In reply to their 
request he wrote the Tu/:lfa which he completed in one day, on 
Thursday the 27th Rabie II 959 A.H./13th of April 1552 
A.0.36 

These remarks indicate that Ibn Nujaim wrote his Tu/:lfa in 
order to defend waqf and private landed property against the 
imminent Ottoman qiinunniime of 960/1553, which Stanford J. 
Shaw has aptly called 'The Land Law of Ottoman Egypt'. 37 

Shaw has published a text and a translation of this qiinunniime. 
This text shows that c Ali Pasha, immediately upon his appoint
ment as Ottoman governor of Egypt in 956 A.H./1549 A.D., 
prepared an investigation of the legal status of the Egyptian 
lands. In 957 (18 May 1550) he appointed a scribe' ... to keep 
a record in Turkish in addition to several Arab scribes and two 
Qac;l.is known for their justice and piety'. 38 On the 27th of 
Jumada II 959/21 May 1552, about a month after Ibn Nujaim 
had completed his Tul:rfa, 'it was decreed that there should be 
inspected all title deeds of the holders of Vaqfs and Mulks 
which had not been compared with the entries in the Mamluk 
registers ... and in addition all the papers of possession held by 
supervisors (Niilir) of Vaqfs .. .' 39 In 960/1553 the Governor 
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published the qiinunniime. The years from 1550 to 1553 must 
therefore be seen as a period of legal and bureaucratic prepar
ations for the qiinunniime. We must assume that these prepar
ations aroused the anxiety of all social circles and groups that 
had a vested interest in the safeguarding of waqf land, private 
landed property and the other remaining structures of the 
Mamluk system of land tenure. It is in defence of these groups 
that Ibn Nujaim wrote his Tul;tfa on the legal ordinances 
concerning Egyptian lands so that, as the mufti says, 'the rulers 
might apply them' (lacalla an ya<mala biha l-l;tukkiim).40 It is a 
jurist's defence of the fiscal and legal privileges of the landown
ing rentier class against the Ottoman attempt to turn their lands 
back into state property. The Tul;tfa also defines the basis for a 
compromise between the rentier class and Ottoman state power. 

The anxiety of Ibn Nujaim and his collegues was well 
founded. Under the Ottoman qiinunniime of 1553 waqf and 
private landed property were transformed into state property on 
an extensive scale. In Shaw's words: 'The end result of the Land 
Law of 1553 was to restore to the Treasury some 300 tax
producing Muqatacas which had been alienated for various 
purposes in the late Mamluk and the early Ottoman times and 
to increase Treasury revenues by over 80 per cent during the 
last years of the century, with the result that it was able to send 
over twenty million paras to the Porte each year'. 41 

This fiscal success was achieved by verifying the existing 
property deeds and documents concerning the legal status of 
milk (private property), waqf and rizqa lands: ' ... the legality of 
each holding was to be determined not on the basis of its 
current status, but rather according to its legal status at the time 
the Mamluk registers were compiled'Y There were ' ... four 
legal types ,of evidence: . . . the Mamluk cadastral registers ... 
the Ottoman cadastral registers . . . the deeds and other legal 
documents held by the claimants themselves, and the records 
and certificates of the local judicial authorities'. 43 In the process 
of verifying these legal types of evidence, the Ottoman treasury 
took over lands that had been granted by the Mamluk rulers as 
military assignments and whose grantees had later changed the 
legal status of these lands into waqf or private landed 
property. 44 Private landed property, waqf and rizqa lands were 
confirmed only if their status dated from the Mamluk period45 

or if the owners or administrators were able to produce legal 
documentary evidence that the Mamluk treasury had sold these 
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lands to them. Therefore, the documents proving the Mamluk 
treasury's sale of state lands were decisive in confirming the 
legal status of waqj, rizqa and private landed property. 46 

(b) The Tul;.fa is a mufti's pamphlet defending the fiscal and 
legal privileges of the Cairene rentier class against the Ottoman 
fiscal policy that led 'to the qiinunniime of 1553. In the Tubfa 
Ibn Nujaim answers three questions: (1) Why is it legal that no 
khariij is paid on many auqiif and much private landed 
property that was bought from the public treasury? (2) Why is it 
legitimate to constitute waqf from private landed property that 
had formerly belonged t6 the public domain? (3) How can 
the treasury's documents be used as proof for the claim that 
lands bought from the public treasury are tax exempt? 

Ibn al-Humam's notion of the 'death of the peasant proprie
tors' is a key element in the answer to all three questions. Ibn 
Nujaim discusses the fiscal policy of the public treasury with 
regard to insolvent khariif payers. He follows the classical 
Hanafite tradition in stating that khariij payers lose the disposi
tion of their landed property when they are not able to pay 
khariij on the land or to cultivate it. 47 In the event that the ruler 
sequestrates the land of peasant proprietors for one of these two 
reasons he should act, according to Ibn Nujaim, as the proxy of 
the proprietors and either cultivate it at the expense of the 
public treasury or farm it out or sell it on their behalf. The 
khariij owed to the public treasury should then be deducted 
from the yield of the crop or from the rent or the price of the 
land and the surplus should be given to the former owners. 48 It 
is obvious that in the first two cases a vague and precarious right 
of ownership is retained by the former khariij payers. If the 
ruler sells the land, kharaj is deducted from the price and 
handed over to the public treasury. The surplus of the price will 
be given to the former owners. The public treasury does not lose 
its claim to khariij, because the ruler acts only as a proxy of the 
former owners and the land does not change its status through 
the sale. 49 No fiscal privileges can result from the ownership of 
such lands. 

But land reverts to the Sultan through 'the death of the 
khariij payers', the ruler is entitled to lease it and have its rent 
paid to the public treasury. 50 He may also buy it himself, in 
which case he must first have it sold to a third person from 
whom he then buys it. 51 The ruler is entitled to sell these lands 
to private proprietors on the grounds that public interest 
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requires it, that the public treasury is in need of money or 
simply because he wants to exercise his absolute and unques
tionable right to sell state lands. 52 Land bought by private 
proprietors in this way is a privileged property and exempt from 
taxation. 

Ibn Nujaim advances two legal reasons for this fiscal privi
lege. The first is the technical legal one that khariij is a personal 
obligation. Once the person who is obliged to pay the kharaj 
dies, the obligation ceases to existY This legal opinion unequi
vocally contradicts the legal tradition of the Hanafite school 
according to which khariij muwauafis a mu'na, a burden on 
the productive land which has to be accepted as a personal 
obligation by any person enjoying property rights on such 
lands. 54 The second reason put forward by Ibn Nujaim is also 
very technical. He says that the ruler is entitled to sell either a 
thing itself or its use. If he receives a price for the land itself and 
hands that price over to the public treasury, he is no longer 
entitled to require an extra payment for the use of the land. 55 

Consequently, the land ceases to be subject to kharaj. This 
reasoning clearly contradicts the classical Hanafite position on 
taxation according to which the payment of taxes proves the 
existence and continuity of proprietary rights. But both ways of 
reasoning were accepted by the Hanafite jurists of the Ottoman 
period and are quoted in legal compendia of the seventeenth 
century. 56 

The reason for this acceptance is obvious: Ibn Nujaim trans
forms the notion of the 'death of the khariij payer' into a legal 
basis for the fiscal privileges of the landed property of the 
rentier class. As such it is accepted by other Hanafite jurists. 
And Ibn Nujaim quotes Ibn al-Humam verbatim in order to 
demonstrate that most Egyptian lands that reverted to the 
public treasury fell to it as a result of 'the death of the kharaj 
payer'. 57 Consequently, if the public treasury sold these lands, 
they were tax exempt. 

Ibn Nujaim's definition of the legal consequences of 'the 
death of the khariij payer' makes the ruler the most important 
seller of arable lands and fiscal privileges, because it entitles him 
to sequestrate peasant property, to inherit the lands of those 
proprietors who die without heirs and to dispose of the lands so 
acquired at his own discretion. Buying lands from the public 
treasury apparently was in many cases a means of acquiring 
fiscal privileges. Ibn Nujaim says that when the ruler sells arable 
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lands he may either accord the buyer the fiscal privilege of 
exemption from taxes, an arrangement legitimised through the 
notion of the 'death of the khariij payer', or he may treat the 
lands sold as taxable landed property on the basis that they were 
derived through the sequestration of the land of bankrupt 
peasant proprietors. 

According to Ibn Nujaim these two types of sale can be 
distinguished from one another on the basis of two criteria. The 
first is of a technical legal character: if the documents prove that 
the price paid had been put into the public treasury without any 
deduction, then the land is exempt from taxes. Here, Ibn 
Nujaim follows the reasoning described above with regard to the 
legal consequences of the death of the khariij payer and the 
sequestration of the land of the bankrupt khariij payers. 58 The 
second criterion. is the amount of the price paid for the land. 
According to Ibn Nujaim, no one would agree to pay a high 
price for arable lands which he has to till and on which he has to 
pay khariij. Ibn Nujaim says: 
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If the price is low this indicates that [the sale was effected] 
because of the proprietor's inability [to till the soil or pay the 
khariij] and if the price is high this indicates that [the sale 
resulted] from the death of the proprietors (I read: fa-qillatu 
th-thamani qarinat"" instead of fa-qultu as in the MS.] 
Because in this case, the buyer becomes an exclusive proprie
tor ( miilik"" lahii 'alii l-khu$U$) of the land and he is not a 
share-cropper ( muziiric) or a peasant (!alliib ). Therefore, he 
desires to purchase it at a high price. This is obvious and an 
established fact. It is generally known that the emirs [I read: 
umarii" instead of umur as in the MS.] in the past used to be 
glad and proud if they bought land from the public treasury. 
Nobody reports that the Sultan ever asked them to pay 
khariij after the sale or that the religious scholars demanded 
the payment of the khariij from them or on the lands that 
were transformed into waqf [I read: wa-lii "anna t-culamii" 
instead of waliina 1-'u/amii' as in the MS.] (!a-qultu [sic!] 
ath-thamanu qarinat"" ca[ii annahu li-'ajzi arbiibihii wa
kathratuhu qarinat"" calii annahu li-mauti arbiibihii li-anna 
1-mushtariya fi hiidhihi 1-hii/ati miilik"" lahii 'alii l-khurii$i 
laisa bi-muziiricin wa-lii fallii/:l. wa-yarghabu fiha bi-thaman;" 
kathir. wa-hadhii zahir"" mashhur. fa-inna mina 1-ma' lumi 
1-mutawiitiri anna 1-umura [sic! J fi z-zamani 1-mii(ii idha 
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shtarau min haiti /-mali ararjiya yafra/;luna bi-dhalika wa
yaftakhiruna bihii wa-lam yunqal 'an a/;ladi" anna s-sultana 
talaba minhumu 1-kharaja ba<da bai<ihi lahum wa-liina [sic!] 
1-culama, a aujabii c alaihimi 1-khariija wa-la c alii 1-ararj.i 
1-mauqufa ). 59 

The message is obvious. Persons of high rank pay a high price in 
order to acquire landed propertywhich is exempt from taxation. 
By acquiring private landed property and the fiscal privileges 
connected with it, the prestige and social status of the purchaser 
are enhanced. Religious scholars and political authorities 
acknowledge this fact and regard the fiscal privileges as a valid 
legal symbol of social and political prestige. Waqf constituted 
from such a property is legally valid and is not subject to khariij 
but to the much lower rate of cushr.60 

Fiscal privileges on landed property are, according to Ibn 
Nujaim, by no means restricted to top officers and the ruler's 
entourage who bought their land from the public treasury. The 
ruler may also exempt the private landed property of army 
officers and religious scholars from taxation. The ruler is 
entitled to assign waste lands to whomsoever he pleases. He 
may also grant arable lands forming his private property to third 
persons. He may exempt the assignee from the payment of kha
riij if he is a member of the army or of the religious scholarly 
establishment (culamii'), i.e. if he belongs to one of those groups 
of persons who might legally receive part of the khariij as salary, 
payment or donation. 61 The lands so assigned become the 
private property of those to whom they are granted and can be 
subjected to khariij or exempted from it. They may be legally 
transformed into waqj62 The waqf, in this case, may be either 
subjected to khariij or exempted from it. 

A new concept of private landed property emerges from the 
legalisation of these various forms of fiscal privileges. Private 
landed property no longer comes into being through the confir
mation of the primordial rights of the peasants by the ruler (see 
chapter 1, section 2a above). TJJ.e channels of commodity 
exchange are recognised as sources of private landed property 
(see chapter 1, section 2b above) only if the land is bought from 
the ruler or the public treasury. Ibn Nujaim's defence of the 
fiscal privileges of the rentier class is based on the assumption 
that the ruler and the public treasury are the main sources of 
property rights and privileges and this assumption he shares 
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with the authors of the Ottoman qiinunniime of 960 A.H./ 
1553 A.D. 63 The sales and assignments of arable lands by the Imam 
constitute the basis of most proprietary rights enumerated by 
Ibn Nujaim. Consequently, as he clearly states in the Tubfa, a 
hierarchy of different types of private landed property came 
into existence of which the following four can clearly be iden
tified: 

(1) the landed property of the power elite which is bought 
from the public treasury and, therefore, enjoys the privilege 
of tax exemption; ' 
(2) the private property of religious scholars and army 
officers exempted from taxation by a decision of the ruler; 
(3) the taxed property of the assignees; 
(4) the khariij property of the peasants and other owners 
who bought their lands from the ruler or the public treasury. 

The social and political prestige of landed property owners of 
types ( 1) and (2) is clearly much greater than that of the khariij
paying proprietors. Beneath these four ranks of proprietors the 
mass of cultivators and peasants who are regarded as tenants or 
share-croppers were to be found. 

Ibn Nujaim's legalisation of the four forms of landed 
property and his analysis of their relationship to the ruler and 
the public treasury make it clear that the state became the most 
important source for the creation of auqiif But it is important 
to note that the direct transformation of state land into waqfis 
invalid. According to Ibn Nujaim the direct transformation of 
state lands into auqiifwas valid only if it was intended as a trust 
for a mosque. This direct transformation of state lands into au
qaf led to the appearance of a new waqf category, the waqf 
ir$iid~ which is treated in the fatiiwii and the legal compendia of 
the Ottoman period. 64 But all other forms of waqf had to be 
constituted from lands that were private property. It is evident 
from the Ottoman qiinunniime as well as from Ibn Nujaim's 
Tubfa that the ruler and the public treasury had become the 
most important source for private landed property that could 
legally be turned into waqf Waqfconstituted from the property 
of the first two privileged ranks was more favoured regarding 
taxation than other forms of waqf. Its administrators did not 
have to pay khariij and still enjoyed the right to collect rent 
from their tenants. This seems to have been the main reason for 
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Ibn Nujaim's fervent defence of the legality· of transforming this 
kind of property into waqf65 But also the existence of the 
private landed property of assignees of rank (3) was a good 
argument for recognising the transformation of lands that 
formerly belonged to the public domain into auqaf as being 
valid.66 Finally, the transformation of peasant property into 
waqfwas also considered to be legally valid but on such a waqf 
khariij had to be paid, much as on the waqf resulting from 
category (3).67 Only three forms of transforming state lands into 
auqafwere not considered to be legal: a ruler's making waqf of 
ar{i al-l;lauz,68 sequestrated lands (see chapter 1, section 4 above 
and chapter 5, section 3 below), the waqf made by an assignee 
holding state lands which the ruler had not transformed into the 
assignee's private property,69 and the waqf made by a peasant 
cultivator of lands on which he did not pay khariij and who 
could not, therefore, be considered to be their proprietor. 70 

Most forms of private property which could be legally trans
formed into waqf and all fiscal privileges come into being 
through the ruler. The ruler is, therefore, the main purveyor of 
land and fiscal privileges through whom a constant supply of 
new lands, which could be transformed first into private 
property and then into waqj, is created. He is an indispensable 
source of income for the intermediary groups while also being 
their rival in the competition for the rent derived from the 
peasants. Obviously, the ruler has to take the supply of new 
lands from peasants and other proprietors. Their primordial 
property rights therefore become precarious. 
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5 

The Ottoman Muftis' New Doctrine on 
Tax and Rent 

1. THE OTIOMAN MUFIIS 

The following analysis of the Ottoman muftis' new legal 
doctrine on tax and rent is mainly based on the writings of Ibn 
Nujaim and Syrian and Palestinian muftis of the seventeenth 
and eighteenth centuries, who constantly refer to Ibn Nujaim as 
one of the most important Hanafite authorities on tax, rent and 
landed property. Ibn Nujaim's writings constitute an important 
attempt to take stock of the problems connected with the 
changes in land tenure, tax and rent in the middle of the 
sixteenth century. He knew that he could not solve the problems 
he faced merely by continuing the old Hanafite legal tradition in 
dealing with them. The immense authority which his writings 
enjoyed in later centuries not only in Egypt but also in Syria and 
Palestine shows that his solutions were widely accepted. He was 
certainly not always the author of the legal opinions which he 
integrated into his solutions. In many respects his writings 
reflect the cumulative effects of a process of slow and cautious 
reformulation of the Hanafite legal tradition that had been 
going on since the tenth century and that had worked its way 
from Central Asia to Egypt and Syria during the Mamluk 
period. Ibn Nujaim was a capable synthetiser whose could inte
grate new notions and legal ordinances serving the interest of the 
rentier class. He shares with other Hanafite jurists of the 
Ottoman period the practical insights and economic and social 
interest that made the workable solution of new problems possi
ble. 

With regard to Syria and Palestine, I have mainly drawn on 
the fatiiwii of Khair ad-Din Ramli 1 and l;:lamid b. cAli b. cAbd 
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ar-Rabmiin al-clmadi. The fatiiwa of l;Iiimid b. <Ali al-<Imiidi 
have been edited in an abridged version by the nineteenth
century Damascene jurist Ibn c Abidin who also commented 
upon them. 2 Biographical information on Khair ad-Din Ramli 
provided by lbsan <Abbas3 allows us to understand the social 
and economic situation of this important mufti. After complet
ing his studies at al-Azhar, he returned to his native town, 
Ramla, in 1013/1605 where he became a renowned mufti and 
teacher. He was also a very successful agriculturist who is said to 
have owned more than 100,000 olive and fruit-trees from which 
he obtained a daily revenue of more than 100 qurush. l;Iamid b. 
cAli al-clmi.idi held the office of mufti of Damascus during the 
second quarter of the eighteenth century. 4 He came from a well
known family of Damascene muftis who inherited this office 
from father to son. l;Iamid b. <Ali was the last link in the long 
chain of muftis of the clmadi family. He belonged to that 
stratum of high-ranking Damascene religious scholars about 
whom Rafeq reports that they bought, rented and speculated in 
land. 5 I;Iamid b. c Ali was once even accused of hoarding wheat 
for the purpose of speculation. 6 

Both muftis thus had a vested interest in the system of land 
tenure and land ownership as it developed in the seventeenth 
and eighteenth centuries. They had extensive knowledge of the 
economic problems connected with agriculture and those of 
taxes and rents and a first rate understanding of the economic 
and social consequences of their fatiiwii. They belonged to a 
well-to-do social stratum that lived mainly from trade and rent 
of lands, but also owed their socio-economic, as well as their 
religio-cultural, standing to the fact that they guarded and 
defended the legal tradition of the Hanafite school. In order to 
be able to safeguard this tradition in a way that corresponded 
with their social and economic interest and the new political and 
socio-economic order under which they lived, they had to 
reinterpret this tradition. How they went about this is the 
subject matter of the last section of this study. 

2. THE LAND TAX (KHARA.J) 

From Ibn Nujaim's Tul;tfa it is obvious that he abandoned the 
classical principle of 'nulle terre sans taxe'. The private landed 
property of the power elite which is bought from the public 
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treasury is exempt from taxation. The assignee may enjoy fiscal 
privileges through the ruler's decision. The. auqaf that are 
constituted from these two forms of private property would also 
enjoy a privileged fiscal position. Only the proprietors of the 
third and fourth categories (see Chapter 4, section 3 above) are 
supposed to pay the khariij regularly. 

If neither the power elite nor the second rank of proprietors 
nor the peasants paid kharaj, where did the state's revenue 
come from? All jurists would agree that the peasants have to 
deliver a share of their crops · and/ or money to the public 
treasury for the use of the land. But what is the character of this 
payment? Ibn al-Humam (see Chapter 4, section 2 above) 
suggested that it was a kind of rent ( bada/ al-ijara ). Ibn Nujaim 
and the Ottoman authorities of the early sixteenth century 
answer the question in the same way.7 The jurists of the seven
teenth century discuss the status of the tenant-cultivators on 
lands that are neither kharaj nor cushr lands but belong to the 
miri (also called artj a/-mamlaka) and the land of the ~auz (see 
Chapter 1, section 4 above and Chapter 5, section 3 below), i.e. 
they discuss the status of peasants on lands that are owned or 
administered by the state. They consider the peasant a tenant 
who has to pay rent. As the seventeenth-century Damascene 
mufti, I;Iaskafi, put it: ' ... as far as the Imam is concerned [the 
rent] that is collected (al-ma' khudh) is kharaj .. . But with 
regard to the farm hands it is rent and nothing else, neither 
cushr nor kharaj' (fa-yakunu 1-ma,khudhu fi ~aqqi 1-imtimi 
kharar . . . wa-amma fi ~aqqi 1-akarati fa-ujratun Ia ghtiira Ia 
cushra wa-la kharaJV 

However, Ibn Nujaim, I;Iaskafi and the famous seventeenth
century jurist Shaikhizadeh (Oamad) make it clear that the 
peasant pays r~nt under a voidable contract ( ijiira fasida) 9 (see 
Chapter 2, section 8 above). According to this reasoning, the 
amount of the rental of most peasants is unknown because most 
of the peasants have to deliver a share of their crop. If the rent is 
not specified under a contract of tenancy, the contract becomes 
voidable. If the peasant uses the land under a voidable contract, 
the 'fair rent' falls due. This legal doctrine clearly denies the 
peasant's proprietary rights with regard to the land he tills. But 
it also serves as a legal basis for safeguarding the peasant's 
personal liberty. In accordance with the classical legal tradi
tion of Hanafite law, under a voidable contract of tenancy the 
tenant cannot be obliged to pay rent if he does not till the land 
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(see Chapter 2, section 8 above). He cannot, therefore, become 
a debtor to the public treasury if he does not till the land. The 
Imam is entitled to sequestrate the peasant's property but 
cannot tie the peasant to the land. This is clearly expressed by 
Ibn Nujaim in his commentary on Nasafi's Kanz ad-Daqa"iq: 

The land of Egypt is now no longer kharajland. It is [leased] 
for rent. The fallii/:l does not owe anything if he leaves the 
land uncultivated (lau <'af(alahii). He is not a tenant of the 
land [because, according to the classical doctrine, the obliga
tion to pay the 'fair rent' arises only from the actual use of 
the land rented under a voidable contract of tenancy]. No 
constraint may be imposed on him because of the land. 
Through this legal ordinance it becomes clear that if a culti
vator gives up agriculture and lives in the cities, he owes 
nothing. The damage that the tyrants inflict upon him are 
forbidden, especially if he wants to dedicate himself to the 
study of the Koran and the pursuit of knowledge - as is the 
case of those who live in the protective neighbourhood of al
Azhar ( inna anja mi$ra 1-iina laisat khariijiyaf"' innama hiya 
bi-1-ujra. fa-/a shai"a cata 1-fallii/:li /au cattalahti wa-lam 
yakun musta"jiran Iahti wa-la jabra calaihi bi-sababihii wa
bihi culima anna bacf)a l-muziir6na idhii taraka z-ziriicata 
wa-sakana fi misrin fa-Iii shai"a <a[aih. fa-mii yafaluhu z
za/amatu mina 1-i{iriiri bihi fa-l;taram'"' khusufln idhii ariida 
1-ishtightila bi-l-qur' iini wa-1-ci/mi ka-mujiiwiri 1-jiimici 
1-azhar). 10 

This legal opinion was upheld throughout the Syrian fatiiwii of 
the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. 11 In this relationship 
between the peasant and the state the last vestiges of the legal 
emancipation of the peasants that must have been connected 
with the old Hanafite doctrine on tax and rent can still be found. 

It is obvious that the.notion of the peasant as a tenant paying 
rent under a voidable contract of tenancy is a jurist's artifice for 
adapting elements of the legal tradition to new political and 
socio-economic circumstances under which the peasants could 
no longer be considered as khariij-paying owners of their lands. 
But the artifice creates its own problems. In the classical tradi
tion of Hanafite law, the tendency was to shift the burden of 
taxation from the lessor to the tenant as far as kharaj muqiisama 
was concerned (see Chapter 1, section 4 above). In the 
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Ottoman period khariij muqiisama had become the most 
important form of khariij in Syria and Egypt. It should, there
fore, come as no surprise that the Palestinian and Syrian jurists 
of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries often speak of 
tenants and share-croppers who pay the khariij, 12 But there are 
many other instances in which the same jurists fervently defend 
the principle that it is always the lessor who bas to pay the land 
tax 13 ( khariij). This confusion regarding legal principle is not 
completely eliminated but made less perplexing by examining 
the context in which the fatiiwii are given. 

In the Ottoman as well as in the Mamluk period different 
groups of persons competed with one another over the rents 
paid by the peasants of one village or tax district. The owners of 
private landed property and the waqf administrators, the repre
sentatives of the state administration and the timiiris, the 
military officers who were granted villages as remuneration for 
their military service, competed with each other over the rents 
paid by the peasants of the respective districts. 14 Obviously, in 
this competition those who collected the levies from the 
peasants had an advantage in disputes concerning the distribu
tion of the rent. It was always possible for the collector not to 
honour the claim of his competitors and in the long run deprive 
them of their source of revenue. Many fatiiwii deal with disputes 
ensuing from this competition. In all such disputes the legal 
principle that the lessor has to pay the taxes is upheld. 15 This 
principle serves as the major legal argument in safeguarding the 
waqfadministrator's or freeholder's claim to priority over the ti
miir holder with regard to collecting the rent from the peasants. 
The jurists make it dear that neither the ruler nor his represen
tatives are entitled to collect the taxes from the tenants of the 
waqf 16 The peasants are tenants. They do not pay taxes, they 
pay rent. The land tax is paid by the owner of the landed 
property or the waqf administrator. The land tax ( khariij or 
<ushr) that the owner of landed property or the waqf adminis
trator pays is a share of the rent that they have collected from 
the peasants. The state's claim to the land tax is a claim against 
khariij payers, i.e. the waqf and the private proprietors. By 
paying the khariij these proprietors prove their proprietary 
rights with regard to the land and safeguard their right to collect 
the rent from the peasants who till it. With regard to the tenants, 
the rent paid to the waqf cannot be distinguished from the tax. 
In fact, it includes the tax. 17 It is only through the proprietors' 
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and waqf administrators' payment of the land tax that tax and 
rent are distinguished and that the tax that was included in the 
peasant's rent is separated from it. The division of tax and rent 
takes place through the tax payers' payment of the land tax. 
Paying the land tax had in fact become a privilege of land 
owners and waqf administrators, who thus became an interme
diate group which, by paying khariij or cushr, acquired the right 
to tax their tenants. l;la~kafi is certainly right in underlining the 
fact that the peasant's rent is changed into a tax only when the 
representatives of the state receive it. In the relationship 
between the tenant-cultivator and the intermediate group of 
land owners no differentiation between tax and rent is possible. 

This may be one of the main reasons for the bitter enmity 
that the muftis displayed towards the tax farmers, for the princi
ple of tax farming threatens the rights of waqf administrators 
and private proprietors as intermediate tax collectors and tends 
to diminish their share of the rent. The muftis, therefore, 
declared tax farming to be invalid, 'a tenancy of consumption' 
(see Chapter 2, section 2 above), forbidden and null and void as 
far as legal consequences were concerned. 111 

With regard to the competition for the peasant's rent 
between the waqf and private proprietors on the one hand, and 
the state administration and the timiir holders on the other 
hand, the jurists strictly upheld the principles that peasants paid 
rent and not the land tax and that it was always the lessor who 
paid the land tax. With regard to the relationship between 
landlord and peasant this principle was often completely 
neglected and it is by no means rare that we find the muftis 
speaking of the khariij of tenants and share-croppers. 

3. THE ARI) AL-I:IAUZ: THE SEQUESTRATED LANDS 

One of the devices that Hanafite jurists of the Mamluk period 
developed in order to reconcile their legal tradition with a new 
socio-economic and political order under which the peasants 
were not considered to be owners of landed property, was the 
legal fiction of the 'death of the khariij payer'. Ibn al-Humam's 
tentative answer and its systematic application by Ibn Nujaim 
were so generally and so enthusiastically accepted by Hanafite 
lawyers of the Ottoman period because they served as a basis 
for the legalisation of the privileges of waqfs and private 
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proprietors and of the expropriation of the peasants. But the 
conflict between a legal tradition that defines a legal person 
through his capacity to own property and a political and socio
economic order which de facto excludes the peasants from the 
ownership of landed property can clearly be discerned in the 
jurists' discussion of the art). al-l;zauz, the sequestrated landed 
property. 

The term was already used as a technical legal term in the 
ninth century by Kha~~af (see Chapter 1, section 3 above) who 
did not, however, give an explanation for its historical develop
ment nor a satisfactory legal definition of the term. All that can 
be deducted from Kha~~afs use of the term is that it is land 
which is sequestrated by the Sultan and that the peasants who 
work it are not considered to be owners of the lands that they 
till. A much clearer definition was given at the end of the 
Mamluk period by Ibrahim at-Tarabulsi in his work on the au
qaf Tarabulsi says: 

It is not legally valid to constitute as waqfthe land of seques
tration ( arrj al-l;rauz). This is land which the Sultan seques
trates when its proprietors ( a~/:liib) become unable either to 
use if for agriculture or to pay its levies. They give the land to 
him so that its use would fall to the [community of the] 
Muslims and replace the khariij [which the peasants were 
unable to pay]. The land remains in the ownership of the 
proprietors ( wa-lii ya~i/:1/:lu waqfu art).i 1-l;zauzi wa-hiya mii 
/:liizaha s-su[fiinu <"inda cajzi as/:liibihii <an ziriicatihii wa-adii'i 
mu'anihii bi-daf'ihim iyiihii ilaihi li-takiina manfacatuhii li-t
mus/imina maqiima 1-khariiji wa-raqabatu 1-art).i calii milki 
arbiibihii). 19 

This definition corresponds to Qal;likhan's and Ibn Nujaim's 
definition of the ruler's sequestrating power with regard to the 
lands of the insolvent kharaj payers (see Chapter 4, sections 2 
and 3 above). Ibn Nujaim uses the term art). al-l;zauz in the same 
way. He says that the ruler is not its proprietor and that he 
sequestrated it from its former owners so that its rent might 
replace the khariij. 20 Syrian authors of the seventeenth century 
also clearly differentiate between state lands and art). al-/:lauz. 
They make it clear that with regard to these lands, the proprie
tary rights of the peasants continue to exist in principle without, 
however, invalidating the ruler's right to sequestrate the landed 
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property and to dispose of it by farming it out under a muzaraca 
or tenancy ( ijara), selling it or having it cultivated on behalf of 
the public treasury. 21 The precarious state of the peasant's 
landed property can clearly be seen in the fat{lWii of Khair ad~ 
Din Ramli who said that: 

The sale of [the land] that the Sultan has sequestrated for the 
public treasury and farmed out to people under a muzara'a 
... is null and void, because they [i.e. the cultivators] do not 
own it. But the [land] that remained in its original state, is 
their property and they can sell it, transform it into waqf and 
bequeath it. And God knows best ( ammii rna l;tiizahu s-sul
tiinu li-baiti 1-miili wa-yadfa'uhu muziiracat"n ila n,-niisi bi-r
rubci wa-1-khumsi mathal"" fa-bai<uhum lahu bii(i/"n 
li-kaunihim lti yamliktlnahu wa-ammii mii baqiya "alii U$lihi 
.fa-huwa milkuhum yajuzu bai'uhu wa-iqiifuhu wa-yakunu 
mlrath"n. Wa-lliihu aclam). 22 

Sequestration may at any time hit the peasant proprietor and 
transform his lands into arrj al-l;tauz, sequestrated lands. He 
would then retain a precarious property right to his lands but 
lose the right to use them. As long as his lands were not seques
trated, he continued to be an owner of private landed property. 
After sequestration he was an owner of abstract proprietary 
rights. 

Obviously, a legal situation, under which the former owners' 
proprietary rights with regard to his sequestrated lands are 
upheld, must lead to legal conflicts between the representatives 
of the state and the former land owners. We know of legal 
conflicts that have dragged on for more than a hundred years 
and ended with the land reverting into private property. 23 With 
regard to this kind of conflict, the jurists supported the ruler's 
right to sequestrate the land of insolvent tax payers. But they 
also upheld the principle that in such conflicts the law required 
the representative of the state to bring an action against the 
person in possession of the land who claimed proprietary rights 
with regard to it. Khair ad-Din Ramli said: 

There is no pre-emption (shuf'a} and no sale of lands that 
the Sultan sequestrated for the public treasury ... but if the 
actual possessor received it through sale or inheritance or in 
any other way in which ownership originates and if he claims 
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that the land is his property and that he pays the khariij 
incumbent upon it, his testimony is valid. Whosoever wants 
to dispute his claim of proprietorship has to bring evidence 
( burhiin ). [This evidence shall only be admitted] if the action 
against him [i.e. the land owner] is legally valid and if all the 
conditions required for an action are fulfilled. I only mention 
this because this occurs very often in our lands and I want to 
be useful to the community of believers by clearly informing 
it about this legal rule which [persons at] all times are in need 
of. And God knows best ( wa-amma l-ariir)i llati /:riizaha 
s-sultiinu li-baiti 1-miit{wa-yadfa<uhii li-n-nasi muziirifat"" 
Iii tubii'u wa-lii shuFata fihii fa-idhii ddifii wiidi<'u 1-yadi 
lladhi talaqqiihii shira~an au irthan au ghairahumii min asbiibi 
1-milki annahii milkuhu wa-annahu yu~addi khariijahii fa-1-
qaulu lahu wa-'alii man yukhiisimuhufi 1-milki 1-burhiinu in 
$a/:IJ:rat da'wiihu <a[aihi shar'"" wa-stii.fiyat shurii.tu d-dacwii 
wa-innamii dhakartu dhiilika li-kathrati wuqii.<ihi fi biliidinii 
l)ar$•" 'alii naFi hiidhihi l-ummati bi-ifiidati hiidha 1-J:rukmi 
sh-shar''iyyi alladhi yaJ:rtiiju ilaihi kullu /:lin. Wa-lliihu a<· 
lam). 24 

Ramli's fatwii is quoted verbatim and approvingly by 'lmadi. 25 

The Ottoman muftis defined the procedure of sequestration in a 
way that protected the land owner's interest against state inter
vention. But they left no doubt that the arr). al-bauz was an 
important and necessary fiscal institution. The arr) al-bauz 
symbolised the unresolved conflict between the owner's right to 
their property and the state's claim to sequestration. It also 
helped to explain the fact that the cultivators did not own the 
lands that they tilled. 

4. TilE 'THREE EXEMPTED CATEGORIES' AND THE NEW 
CONCEPT OF RENT 

The growing deterioration of the peasants' status vis-a-vis the 
rentier class can best be seen in the Ottoman Hanafite concept 
of rent and landed property. We have seen above (Chapter 2, 
section 11 and Chapter 3, section 10) that from the tenth 
century onwards prominent Hanafite jurists in Transoxania 
held the. legal opinion that unauthorised use of waqf lands 
engendered the obligation to pay the 'fair rent' and that 
under certain conditions rentiers' lands ( a/-ar(j al-mu'adda li-
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daf<ihii muziira<atan) and rentiers' urban property (milk mucadd 
li-l-istighliil) enjoyed the same legal protection against 
unauthorised use (gha$b ). But QaQ.ikhfm's discussion of this 
special legal status of rentiers' property remained restricted to 
individual legal instances. Apparently, the Mamluk and 
Ottoman Hanafite jurists in Egypt and Syria accepted the new 
principle and the terminology in which it was expressed. In 
addition, by developing the notion of the 'death of the khariij 
payer', they changed the classical Hanafite doctrine on taxation, 
legalised the expropriation of the peasants and supported the 
fiscal privileges of the rentier class. This change in the doctrine 
on taxation and on rent enabled them systematically to develop 
the concept of a special legal status of the rentier class property. 

a) The protection of the rent-yielding property against 
unauthorised use 

At the beginning of the Ottoman period, the jurists employed a 
well-defined concept of mucadd 1i-l-istighlal, of 'property 
reserved for profitable use', that encompassed both urban and 
landed property. Objects which by definition fall under this 
category are shops, storage rooms 26 and baths 27 • According to 
the general rule all forms of property which are bought or built 
for the purpose of being put to profitable use or which ate 
leased for more than three years in succession belong to this 
category. 28 By 'profitable use' ( istighliil) the authors mean the 
process of farming out the property or of using it for business 
purposes. A synonym that is widely used is mu<add li-l-ujra29 qr 
mu<add /i-1-ijiira, 30 'reserved for rent' or 'reserved for leasing'-; 
According to the Syrian and Palestinian fatiiwa of the seven
teenth and eighteenth centuries 'property reserved for profitable 
use' may consist of houses, shops or lands that are farmed ou(11 

but also of tools used in the trade, 32 of camels 33 or donkeys 34• 

All these may be leased for profit. In the case of landed 
property, the decisive criterion is whether the proprietor uses 
the land in order to satisfy his personal needs or in order to 
lease it to others. Only in the second case is the land' considered 
to be 'private property reserved for profitable use'. 35 The term 
is also used with regard to means of production that are used for 
producing commodities, e.g. a soap factory is considered to be 
mu<add li-1-istighlii/, 'reserved for profitable use'. 36 
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Waqf property, orphans' property and 'private property 
reserved for profitable use' (milk mucadd li-1-istighliil) are 
grouped together as the three forms of property enjoying a 
special legal status that clearly differentiates them from all other 
forms of private property. 37 A closer scrutiny of the fatiiwii 
shows that the Syrian muftis treat waqf and state lands as enjoy
ing the same protection against unauthorised use (gha$b) and 
the same legal privileges with regard to leasing. 38 It may indeed 
be so, that the whole concept of 'property reserved for profit
able use' stems from an assimilation of the legal status of rentier 
property to that of state property. This assimilation is clearly 
discernible with regard to waqf property and orphans' property 
(mal al-yatim). To a much lesser degree is the 'private property 
reserved for profitable use' granted the same status. Among the 
three forms of rent-yielding property that are not state property, 
the waqf clearly enjoys a privileged status since it is considered 
to be more dependent on 'profitable use' than private property. 
clmadi describes the difference between private property and 
waqfin the following words: 

The difference is that the proprietor may refrain from 
farming out his property. He may want to live on it or to sell 
it or not to use it at all (yu<auiluhu) and in this respect his 
property differs from the waqf that is 'reserved to be farmed 
out' (mu<add li-1-fjiir). The administrator of the waqfmust 
farm it out ( wa-1-farqu anna l-milka qad yamtani<u $ii/:libuhu 
<an ijiirihi wa-yuridu an yaskunahu bi-nafsihi au yabi<ahu au 
yu<attilahu bi-khiliifi 1-mauqufi 1-mu<addi li-1-ijiiri fa-innahu 
laisa li-n-niiziri illii an yu'ajjirahu). 39 

Only if the waqf is explicitly constituted for the personal use of 
its beneficiaries can it be said not to be mur.add /i-1-ijiir, 
'reserved to be farmed out'. In principle, the element of profit
able use prevails for waqf Consequently, all forms of waqf are 
considered to be rent-yielding property and the waqfis the rent
yielding property par excellence. 40 

According to the jurists, the three forms of rent-yielding 
property thus grouped together are legally united by the fact 
that unauthorised use ( maniifi< al-gha$b) of these properties 
entails the obligation to pay the 'fair rent'. ·Ibn "Abidin calls 
these forms of rent-yielding property 'the three exempted ones' 
(ath-thaliithu al-mustathnayiit)41 because they were exempted 
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from the restrictions in the classical Hanafite doctrine on rent 
that made the contract a necessary condition for the obligation 
to pay the rent (see Chapter 2, sections 5-9 above). The 
Ottoman muftis regard non-contractual use of the 'three 
exempted ones' as entailing the obligation to pay the 'fair rent'. 
Ibn Nujaim states: 'Unauthorised use ( maniific al-gha$b) is not 
warranted except in three [cases]: The orphan's property (miil 
al-yatfm ), the property of the waqf, and that which is "reserved 
for profitable use"'. 42 This position is upheld in the Syrian fa
tiiwa of the Ottoman period. 43 Any person making unautho
rised use of rent-yielding forms of property is liable to pay the 
'fair rent' -even retroactively for many years. As Khair ad-Din 
Ramli: puts it: 'He has to pay the "fair rent" to the waqf on 
account of the choice made by the modern jurists ( al-muta"akh
khirin) concerning the liability for the use of the waqf without a 
contract of tenancy' (calaihi ujratu mithlihi li-1-waqfi <a[a khti
yiiri l-muta0 akhkhirina fi t;lamiin i maniifi c i 1-waqfi bi-ghairi c aqdi 
ijiirati" fih ).44 

Use of the three forms of rent-yielding property that are 
'reserved for profitable use' engenders the obligation to pay the 
'fair rent'. But there is a clear differentiation between the waqf 
and the 'private property reserved for profitable use'. If 
someone uses private rent-yielding property on the grounds that 
he considers himself to be legally entitled to do so ( ta" wil), e.g. 
that he uses lands under an invalid contract of sale or if he 
wrongly thinks that he has a share in the property that entitles 
him to its use, he does not have to pay the 'fair rent' or in fact 
any rent. Private property, even if 'reserved for profitable use', 
is only partly covered by the protection that the post-classical 
law grants to rent-yielding property against unauthorised use. 
Only if a person consciously and intentionally makes 'unautho
rised use of private property reserved for profitable use' is he 
bound to pay the 'fair rent'. 45 

This teaching does not agree with Qa(likhii.n's discussion of 
'unauthorised use' of rent-yielding property (see Chapter 3, 
section 10 above). It is developed by the Mamluk and Ottoman 
jurists and strengthens the private rentier's claim to the 'fair 
rent'. But the private rentier's claim to the 'fair rent' is always 
weaker than that of the waqf With regard to waqf property, the 
intention of the user is completely irrelevant. Whosoever uses 
such property is obliged retroactively to pay the 'fair rent'. To 
quote a few examples from the Syrian fatiiwii: it may not come 
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as a surprise that the man who transformed a mosque into a 
coffee house was held liable retroactively to pay the 'fair rent' to 
the waqf At least he knew what he was doing. 46 The man who 
rents waqfland from a state representative whom he believes to 
be entitled to lease the land, is also held liable retroactively to 
pay the 'fair rent' to the waqf. 41 Peasants who reclaim waste 
waqflands by building new irrigation systems are held liable to 
pay the 'fair rent' to the waqfretroactively.4!! If land is bought 
under a valid contract of sale and it later becomes known that it 
is waqfland, the buyer is held liable retroactively to pay the 'fair 
rent' to the waqp9 Peasants who live on lands that they 
consider to be their property and that the waqf administrator 
claims for the waqf and who cannot prove that the levies which 
they pay to the state are kharaj, are considered to be the waqfs 
tenants and bound retroactively to pay the 'fair rent' to the 
waqpo Retroactive payment may cover a period of several 
years. Such cases are by no means rare in the fatawa. 51 · 

Holding the unauthorised user of waqflands (and state lands) 
and orphans' lands liable under all circumstances to pay the 'fair 
rent' is certainly the most important change that the Hanafite 
jurists of the post-classical period introduced into the Hanafite 
legal doctrine concerning rent. The Ottoman jurists explicitly 
interpret this new concept of rent as the law of the 'modern 
jurists' ( al-muta"akhkhirun ). 52 

The new doctrine on rent grants a privileged legal status to all 
forms of rent-yielding property and makes the waqf the rent
yielding property par excellence. With regard to the unautho
rised use of waqf property, the contractual and consensual 
elements are conspicuously absent from the new doctrine on 
rent. Even if a waqfs administrator offers a house or a room 
free of charge to a person who does not enjoy the right of 
benefit, the user is liable to pay the 'fair rent'. If the waqf 
administrator leases the waqf land for rent that falls far below 
the level of the 'fair rent', the tenant is liable retroactively to pay 
the 'fair rent'. This liability in no way depends on the will of the 
waqf administrator or the intention of the user. In fact, with 
regard to the waqf, the new concept of rent often comes very 
close to a concept of public law in which the waqf administrator 
is not entitled freely to waive his claims and the user is not 
entitled to accept special benefits. 53 

In the case of 'unauthorised use', the rent paid to the waqf 
can hardly be differentiated from a tax: the contract is no condi-
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tion for the obligation to pay this rent; the waqf administrator 
has to defend the public interest, and were he to offer special 
advantages to the user, the user would not be entitled to accept 
them. The contractual and consensual element is virtually 
absent from this concept of rent. The tendency to give a 
dominant role to public law and to the qiir),i with regard to the 
leasing of waqflands is already discernible in the ninth-century 
writings of Iraqi jurists (see Chapter 2, section 7 above). But it 
is only after the transformation of the peasants' taxes into rent 
and the introduction of the principle that 'unauthorised use' of 
rent-yielding property entails the obligation retroactively to pay 
the 'fair rent', that the rent paid to the waqf acquires the charac
ter of a tax. 

With regard to 'unauthorised use' (gha$b ), the post-classical 
Hanafite doctrine on rent differentiates between various forms 
of landed property. Someone making unauthorised use of state 
lands, waqf lands and orphans' property is held liable under all 
circumstances to pay the 'fair rent'. Someone using 'private 
property reserved for profitable use' is bound to pay rent only if 
he consciously and intentionally makes 'unauthorised use' of 
these lands. Someone making 'unauthorised use' of lands that 
are tilled by their owners and are not held in order to yield rent 
does not pay rent at all. With regard to the peasant owners who 
do not regularly lease their lands, but till them in order to satisfy 
their own needs, the classical Hanafite doctrine on rent (see 
Chapter 2, sections 5-9 above) applies. The post-classical 
Hanafite doctrine on rent in this way establishes a clear-cut 
difference between rent-yielding property of the rentier class 
and the property held by its owners for personal use. The classi
cal concept of 'unauthorised use' remains meaningful only with 
regard to property that is not 'reserved for profitable use'. 

b) The 'fair rent' as the yardstick of the 'contractually fixed 
rent' 

A contract of tenancy or share-cropping concerning waqflands 
or lands that are orphan's property ( miil al-yatim) that is 
concluded with a 'contractually fixed rent' (musamma) (see 
Chapter 2, sections 5, 7, 8 above) which falls far below the 'fair 
renf is held by the Ottoman jurists to be a voidable contract. 
With regard to arable lands there is no unanimous agreement as 
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to the difference that may legally exist between the 'contractu
ally fixed' and the 'fair rent' without making the contract 
voidable. Some muftis think that the laesio enormis (ghabn 
fal;zish) results when this difference surpasses 20 per cent of the 
'contractually fixed rent'. 54 Others think that 50 per cent is the 
limit. 55 The legal reasoning that makes such a laesio enormis 
sufficient grounds for the dissolution of a contract of tenancy is 
already implied in the classical doctrine (see Chapter 2, section 
7 above). But according to the interpretation of the classical 
doctrine the 'fair rent' could only be levied after the dissolution 
of the old contract. 56 Transbxanian authors of the eleventh and 
twelfth centuries had discussed the question of whether such a 
contract was a voidable contract or a case of 'unauthorised 
use'Y The Syrian muftis of the seventeenth and eighteenth 
centuries held the tenant liable for retroactive payment of the 
'fair rent' - beginning with the moment at which it was first 
possible for him to use the land. The muftis did not always 
follow their new principles. ·The fatwii did not, apparently, 
depend solely on the legal principle to be applied. Khair ad-Din 
Ramli, for example, in one case applied the classical principle of 
istil;zsiln according to which the 'fair rent' in such a case should 
not surpass the 'contractually fixed rent' (see Chapter 2, section 
8 above). 58 In other cases he followed the 'modern' principle 
according to which retr::>active payment of the 'fair rent' is due 
- whether it surpasses the 'contractually fixed rent' or not. 59 I 
consider these inconsistencies to be normal in the application of 
all legal systems. What is of importance to my argument is the 
fact that a new principle of retroactive payment of the 'fair rent' 
came into being and that it was generally acknowledged and 
partly applied. 

The details -of the jurists' rather theoretical argument about 
the definition of the 'fair rent' will not be discussed here. The 
muftis evidently wanted to maintain a rent market that was not 
completely determined by the tax/rent collected on state lands. 
They took great pains to establish a system of market rules60 

which took into account the coercive power of the Sultan and of 
the political elite which tended to jeopardise the rules and 
mechanisms of the rent market. The muftis, therefore, tried to 
ensure that the rent which the Sultan and the political elite 
obtained from their lands would not be considered as the basis 
for defining the 'fair rent'. 61 Also the outbidding which occurs 
for reasons of personal enmity between the tenant and the 
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outbidder with the purpose of harming the interest of the 
tenant62 should not be considered an indicator of the 'fair rent'. 
For, on the one hand, it is forbidden to do harm, and on the 
other, out-bidding does not reflect the general fluctuation of the 
market for rents. 63 In principle, only the general fluctuation of 
the market as represented through growing demand and the 
rising level of rents can legally be considered as determining the 
level of the 'fair rent'. 64 This rule is of practical importance only 
with regard to the dissolution of a contract of tenancy that was 
originally concluded with a 'contractually fixed rent' that corre
sponded to the 'fair rent'. Whether such a contract could be 
dissolved when the market level of the 'fair rent' rose was a 
question which the muftis had great difficulties in answering. In 
the end they agreed that dissolution was possible when the 
difference between the 'fair rent' and the 'contractually fixed 
rent' surpassed either 20 per cent or 50 per cent of the 'contrac
tually fixed rent', and also that in this case the 'fair rent' could 
not be levied retroactively.65 For all other practical purposes it 
would appear that the muftis followed the rule that the 'fair 
rent' was the highest attainable rent. 66 

c) The hierarchy of different forms of landed property 

I should like to quote some examples from the fatiiwii to show 
how in the eyes of the Syrian muftis of the seventeenth and 
eighteenth centuries the different forms of property and the 
different doctrines regarding rent were applied as a means of 
distinguishing between peasant ownership of land and rent
yielding forms of landed property. I;Iamid b. cAli al-clmadi was 
asked: 

If Zaid owns land he tills personally and which he does not 
[regularly] farm out under a share-cropping relationship and 
c Amr tills the land and grows wheat on it with his own seed 
and without the permission of the landowner mentioned 
above and the crop is ready for harvesting, does the crop fall 
to the cultivator? The answer: Y esl ( su' i/a fimii idhii kiina li
zaidin arrf" yazrd"uhii bi-nafsihi wa-lii yadfa"uhii muziira"at"" 
fa-zara<ahii <Amru" bibadhrihi l;zintat"" bilii idhni miilikihii 
l-mazburi wa-sta/:lsada z-zar"u fa-hali z-zar"u 1-iz-ziiri<? Al
jawiib: na<am ). 67 
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In other words, the cultivator who makes unauthorised use of 
peasant lands that are not legally recognised as rent-yielding 
property ( mu''add li-1-ijiir or mucadd li-1-muziiraca) appropri
ates the whole crop and is not obliged to pay any rent to the 
peasant. 

The case is different when the cultivator makes unauthorised 
use of lands that are mucadd li-z-ziriica, i.e. rent-yielding 
property. clmadi is asked about the case of a cultivator who 
makes use of such village lands that are mucadd li-z-zira'·a, i.e. 
rent-yielding property, and for whose unauthorised use village 
custom ftxes a ratio of crop-sharing between the owner and the 
user. The mufti accepts village custom as an adequate basis for 
settling the conflict. He adds, with reference to l;la~kafi, thatif 
no village custom fixes the ratio of crop-sharing the cultivator 
would have to pay the 'fair rent' and that a waqf would under 
all circumstances receive either the customary share or the 'fair 
rent'. 68 Ibn c Abidi:n, commenting on this Jatwii, points out that 
the sharing ratio of village custom does not necessarily represent 
the 'fair rent'. 69 Over two pages he discusses the different legal 
opinions on what constitutes a legally valid source of the claim 
to 'fair rent' and how to define the 'fair rent' with regard to 
different forms of landed property. He begins with a definition 
of the difference between a peasant proprietor and a proprietor 
who 'reserves his land for profitable use'. He says: 

[According to one legal opinion] it is said that if the land is 
prepared for profitable use, i.e. if the proprietor is among 
those persons who do not cultivate their lands in person and 
instead convey it [regularly to third persons) under a 
[contract of] share-cropping, then this [use] will be legally 
regarded as-a share-cropping relationship and the proprietor 
of the land will receive his share according to the custom of 
that village (wa-qi:la [au kiinati 1-an/.u mucaddat"" li-z-zinYati 
bi-an kiina rabbuhii mimman Ia yazracu bi-nafsihi wa-yadfa
cuhii inuziiracar'" Ja-dhiilika ca[ii l-muziiracati ja-li-rabbi 
f-ar(li Ql$$U(11" ca/0. mii huwa curju ti/ka 1-qarya). 70 

He adds that according to this legal opinion, which is apparently 
the legal opinion that was already held by Qagikhan in the 
twelfth century (see Chapter 3, section 10 above), the custom
ary share falls due only if it is not known at the time of the culti
vation of the land that the user consciously and intentionally 
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makes 'unauthorised use' of the land. If, for example, the 
landowner refuses to lease the land to him and he cultivates it in 
spite of this refusal, the classical doctrine applies and no rent 
falls due, even if the land is mucadd /i-1-istighliil, rent-yielding 
property. Only the waqfs claim to a customary share or the 
'fair rent' is valid even under these circumstances. 71 He then 
goes on to say that 'unauthorised use' of the land does not 
engender any obligation to pay rent if the owner of the land is a 
peasant who tills the soil personally (/au kiina $ii/;libuhii yazra
cuha bi-nafsih ). 72 

Ibn cAbidin makes it clear that these legal opinions are 
obsolete. They represent only the beginning of the 'modern' 
doctrine on rent. Ibn cAbidin does not acceptthe legal opinion 
that makes the payment of the 'fair rent' or of the customary 
share of the crop dependent on the intention of the person who 
makes unauthorised use of the land. He clearly defends the 
principle that the legal status of rent-yielding property is the 
source of the obligation to pay the 'fair rent' or the customary 
share of the crop. He says: 'But the legal opinion that is gener
ally held ( al-mashhur) and according to which the fatwii is 
given is that 'unauthorised use' is not warranted except in the 
[cases of] waqf, orphans' property and '[private] property 
reserved for profitable use ... '73 After discussing the various 
legal opinions on the question, Ibn <Abidin reaches the follow
ing conclusion: 

The result is that, if someone tills someone else's land 
without his permission even by way of 'unauthorised use' 
then [the following will apply] (1) if the land was private 
property and the proprietor reserved it for agricultural use 
[on a share-cropping basis], the customary rate of sharing, if 
there is one, will be taken into account; (2) if there is no such 
custom and he [i.e. the landowner] reserved it for the 
purpose of farming it out, the whole crop will fall to the culti
vating peasant upon whom the payment of the 'fair rent' to 
the proprietor falls due; (3) if not [i.e. if it was not prepared 
for the purpose of being farmed out] and the land diminished 
in value [through its cultivation] the cultivator owes the 
diminution of the value. If it did not diminish [in value], he 
owes nothing; ( 4) if it is a waqf and a custom [about rates of 
crop-sharing] exists and if it proves to be more beneficial to 
the waqf [than the fair rent], then it is the custom that is 
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legally relevant; otherwise, the fair rent [applies]. This rule 
holds also if the lands are orphan's property or belong to the 
sultan . . . (fa-l-/:tii$ilu anna man zaraca arrja ghairihi bilii 
idhnihi wa-lau calii wajhi l-gha$bi fa-in kiinati 1-arrju milk•n 
wa-acaddahii rabbuhii li-z-ziriicati ctabara 1-<urfu fi l-/:ti$$ati 
in kiina thammata <urf. Wa-illii fa-in a<addahii li-1-ijiiri fa-1-
khiiriju kulluhu li-z-ziirici wa-<a[aihi ajru mithlihii /i-rabbihii. 
Wa-illii fa-in intaqa$at fa-calaihi n-nuq$iin. Wa-illii fa-Iii 
shai~a <a[aih. Wa-in kiinat waqfn fa-in thammata <urf'n wa
kiina anfaca 'Iabar. Wa-illii fa-ajru 1-mithl. Wa-kadhii /au 
kiinat miila yatimin au sultiiniyya ... ). 74 

This summary conclusion of a legal discussion that began in 
the classical and continued throughout the post-classical period 
of Hanafite law clearly underlines the existence of a hierarchy of 
different forms of landed property. At the top level state lands, 
waqf lands and orphans' landed property always receive the 
biggest obtainable amount of rent. The private rent-yielding 
property is much more dependent on custom. In the case of 
'unauthorised use' it will receive the 'fair rent' only if no 
customary rate of crop-sharing exists. Otherwise, it will receive 
the customary share. In the case of 'unauthorised use' of his lands 
the peasant proprietor will receive no rent at all. This also holds 
true for the peasant cultivator who is a tenant on state lands, 
waqflands or the landed property of private owners. 75 

Different concepts of rent and property are expressed in the 
classical and the post-classical Hanafite doctrine on rent. In the 
Ottoman period they existed side by side. They are evidently 
used as a means of differentiating between different forms of 
landed property. The classical doctrine with all its restrictions 
applies to the· peasant proprietors. The modern law is applied to 
the 'exempted categories', i.e. to those rent-yielding forms of 
property that are the source of revenue of the rentier class. 

The many difficulties that result from the coexistence of an 
old and a modern doctrine and of various legal opinions within 
eacn ot Iht;~>t; Juctrines find their clearest expression in the basic 
rule concerning litigations dealing with waqf. It is held through
out the post-classical period that, whenever differences of legal 
opinions exist, the muftis must follow the legal opinion most 
useful (an fa<) for the waqf.76 
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5. THE MODERN LEGAL DOCTRINE 

It is commonly assumed that the conservative idealism of 
Islamic law finds its expression in the deep-rooted conviction of 
the jurists that the prescriptions of Islamic law are unchanged 
and unchangeable. ·But until well into the nineteenth century 
this was not how muftis and jurists viewed their legal tradition. 
Beginning in the eleventh century and continuing until the 
period of the Tanzimat (1839-76), the jurists were aware of 
differences in conceptions and doctrines that separated the 
Hanafite doctrine of the 'modem jurists' ( al-muta" akhkhirun) 
from that of the 'classical jurists' ( al-mutaqaddimun ). Time and 
again they tell their readers that they follow a legal doctrine that 
was developed by the 'modem jurists'. This modem doctrine by no 
means dealt with only those cases that had not been settled by 
the old doctrine. The muftis and jurists openly acknowledged 
that their doctrine differs from the legal opinions of the classical 
school of Hanafite law77 and stressed the point that the fatwii 
has to be given according to the legal opinion of the 'modern 
jurists'. 78 Such an attitude is indeed not surprising in a situation 
in which the old doctrine dealt with only the peasant proprietors 
whereas the 'modern doctrine' supported and protected the inter
ests of classes who drew their revenue from rent-yielding property. 
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Summary and Conclusion 

SUMMARY 

1. The pre-classical and classical Hanafite doctrine on tax and 
rent defines the payment of land taxes as a proof of proprietary 
rights with regard to arable lands. It states that taxation is 
universal and applicable to all lands and (almost) all social 
groups and strata. 

2. With regard to the productive use of land, classical 
Hanafite law developed a new dimension for the notion of 
property. It would appear that the Hanafite notions of 
commodity (mal mutaqauwim) and commodity value ( taqaw
wum) are based on the idea that the ownership of exc,hangeable 
commodities, res in commercia ( amwiil mutaqauwima), is an 
ownership of things. Commodities in this sense can be either 
exchanged or used by their owners. But the productive use of 
such commodities by third persons does not constitute a 
commodity. In order to legalise the land owners' appropriation 
of rent from their tenants, Hanafite jurists had to develop the 
idea that through the contract of tenancy or share-cropping the 
productive use of land is transformed into a commodity. Conse
quently, Hanafite law of the pre-classical and classical periods 
considers the contract to be a necessary (but not a sufficient) 
condition for the obligation to pay rent. The contract, thereby, 
becomes the clearest criterion for the differentiation between 
tax and rent. 

3. In the post-classical period of Hanafite law, the majority 
of peasants are excluded from the payment of the land tax. The 
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levies collected from them are considered to be rent that does 
not prove ownership rights. This development is symbolised and 
legalised in terms of the discussion of 'the death of the khariij 
payer' and the ar{l al-l:zauz, the sequestrated lands. In this way, 
the payment of the land tax becomes a privilege that proves the 
rentier classes' proprietary rights to their lands and guarantees 
their right to collect rent from the peasants who till these lands. 
Fiscal privileges of members of the rentier class are generally 
acknowledged. 

4. The legal status of rent-yielding landed property is assimi
lated to that of state lands in that the rent paid for its use falls 
due in the way of taxes. With regard to rent-yielding landed 
property, the contract is no longer considered to be a necessary 
condition for the obligation to pay rent. The relationship 
between the rentier and his peasants is no longer based mainly 
on contract and consent. In all cases of non-contractual use and 
in many cases of contractual use, the amount of rent to be paid 
does not depend on the agreement between tenant and lessor nor 
on the intention of the waqf administrator. The assimilation of 
the rent on rent-yielding landed property to a tax is obvious 
with regard to waqflands and to lands administered in the inter
est of orphans (i.e. falling under the special jurisdiction of the 
qa{lis). To a lesser degree the tendency is also discernible with 
regard to 'private property reserved for profitable use' (milk 
mucadd li-1-istighliil). With regard to these three forms of 
property, the contract ceases to be a necessary condition for the 
obligation to pay rent. This also holds true for state lands. All 
forms of the rentier classes' landed property are thereby clearly 
differentiated from the peasants' ownership of landed property 
to which the classical doctrine of contractual rent continues to 
apply. 

5. The notion that the levies collected from the peasants are 
rent and not taxes gives the waqf and the private owners of 
rent-yielding landed property the right of priority over the state 
and its representatives with regard to the collection of the rent 
from their tenants. The state's claim to tax waqf and private 
landed property can only be enforced against the tax payer, i.e. 
the waqj or the private owner of rent-yielding property. The 
peasants are tenant cultivators who pay rent, not taxes. This 
amounts to saying that their rent to the waqf and the private 
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owner of rent-yielding landed property includes the tax and 
cannot be distinguished from it.· It is only through the tax 
payer's payment of the land tax that the private revenue accru
ing to the rentier is differentiated from the tax that is paid to the 
state. In the relationship between landlord and peasant the tax 
cannot be distinguished from the rent. 

6. The notions and concepts of the new doctrine on rent 
were first developed in Balkh and Bukhara during the classical 
period. How and when the new doctrine became the prevalent 
legal doctrine in MamJuk and Ottoman Syria and Egypt remains 
a matter for investigation. It seems clear, however, that the 
disappearance of peasant ownership of small holdings as an 
important structural characteristic of the rural society of the 
Near East was one of the conditions that made the new doctrine 
so convincing to the jurists and the rentiers in Egypt and Syria 
and encouraged the systematic elaboration of the new doctrine 
by Ottoman Hanafite jurists. 

7. It is noteworthy that throughout the post-classical period 
the Hanafite jurists were aware of the fact that they applied new 
legal doctrine and they did not make the slightest attempt to 
conceal this awareness. 

CONCLUSIONS 

1. It seems impossible to maintain the notion, equally cherished 
in East and West, that fiqh after the tenth century is an 
unchanging structure of legal ordinances. After the tenth 
century, Muslim jurists found it impossible simply to adhere to 
the old legal ordinances without sacrificing the economic inter
est of the social stratum to which they belonged. The law had to 
be adapted to a new political and socio-economic order. The 
knowledge that was required for this adaptation had to be 
acquired in a process of trial and error which eventually led to 
the introduction of new notions, concepts and doctrines. 
Indeed, the whole history of Islamic law may be studied as a 
slow process of accumulating legal opinions which diverge from 
the old doctrine. Such a study should follow the development in 
time and space of legal opinions with regard to interrelated key 
concepts of the law. In the light of research along these lines a 
re-interpretation of the relationship between ijtihiid and taqlid 
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seems desirable. Far from being a historical reality at all levels 
of legal activities, taqlld often seems to be a pious wish rather 
than the actual practice of the jurists. It is a conscious attempt to 
maintain important elements of the legal tradition in the face of 
social and legal change that threatened the unity of Hanafite 
legal teaching. 

2. Researchers should pay more attention than in the past to 
the relationship between the different levels of legal literature. 
This subject is often treated by the Ottoman jurists who clearly 
assigned different functions to the different layers of mutun, 
shuru/:l and fatiiwii in the context of upholding the venerated 
tradition and changing it. A systematic comparison of the 
results obtained from the analysis of these layers of legal litera
ture with the qiirjis' sijilliit seems highly desirable. From the 
jurists' discussion of tax and rent it seems evident that, at the 
level of the fatiiwii, new legal opinions are introduced and that it 
is easily acceptable to the jurists that the fatwii has to be given in 
the light of the 'modern jurists' legal opinions. When new legal 
opinions are accumulated at the level of the fatwii, they exert 
their influence on the commentaries (shuruh). In the Ottoman 
period it is by no means rare to find references to collections of 
fatiiwii and their new ways of legal reasoning in the commenta
ries ( shuru/:l). The mutun largely represent the unchanging 
tradition, but it is clearly understood by the jurists that they are 
not always to be followed. 

The U$iil, finally, offer a means of stabilising the relationship 
between the legal opinions of the 'modern jurists' and the 
concept of an unchanging legal tradition as embodied in the 
concept of taqlld and the literary genre of mutun. At the level of 
the usul, all the questions discussed in this essay boil down to 
the relationship between isti/:lsiin and qiyiis - both of them 
equally acceptable within the framework of the legal tradition of 
Islamic law. Islamic law, in my opinion, should be studied by 
comparing the development of the different layers of the legal 
literature and defining their interrelationship. It seems to me 
that such a way of studying Islamic law would allow us to see 
wide-ranging changes at certain levels of the legal literature and 
it should also allow us to understand the functioning of Islamic 
law as a tradition in change and one of the ways in which Near 
Eastern society reconciled its awareness of change with its 
preservation of a normative tradition. 
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sub verbo) contract 76n.6l 

business practice as a valid 
reason for abandoning 
analogy 54, 71n.24 

QaQikhan's new concept of 
muziira'a without contract 
contradicts analogical 
reasoning 67 

Anatolia 94n. 7 
arQ al-l;tauz, sequestrated lands with 

regard to which private 
proprietary rights still exist 14, 
15, 17, 19, 52, 93, 104-6, 
123 . 

assignments see land assignment, tax 
assignment and iq(d' 

ai-Azhar 99, 101 



badhr, see muzara'a, }ins 
al-badhr and qar(i a/-badhr 

bai', contract of sale 27 
model for all bilateral and 

commutative contracts 27 
the tenancy contract (see ijara) 

cannot be construed in 
analogy to the contract of 
sale 30, 32-3, 49n.57 

bait al-ma! see public treasury 
Balkh, jurists of 40, 41, 42, 50n.78, 

· 77n.79, 124 
Bukhara, jurists of 42, 124 
Buyids, dynasty in Iraq 94n.5 
Byzantine Empire 

share-cropping in (see also 
muzar·a) 52 

Central Asia 
development of legal doctrine in 

34, 36, 40, 41, 42, 48n.51, 
60,68,82,98 

classical period see periodization 
commodity 

defined as miil mutaqauwim (res 
in commercio) 27, 122 

commodity value (taqauwum) 
30, 122 

something that can be 
accumulated and stored until 
times of need 29, 45n.25 

rent as an equivalent for a 
commodity 27 

land use as a non-commodity 
29-30 

land use transformed into a 
commodity through the 
tenancy contract (see ijiira) 
30, 31, 32, 122 or the 
share-cropping contract (see 
muziira'a) 54, 122 

see also ju' I 
see also kirii·' 

contracts 
bilateral contracts 27 
contract of sale (see bai') 27, 

49n.57 
tenancy contract (see ijiira) 25 ff 

valid tenancy contract 26, 
49n.56 

voidable tenancy contract 
34-6, 48n.52, 49n. 56 

valid and voidable tenancy 
contracts transform the use 
of land and labour into a 
commodity 30, 31, 32, 38, 
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46n.29, 49n.58 
contract of kirii·', i.e. the renting 

of land 25 
contract of ju' I, i.e. locatio 

conductio operis 25 
contract of muziira'·a, see 
muziira'a 
classical doctrine on contractual 

character of rent 32, 34, 
100-1 

post-classical doctrine questions 
the contractual character of 
rent 66-7 

corpus juris of Islamic Law 
development of 1, 2 
role of state administration for 3 
role of social traditions for 3, 

6n.12 
crops 

cereals 3 
summer crops 26, 43nn.6 & 7, 

44n.12, 51 
legal differences between 

contracts for agriculture on 
fields and for the planting of 
plantations 69n.1 

Damascus 99 
dihqi'in, Iranian landowner and 

notable 16 
doctrine 

classical doctrine on tax and ren1 
2,4 

equally applicable to all forms of 
landed property 4, 18 

recognizes peasant ownership 
(see a/so peasants) of arable 
lands, 4, 17-19 

defines the source of the 
obligation to pay rent (see 
rent and ajr) 30, 32-3, 38-9 

discusses the period of duration 
of the tenancy contract (see 
ijiira). 26, 34 

defines the payment of khariij as 
a proof of the tax payer's 
ownership of his landed 
property 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 15, 
16, 18, 2ln.25, 26, 30, 40, 
69, 83, see also 102-3 

classical doctrine obsolete in the 
Mamliik period 8 I 

protection of waqf and orphans' 
property at the origins of the 
post-classical doctrine 39-42, 
66-8, 124 
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post-classical doctrine on 
peasants' ownership of arable 
lands (see also peasants) 4 

defines peasants' levies as rent 
84-5, 102-3. 

legitimizes the fiscal privileges of 
the rent-yielding landed 
property (see rent-yielding 
property) through the 
doctrine of the 'death of the 
khariij ·payer' 83, 84, 85, 88, 
89,90,91,99-100,103-4 

characterized by the co-existence ; 
of different legal concepts 
with regard to the sources of 
the obligation to pay rent 
116-17 

Egypt 81 
a khariij paying country 

according to the classical 
doctrine 84 

no longer a khartij pay-ing 
country according to jurists 
of the sixteenth century 89, 
101 

waqf lands in 82 
development of legal doctrine in 

82-3, 85-93 
land tenure in 89 
Ottoman qiinunnameof 1525 

95n.22 
Ottoman qdnunntiineof 1553 

86,87,88,92 
the jurists' interpretation of the 

peasants' status in the 
Mamliik and Ottoman 
periods 85, 124, 96n.25 

fai', doctrine of, a legal concept that 
legitimizes state ownership of 
arable lands on historical 
grounds 9 

fair rent see ajr al-mithl 
Fatimid period 81, 94n.5 
fatwa (pl. fatawa) 

legal opinion (see also mufti) 2, 
42,68,92,98,99, 101,102 

a special kind of legal literature 
125 

Syrian fatwti-s 101, 106, 107, 
109 

Palestinian fatwii-s Ch. 5 
passim 

Egyptian fatwii-s 2 see also Ch. 
4 passim 
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relationship to mutun (see sub 
verbo) and shuruh (see 
sharh) 125 

fiqh, the science of Islamic Law 1, 
.. 124-5 

fiscal privileges see privileges 
force majeure (tifa) 31, 47n.40 

ghabn fitl.llsh, laesio enormis, the 
'outrageOus economic 
disadvantage' that justifies the 
dissolution of the contract 33 
the big difference between ajr 

musammii and ajr mithl (see 
ajr) 33, 112 

gha~b, unauthorized use of lands or 
labour 31, 36, 37,67 
engenders the obligation to pay 

a compensation for the loss 
of the lanq's value 37, 38, 39 

methods of evaluation of the 
compensation 40-1 

breach of contract defined as 
gha~b 45n.15 

gha~b does not engender the 
obligation to pay rent 
according to the classical 
doctrine 32, 37, 38, 50n.72 

assimilation of gha5b and 
tenancy (see ijtira) in the 
post-classical doctrine 40-1, 
50n.81, 68, 106-7 

gho5b of state lands, waqf lands 
and orphans' lands 
engenders the obligation to 
pay rent in the post-classical 
doctrine 111, 115-16 

classical doctrine on gha$b 
applies only to peasants in 
the Ottoman period 111, 
113-14, 115 

l)amam, classical example for 
rent-yielding property (see sub 
verba) 119n.27 

hauz see ar(i al-tJauz 
huriib, the tax payer's and 

share-cropper's flight from the 
land 14, 61, 83 

i'ana, the offering of gratuitous 
labour under a muziira•a 
contract (see muziira<a) 56, 59, 
72n.32 

•ibra, the unit in which the fiscal 



value of lands is evaluated 
23n.48 

igtihiid, the rational deduction of 
legal rules from the sources of 
the law ( usul al-fiqh) 124 

ijara, the contract of tenancy 
originaUy the hiring of labour 

(locatio conductio operarum) 
25 

a combination of three 
contracts: kirti' (the renting 
of land, see sub verbo) ijara 
(i.e. the hiring of labour) and 
ju'"/ (see sub verba) 25 

with regard to arable lands a 
tenancy contract referring to 
agriculture on fields 3, 25, 26 

in principle not applicable to 
gardens, plantations and 
pastures 26 

the forbidden ijara: ijarat 
al-istihlak 26, 103 

the tenancy contract's period of 
duration in the classical 
period 
a. general 26 
b. concerning waqf and big 

estates 34, 44n.13 
the tenancy contract's conditions 

of validity 26, 34 
a bilateral contract 27 
legitimized on the basis of 

isti~san see sub verbo 30-1, 
46n.32 

the tenancy contract transforms 
the land use into a 
commodity 30, 31, 32, 38 

religious opposition against this 
transformation 27, 28 

the tenancy contract as a 
condition for the obligation 
to pay rent 32 

sources of the obligation to pay 
rent 31, 34-5, 100-1 

time ( waqt) as a factor that 
determines the amount of 
rent and salary 31-2, 47n.41, 
59 

the tenancy contract as an 
instrument of social and 
economic integration 38-9 

the contractual and consensual 
element more important in 
the contract of tenancy than 
in the contract of sale 32-3 

ijiira fiisida, a voidable contract 
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of tenancy 32, 34 is validated 
through the tenant's land use 
34-5, 100-1 

rent under a voidable contract of 
tenancy 35, 36 

voidable tenancy contract and 
ghasb in the post-classical 
doctrine 42 

Imam, the ruler of the Muslim 
political community 10, 11, 12, 
15, 18-19, 83-4, 92, 100 see also 
Sul{iin 

iqta', i.e. the Imam's assignment of 
lands or tax districts to 
individuals see qa{i'a, land 
assignment and tax assignment 

Iran 94n.5 
Iraq 

arable lands in Iraq pay khariij 
9 

kharaj lands as private property 
9-11, 18 

legal doctrine during the 
classical period 34, 37, 41, 
53, 111 

muziira' a in Iraq before Islam 
52 

situation of peasants in the 
Buyid period 80 and under 
the Mongols 94n.11 

ir~iidi, see waqf irsiidl 
isti'ana i.e. 'asking for gratuitous 

labour' in a muziira<a 
relationship 56, 59, 72n.32 

istighlal see mu<add li-1-istighlal 
istil)san, see also analogy, admitting 

for practical and moral 
purposes legal solutions that 
contradict conclusions drawn 
on the basis of analogical 
reasoning from the basic 
rules of the legal system 
30-1, 125 

legitimizes the tenancy contract 
(seeijiira) 30-1, 46n.32 

legitimizes the contract of 
share-cropping see muziira<a 
54, 55 

based on the Prophet's example 
54,55,56 

based on Koran, surma and 
consensus 46n.32 

based on general business 
practice and custom (' urf) 
54,55,56 

legitimizes Qac;likhan's new 
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concept of muziira'a without 
contract 67 

determines the amount of rent to 
be paid under a voidable 
tenancy contract 35, 112 

justifies the solution according to 
which general practice (' urf) 
may replace contractual 
stipulation 77n.80 

Jews 
of Khaibar 54, 56, 72n.31 
of Iraq 73n.39 

jins al-badhr, the specification of the 
kind of seed to be used under a 
muziira'a contract, one of the 
six prerequisites of a valid 
share-cropping contract 59, 
77n.80 

ju'l, locatio conductio operis 
(Werkvertrag) (see also ijiira) 25 

kafil, suretyship 73n.40 
Khaibar, oasis of 54, 56, 72n.31 
kharaj, land tax (see also taxation) 7, 

8, 9, 10, 11, 14, 15nn.4 & 8, 18, 
21nn.l7, 24 & 25, 39, 40, 81, 
83,84,85,86,88,89,90,91, 
100, 101' 102, 103, 106, 110, 
123 
western definitions of 8, 

20nn.3-11 
classical Hanafite doctrine holds 

that the payment of khariij 
proves the tax payer's 
ownership of his landed 
property 9-11, 18, 21n.25, 
26, 30, 40, 69, 83 

khariij muwau.af (synonym: 
khariij wa:{.ifa) see also 
taxation, a fixed tax on 
arable lands 3, 15, 16, 18, 19 

khariij muwa<.<.af as a personal 
obligation 15 

according to the classical 
doctrine payable by the 
owner of the landed property 
7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 16, 102-3 

khariij muqiisama, see also 
taxation, a proportional 
share of the land's produce 
up to 50% 13, 15, 16, 19, 
94n.6 

an obligation in re 15 
payable by the tenant 16, 17, 

101, 119n.16 
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a tax on lands of aristocratic 
owners 16 

spread of after the tenth century 
16, 19 

most important form of khariij 
in Egypt and Syria 102 

classical khariij doctrine obsolete 
under Mamliiks 81 

the doctrine of the 'death of the 
khariij payers' and the loss of 
the peasants' property rights 
83, 84, 85, 88, 89, 90, 107, 
123 

khariij wa?]fa see khariij muwauaf 
Khorasan, the jurists of 75n.53 
kira' see also ijiira, the contract of 

renting real property 25 

laesio enormis see ghabn fii/;lish 
land assignment, the Imam's 

assignment of lands to persons 
who are in charge of its 
mise-en-valeur (see also qa{fa 
and iqta') 8-9, 12, 19n.2, 69,86, 
99-100 

land tax see kharaj, taxation and 
'ushr 

land tenure, forms of 
milk (private property) 2 
milk mu'·add li-1-istigh/al (see 
rent-yielding property) 67 
mal a{ -yatim, orphan's property 

whose administration is 
(usually) supervised by the 
qa4i42,68, 108,109, 11o, 
111, 115, 116, 123 

waqf, see sub verba 
ar(i al-l;lauz, .see sub verbo 
ar(i al-mamlaka or miri, i.e. 

state lands 69, 81, 100, 108 
land assignments held in milk 

8-9, 12, 69 
ijiira, see sub verbo 
muziira<a, see sub verba 
tax assignments 13, 16, 69, 

80-1, 93n.l, 97n.61, 102 
land use 

as a commodity 27 
as a non-commodity 29-30, 

45n.26 
transformed into a commodity 

through the contracts of 
tenancy (see ijiira) and 
share-cropping (see 
muziira'a) 30, 38 

religious opposition against this 



transformation 27, 28 
contractual land use is the 

source of the obligation to 
pay rent, 31, 38 

unauthorized land use engenders 
the obligation to pay 
compensation, not rent 37-8 

legal consequences of the land 
use of 'rent-yielding 
property' (see sub verba) 42, 
67, 68, 111, 114 

mal, see commodity 
mal al-yatim, the orphan's property 

whose administration is normally 
supervised by the qiil/.1 111 
considered to be rent-yielding 
property, see sub verba 

Mamliik period ( 1250- I 5 I 7) 
development of legal doctrine in 

69,82,84-5,103,124 
socio-economic development in 

81,85 
cadastral registers of 86, 87 

al-ma"qiid 'alaih, the object of the 
contract, that which is sold or 
farmed out under a contract 55 

mawiit, waste lands 12, 19 
milk, see private property 
miri, state lands see land tenure 
mu'add li-1-ijar (synonym for 

mu'add li-1-istighliil) 
mu'add li-1-istighllll, property 

reserved for business purposes 
and not for personal use, see 
also mu'add li-1-ijiir, mu'add 
li-1-muziira' a and rent-yielding 
property 
a form of rent-yielding property 

67-8, 107-9, 111, 113-16, 
123 

mu'add li-1-muziira'a, lands held for 
the purpose of farming them out 
under a share-cropping contract 
66-7, 106-7, 114 

mu'amala, a contract for the 
planting of plantations 51 

mul;liiraba, a partnership, a 
commenda 76n.61 

mudda, the period of duration of 
the contracts of ijiira (see sub 
verba) or muziira'a, (see sub 
verbo) 58, 59, 73n.42, 77n.80 

mufti, a jurist who gives 
authoritative legal opinions on 
legal and religious matters (see 
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a/sofutwil) I, 2, 75n.53, 98-9, 
117 

mufti-s of Central Asia 2 
Egyptian mufti-s 2 see also 
chapter 4 passim · 
Palestinian mufti-s 98, 102 
Syrian mufti-s 2, 98, 102, 112, 

113 
muqata'a, unit of taxation 87 
muqJa', the person who holds a land 

or tax assignment see alw iqfii', 
qa{i"a 17, 80-1, 85, 97n.61, 100 

musaqat, a contract for the planting 
of trees 51 

musaqqafat, roofed rentable 
buildings as opposed to rentable 
lands 119n.26 

muta'akhkhiriin, the 'modern jurists' 
as opposed to the 'classical 
jurists' (mutaqaddimun) 4, 109, 
110, 117, 120n.52, 124 

mutajiinis, 'related species' of 
production factors in muziira'a 
contract 61 

mutaqaddimun, the 'classical jurists' 
as opposed to the 'modern 
jurists' (muta'akhkhirun) 4, 
109, 117 

mutiin, law texts studied and 
learned by heart by students 
125 

muzara'a, the contract of 
share-cropping with regard to 
agriculture (see also 
share-cropping, mu'add 
li-1-muziira'a and rent-yielding 
property) 3, 38, 51,52 
a contract between unequal 

partners 43, 52, 57-63, 65-6, 
68-9, 73nn.40 & 47 

transforms land use into a 
commodity 54 

practised on big estates 52 
rejected on religious and 

juridical grounds 27, 52, 53 
contradicts the basic rules that 

govern synallagmatic 
contracts 53, 54 

is legitimized on the basis of 
isti~siin(seesubverbo) 54-5 

begins as a tenancy contract and 
ends as a contract of 
partnership (sharika) 55 

that which is farmed out under 
this contract is land or labour 
55, 61, 71n.28 
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the three legally valid 
combinations of the four 
elements of agricultural 
production 55, 56, 61-2 

peasant usages integrated into 
the muzara'a contract 56-7, 
72n.37 

special importance of seed 
investment 57, 61, 62, 63, 69 

the six conditions of a valid 
muzara•a contract 58-9, 
73nn.41 & 42, 77n.80 

the voidable contract of 
muztira•a· 59, 63-4, 65, 
77n.80 

the legal consequences of a 
voidable contract of 
share-cropping 64, 65, 69, 
78n.82 

time of land use determines 
amount of rent 59, 76n.61 

work defined as a production 
factor 60, 74nn.48 & 49 

long-term and short-term 
contracts 60-1, 69 

sublease under a muzara'a 
contract 61, 69, 76n.59 

namii' milkih (see sub verbo) 
and the contract of 
share-cropping 63-5, 69 

differences between a tenant and 
a share-cropper 68-9, 76n.60 

the mobility of the working 
partner 73n.47 

Qti(l.ikhan's muzara' a without 
contract 66"7, 106-7 

namil'milkih, see muzara'a, a 
doctrine that favours the seed 
contributor under a voidable 
muzara'acontract 63-5,69 

Ottoman 
period (13th century to 1924) 
qanunntimeof Egypt 1525 

96n.25 
qanunniimeof Egypt 1553 86, 

87, 88,92 
mufti-s 98 
system of land tenure 81-2. see 

alsotimtir 
Ottoman Empire 68, 69, 92, 96n.26 

development of legal doctrine in 
85,89,91-2,107,111,124 

socio-economic development in 
81 
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waq[lands in 82 
Ownership see private property 

peasants 
classical Hanafite doctrine 

protects peasant ownership 3, 
4, 17-19,38,80-1 

peasants not attached to soil 
10-11 

cultivators of a7fj al-bauz (see 
sub verbo) are not considered 

· proprietors 14 
peasant usages and contracts 

56-7 
the decline of small peasant 

holdings 80-1, 94n.l1 
the peasant proprietor 

transformed into a tenant 
80-1 

the jurists' interpretation of this 
transformation 69,84-5, 
96n.25 

the doctrine of the 'death of the 
khariijpayer' 83-5,88-90, 
103-4 

peasant's taxes defined as rent 
84, .100, 101, 123 

peasants enjoy personal liberty 
100-1 

classical doctrine of gha~b (see 
sub verbo) applies only to 
peasants in Ottoman period 
111, 113, 115-16 

the peasants' rent includes the 
land tax 102-3, 118n.15, 
123-4 

village custom as a legal factor 
114 

periodizatiort of Islamic Law 
early or formative period 1 
pre-classical period 1, 3, 4 
classical period 1 see also 

doctrine 
post-classical period 2, 4 and 

chapters 4-6 passim 
pre-emption see shufa 
privileges, fiscal see also doctrine, 

rent-yielding property and 
taxation 

based on the doctrine of the 
'death of the kharajpayer' 
87-91,99-100,103-4,106-7 

private property 
(milk) of arable lands see also 

rent-yielding property, 
peasants, land tenure and 



mu<add li-1-istighliil 
sources of ownership 11-12, 

18-19,81, 91-2 
relationship to taxation and rent 

2, 3, 7-11, 102-3 
bought from the treasury 87-8 
sequestration of 105-6 
differentiation between peasants' 

private propeny and 
'rent-yielding property' 
107-9, 111, 113-16, 123-4 

public treasury (bait al-miil) 
the main seller of state lands, 

fiscal privileges and property 
rights 81,89-93 

qlinimname see Ottoman 
qarr;i al-badhr, a gratuitous credit of 

seed that is to be restored after 
harvesting 56, 72n.34, 77n. 75 

qatJ"a, a piece of land assigned by the 
Imam to individual persons 8, 
19n.2 
cultivated by slaves and salaried 
labour 12, 17 see also iq{ii' and 
muq{a' 

qiyas see analogy 

Ramla99 
rent see also ajr and ijlira 

contractually fixed rent see ajr 
musammii 

fair rent, average rent see ajr 
al-mithl 

contractual character of 3, 25, 
30,31,38-9 

does not result from a delict 30 
differentiated .from taxes by its 

contractual character 38, 62 
non-contractual rent 40-2, 67-8, 

80-1, 84-5, 102-3, 123 
peasants' taxes considered to be 

rent 103, 106-7, 123 
peasants not entitled to collect 

rent for the 'unauthorized 
use' (see gha$b) of their lands 
111, 113-14 

competition for rent 102, 103, 
118nn.14& 15 

rent-yielding property 
see also mu'add /i-1-istighllil, 

mu'add li-1-muziira'a, waqf 
and miil al- yatlm 

enjoys privileged legal and fiscal 
status if compared to 
peasants' lands 67-8, 83, 
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87-92,99-100, 106-11, 
114-16, 123 

waqf lands,. orphans' lands and 
milk mu' add li-1-istigh/lil 
as the three forms of rent
yielding property 108-9, 
115-17, 123 

their relationship to state lands 
108, 120n.38 

every use of waqfand orphans' 
lands engenders the 
obligation to pay rent 42, 
67-8, 109-10, 114-15 

rizqa, rent collected from the holders 
of muqiila''-a-s(seesub verbo) 
86, 96n.34 

~ahib al-badhr, the person who 
contributes the seed in a 
muziira'a (see sub v'erbo) 
relationship 59, 77n.80 

sa wad, the rural districts of Iraq 
10, 11, 21n.26, 22n.30 

~wiifi, crown lands 9, 16 
Sdjuqs, dynasty of 84n.5 
sijilliit, the court registers 125 
Sultan 13-14, 81, 88-90, 104-6, 

116 
Syria 

arable lands pay khariij 10 
waqflands during Ottoman 

period 82, 95n.22 
milk lands during Ottoman 

period 97n.65 
jurists of and legal doctrine in 34, 

41,82-3, 85 
share-cropping 

contract of see muziira'a 
as a form of taxation (see also 

khariij muqlisama and 
taxation) 14, 56, 58, 72n.3l 

among the Jews of Iraq 73n.39 
sharl;l (pl. shuriil;l), glosses and 

commentaries of mutiin (see 
sub verbo) 125 

sharika, partnership 59, 63, 77n.80 
shuf<a, the right of pre-emption 12, 

105-6 

tab'ic.i, the sowing of more than one 
seed and the use of more than 
one method of cultivation under 
one muziira'a contract 76n.64 

takhliya, the land owner's delivering 
of the land to the working 
partner under a muziira<a (see 
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sub verbo) contract 58-9, 
71n.28, 72n.37, 77n.80 

tamllk, the transfer of property rights 
27 
tamlik al-maniifi', the transfer of 

the right to use land or labour 
27 

tan~imat, the period of Ottoman 
reforms in the nineteenth century 
(1839-1876) 117 

taqlid, reliance on the transmitted 
legal opinions of a school of law 
124-5 

taslim, the conveyance of the 
(rented) property to the tenant 
31 

tax assignment, (iqla<) the Imam's 
assignment of a tax district to a 
muqfa< who. appropriates part of 
the taxes as his due 13, 69, 80-1, 
87 

taxation 
of arable lands universal 7, 18, 

122 
no longer universal in 

post-classical doctrine 87, 
89-92,99-100 

relationship to rent and private 
property2, 3, 7-11,38,102-3 

land tax consists of either khariij, 
(see sub verbo) or 'ushr (see 
sub verbo) 7, 18 

khariijis a heavier burden than 
'ushr and has less religious 
undertones 12, 18, 19 

'ushr(seesub verbo) is a tax on 
the Muslim's agricultural 
produce 7 

taxation of auqiiflands 12, 86 
khariijon qa(f<a-s 19n.2 
the sequestration of the insolvent 

tax payer's lands (see ab·o ar(l 
ai-Qauz, khariij and 
doctrine) 14, 15, 83-4, 88 

fiscal privileges sold by the public 
treasury 87-91, 99-100, 
106-7 

miri, the Ottoman levy on state 
lands 81, 97n.65 

khariij and the competition for 
rent according to Ottoman 
doctrine 102-3, 123 

peasant's taxes defined as rent 
84, 100-1, 106·7, 123 

tax farmers, opposed by the mufti-s 
103 
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tenancy see ijiira 
timar, the lands assigned to an 

officer or official in the Ottoman 
system of land tenure 69, i 02 

timari, the timiirholder 102 
Transoxania, jurists of 33, 63, 

73n.42, 75n.53, 83, 106, 112 

u.jra, see ajr 
unauthorized use, see gha$b 
<urf, the legally recognized custom 

54,114 
use (manfa<a) 

of land and labour see land use 
<ushr, see also taxation the dime 7, 

18 
a proportional share of the 

agricultural produce that is 
levied on the Muslim's 
harvest 12, 40, 100, 103 

an obligation in re 15 
payable by the tenant or the 

share-cropper according to 
Abii Yiisuf 16 

u~iil al-fiqh, the sources of law l, 
125 

waqf, a foundation. Only to be 
constituted from private 
property, see sub verbo 
khariijiands can be transformed 

into waqf9·12, 81, 23n.42, 
93 

tax assignments may not be 
transformed into waqf13 

fiscal privileges for waqflands in 
the Ottoman period 88,91-3 

slave labour and salaried labour 
on waqf lands 12, 17 

special rules for the tenancy 
contract that concerns waqf 
lands 33-4, 36, 44n.l3 

gha5b, see sub verbo of waqf 
lands 42,68 

waqfas the rent-yielding 
property (see sub verbo) par 
excellence 108·10, 119n.37 

entitled to maximum rent from 
all unauthorized users 
109-10,115-16 

the verification of property deeds 
as a means for the 
confiscating of waqflands 
81-2,86-7 

taxation of waqflailds in 
Ottoman Egypt 86 



extension of waqflands in Egypt, 
Syria and the rest of the 
Ottoman Empire during the 
seventeenth and eighteenth 
centuries 82 

competition for rent between the 
waqf administrator and the 
timari(seesub verbo) 102-3 

waqf ir~iidi, a waqf constituted by 

SUBJECT INDEX 

rulers from public property 81, 
92, 97n.64 

waste lands, see mawat 

Z:ahir ar-riwiiya, the six books by 
Shaibaniwhich embody the 
classical Hanafite doctrine and its 
corpusjuris41-2, 50n.80, 59-60, 
68 
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